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SYNOP$S

-
This thesis ie divided into forrr parts. The first part 

,

discussee the probtem of ueing prestresaad concrete for eartbquake

reeistant structures, and exasr-ineg the rrequivalent vigcOus damp-

iagrt approach to the mea,autrement of etnrctural dampitrg. Part twO

aeJ,cribes the reversed cyclic testing of pr.eetreesed concfete

rnerTibe,rs: end rrromeats were applied to the mernbere to elmulate

earthquake loadingr and measutements wetre made of etiffaes's and

darnping energy. An analytical method of obtaini,ag moment - rotatim

curves fOr preetressed rrrembers, taking accouat Of curvature

concentration at the teneion cracks, is presented in pa:rt three. The. 'i

last part ie a ahrdy of the recPonse of an idealized trlreetreaeed 
;'

concrete structure to a recorded gartbquake ground motion. The

test resutts given in part two are used to defiae the propertiee of the

ideatized structute. ;l
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PARTS I AND U

Abbreviations

CF Ciraent Foadu

I.L Point at whicb, concrete failrrre begins

LVDS Linear viseouslyr damped systern
.fr

PSC Prestressed concrete

RC Reinforced concrete.

SM Shear l:rlortrentF

UM Uniform momeat

Sr-mbols

a parameter defining darnping en€rgy

A arnpli,hrde of a vibration

c v'iscous damping coefficient

cc, cri,tical viscous damping coefficient

c- velocity darnping coefficientn
cl equivalent vis'cous damping coefficient

D darnpiag energy

D, rt rt frorr.r one loop
I

D- total darnplng enetgyI

E Elastic modulus

Eo It tt for concrete

F force

Ff eonstalrt friction force

FR' primary fl.e:ruratr rigiditY
I-

h hyeteretic darnping coefficient

I second mornent of area
' k spring factor o{ an LVDS

LW equival,eat loop width



LWF.

rIL

rnn
Me

Me't

MI
Mtt
M5'

lx

p

q

E"

s

s1

5z

w
x

x
9c

p
d

{
5

t_

rl,

ge

Oet

h

€
a)

crin

oop width factor

rrurss o{ an LVD6

aorrnalized maes of a sYstbm

end tnorneat

totat end rrrornent '

crackiag msrmeat

total c rac'king r.norneat

rnagnification factor

powet of veloclty darnping ter'rn

parameter defini.ng darnpiag en.er'g1

I

I

I

l'l: lt

displacrement sf beam axis tn

stiffness of a mernber

pri.inary stiffness

secoadary stifinees

stored strain energy

displacerraent of, an LVDS

dis ple.c e rnent arnpl itucl e

iaclination Me - 9. looP

rerduction facto! f,on experirnental

Gafnrfla friuction te rrr'r

Gamma ftraction

to garithrrric de c rertreat

coaerete strain

lose factor

ead rotation

total end rotatioa

vi,s coue darnpi.ag factot

coacrete gtlecB

f-f,eguency

nahrrel {requencY

stope -deflection equatioa

end momeatg

_ =- ,. , r,



PART III

Abbre"viations

cs
MS

N^"

I\IF

PS

Syrnbols

as

As

bs

b

ts
cc
Gt

d

d.

d1

drrt

du
dx
e'

ee

ei

e1c

elm
A-fn
€uc

€urn,

erack section

rnid section

neutral axis

neutral fibre
prestres s

:

eteel. stres-s -strain parameter

steel area (upper or lower steel)

steel stress-strain parameter

breadth of beam

steel gtre ss-strain paragreter

concrete compres,sfon force at a
rr tension r I tt

depth to a point in the beam

depth to top of crack

depth to Lower steel

depth to neutral axis

depth to upper steel

depth of NA at distance x frorn MS

steel. strain
rr rt at y'ieLd

il rr at initial PS

strain iu tower steel. at CS

rr rr rr il atMS

steel strain at failure

strain t:,"0T" steel 

:: ::: ff,

section
It
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Ec Youngrs modulus fot coacrete in courpression

Ect rt rf rr conctete ia teneiou

Es tt rr ll steel

€F. Furn of iaternaL horizontal forces at a section

Af specified s nall value of E tr.

O. depth of beam

k patar,l.iet€f expressing rate of change of strain acfosE a

' section

1" - length between any two CSrs

ls length dver whicb. slip has occurred oa eitbor side of

aGS

L loaded leagth of beam

M"" moment of concrete cor.trpressive forces about NE" .

Mct rl tt tl tensioa tt tt tt

Me external aBplied morrrent

Muc tr tt tt at CS

Mern rr tt rt at MS

Mr coupte of internal forcee at a sectisa

Mtt monent of tower steel force about IrTP

Mfu tl n: upPer ll tt tl rr

A M specified srnall moment vatue

p- total. pertmeter of all uPPer or lower bars

s steel. stress

se rr rr at yield

s rf rr at faiture
rTI

T1" lower steet force at the CS

Tlm tr tt rr at the MS

T^ total initiat prestress foree
P

Tu upper steel fotce

Trrb u,pper steel area batrance force

TfU lower rl ll rr rl

I



t

A T tenslon force trangferred by slip

A Tbrrr"* maximum tension force transferred by slip

x di.sta:ece of gectioa frorr MS

y height of any fibre above NF

E concrete straitr

€ do, concrete at MS at dePt} d"

Li f , tt tr r:l lt due tO initial PS

€ lm 
' lower fibre concrete strain at MS

€1" 'coa.Frete str:ain at lower steel' levet at MS

e- rfr
rl rr ll rrraXifnUtn StreSS

€ grid tt r' tr depth d.n midWay between IfS and GS

g t concrete teasi.l.e strai'a at maxirnurrcttu"b

€..,o upper fibre corrcrete Etrain at CS

I rt rl lt ll atMS- urn
€uX tt tt. It tt at distance x frOrn MS

e,x co4crete strain at dept-h dq, distance x frorr MS '

t,, strain at beight y abo-ve Nt'
I

g totatio! of beam, between any two sections

ge beam. lotation over length L
r! il rt length 1"

'f 'r teagrh (IclZ - 1")

curvature of beam at anlr sectisn

d concrete stless

C5 boud stress

6m rnaximrarn concrete stress

6l," streEs at height y above NF,

es

e"

v



PART IV

Abbreviations

PGA peak ground acceleration

PSF peak spectral'frequency

RE"SP **"*/*I = X*"*

SymboLs

a -parameter defining ground acceleration

A coefficient used in solving for X.
b parameter defining ground acceleration

B coefficient used in solving for X.
c viscous darnping coefficient

C lateral strength parameter

D coefficient used in solving for Xn

Etllllftlttll

f lateral force applied to structure

f, lateral force to cause cracking
I

F norrnalized lateral force , F = f'lf'y
g acceteration due to gravity

H terrn used in solving for X
k stiffness of structure, Y = f.lx

kI stiffness before cracking

kZ stUfness after cracking

K gradient of normatized force-deflection curve

L Length o{ colurnns of structure

LW loop width of f-x curve

LWt tr rr ,r Me - Oe curve for a single rnernber

LWtr. loop width factor for structure

LWFI loop width factor for a member



rn. mass

N4e end rnoment aPPlied to a member

Ml cracking moment of a rnernber

N ground accel'eration coefficient

q. constant in f-x equation

gr ,92 particular values of q

O constant in F-X equation

Ql, QZ Particular values of Q

r , coef.ficient used in solving for X"

Rtttrltttltlt

S stiffness of a member

SI rr rr rr before cracking

SZ rt tr rr after cracking

t time

T natural period of structure (uacracked)

u absotute displacement of the mass

x displacernent of tbe rnass relative to the ground

xI dispLacement at cracking

xmax maximum value of x during an earthquake

X normalized displacement' X = xlxL

X" compLernentary function found in solving for X

Xrrr"* maximurn vatue of X

X- particular iotegraL found in solving for X
p

Xo val.ue at the start of an intervaL

Xl rl tt tt end rr r ll

y displacernent of the ground

^ 
viscous damping factor

g end rotation of a member
e
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PART I

EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN AND PSC

Prestresaed concrete (PSC) is still relatively new and

untried as an earthquake resistant structural system' The earth-

quake resistant design of steet and reinforced concrete (RC)

structures today is possibte because, in the past, earthquakes

acted on large structures which had been designed with little or

no thought for,bheir earthquake resistance" Frorn the ability or

inability of different structures to withstand earthquake forces' an

understanding of how structures behave has been gained, and a

set of rutes for earthquake resistant design devised. In spite of

modern techniques of analysis, earthquake resistant design

rnethods, particularly for RC structures, still have a largely

empirical basis. An increased awareness of earthquake risks has

rneant that ernpirical methods of design for PSC structures cannot

be refined and developed by trial arxd error.

sorne engineers and designers with experience of PSC

structures have expressed great confidence in the ability of

properly designed PSC structures to withstand earthguakes.

These include Nakano 
I, 

"t.r 
2, our"ruwski 3, Dt"ptyroux 4, 

","d
tr

Sutherland ". It remains true, however, that confidence in PSC

for earthquake resistance is still to sorne extent based on opinion

rather than fact. The difficutty is that rational analytical rnethods

do not exist to enable confident prediction of the performance of a

structure under earthquake action, when no prototype exists

against which results can be checked.

To overcore this difficulty, inforrnation in three

categories is needed: first, more information about the properties

of PSC structures; second, methods of analysis, both static and



dyaa*drie, ts make use of, thie brforaation; and third, a better

underetandiing of likely earthquake action.

Inf.orrnation preseAted in this thests about tbe fle:nrral,

a:ad dampiag properties of PSC bearns falls irtto the first category.

An aaalytical srethoct developed fOr obtaining load-deflection and

oth,er data for etaticalty loaded PSC bearns fatts i'nto the c€cond'
" 

'dnce onalveie 'r ''ed PSG strlrch,"eas doee the respouse analysie made of an ldeali

srabjebted to earthqUake :potion. .Also i,ncluded is some discussion

of structr.tral d.arnping problerms and aofnenetahltre. It is hoped that

thls thesis *i11 be i.etXful to those intere'sted i,n the use of PSC fof

s eier,tric te.sistant de eign.
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Z.OO STRUCTURAL DAMPING . THE VISCOUS DAMPING APPROACH

Z.0I Introduction

It has become usual practice to express structurat

damping values in terrne of an equivaLent viscous damping factor,

A, ot sorne related term, Sorne investigators, such as Penzieo 6,

!, 7
and Nielseo r have used rnethods of measurement based on the

assuinptions of the linear viscously darnped systern (LVDS).

Others such as Nakano 8, 
"od Medearis & Young 9, n..r" rneasured

damping energies rnore directly, but expressed the results in

terms of a viscous damping factor. It is worthwhile exarnining

the concept of equival.ent viscous darnping.

Z.0Z Equivalent Viscous Darnping Concept

J""ob".r',. 10, originally proposed the concept of equi-

valent viscous damping in I930, to enable the steady state response

of a systern, with linear spring characteristics, and known, non-

viscous, damping characteristics, to be found. He suggested that

dissipative work (or damping energy, D) be used as the criterion
by which the equivalence of different types of damping could be

e stablished.

The equation of

s inus oidal forcing function

rn:i + c>t + kx =

where na=

1-A

F=
()) 

=

motion for an LVDS acted on by a

of regular frequency is:

F sinc^r t (2. 1)

rnass

viscous damping

sprin g constant

amplitude of the

frequency of the

c oeff icient

forcing function

forcing function
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=

The equation

influenced by

velocity is

The solution of equation 2,I is well known, and the

steady state response is given by the particular integral;

J tu - m*2) + czc^,z

X sin (*,t'- O)

sin (et - O) (z.z)

of motion for a systern with linear spring, and

a darnping force proportional to the nth powet of the

rnit"rr(i| +kx = Fsincut (2.3)

The plus or rninus sign before the darnping terrn indicates that the

darnping force always opposes the motion, If the darnping term in

equation ?.3 is replaced by an equivalent viscous darnping terrn

"r (i)
where c1 is deterrnined by the equivalent dissipative work

criterion we have;

D=4cn (i)" ax = (2,4)

where D = the energy dissipated per cycle, or darnping energy.

The assurnption, which Jacobsen discusses and justifies, that the

wave shape can in alL cases be considered sinusoidal, is now

introduced. This can be stated as:

x = Asin(t,'rt-0) (?.5)

I

P
4c1J o x dx

LrfrI
I
J^

where A = amplifude of the vibration

which enables the integration in equation 2.4 to be perforrned, and

value of c1 obtained in terrns of cn:



TZ

/n+Z\2 f I z Ic1 =cn ^ n-I n-lA u,)t,r ,(+)
= cn I -gt-l ,^, 

o-l

where J of equ 2.7 is a sonstant for any value of n,

1[e"gamrna function of equ 2.6,

. If the case of a systern with linear spring, and coulornb

damping, is considered, then 11 = o. Frorn equ 2.7 it is seen that
111

c1 = co[A-^ ,r-' (z. g)

If the constant damping force of the systern is F1, it is seen from

equ 2.3 that

co - F1 (2.9)

Frorn equs 2,6 and 2.7,6 can be evaluated for n = o, and has the

value

{ = 4tt(

From equs 2.8, 2.9, and

(2. r0)

Z.L0 it is seen that

-t
u)

(e, I 1)

Thus c1, the eguivalent viscous damping coefficient, invotves A

and cu . When cI, as given by equ ?.LL, is used in conjunction

with the steady state response solution of the LVDS, ("* r.Z)r-
is known, and A is the only unknown. Thus a solution can be found.

However it is obvious that where A and rr,, are not constants, c1 is

not a constant. Frorn equ 2.7 it is clear that for all values of n

other than n = l, c1 involves 6,,r and A. It is therefore not a constant

for a systern, but is particular to each response problem considered.

Va1ues of equivalent viscous darnping are, however, more

usually stated in terrns of the equivalent viscous darnping factor, A ,

(the fraction of critical viscous damping), rather than in terms of

(?.6)

(2.7)

and includes

cl = 4FrA-1.T
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the equivatent viscous damping coefficient, c1.

For the true LVDS, with properties as in equ 2. I

^ 
=g.cc

= Z.{rnk

c
= ;-;:-z /rnK

where

ie

cc

 

Thus for a systern with viscous damping, coefficient c, a change

in dither m or k wilt change tr . In fact X is a systern property,

and values o{ X describe only the relation between s, k and c, for

(z.Lzl

describe rnaterial damping isa true LVDS; The problern of using A to

discussed by L^r^nLI .

2.03 The Measurernent of Structural Damping

There are two general classes of rneasurernent used to

find the darnping of structures, or structural cornponents. The

first class consists of rneasurements made as the structure or

component vibrates at its natural freguency, such as rrreasure-

rnents of the natural decay of the arnplitude of free vibrations; or

measurements rnade over a band of frequencies which includes

natural frequency, such as the measurements of the variation of
7

response with frequency. Nielsen discusses both these rnethods.

The use of rnethods of this type usuatly implies that an LVDS can

be used to represent the real system:i.e.that equivalent values of

rrlass, rn, and stiffness, k, can be found, as wel.l as equivalent

damping.

The second class cornprises methods based on the

rneasurernent of load-deflection loops for a system. L^"un LL

discusses sorne of these rnethods. The load-deflection loops can

be obtained by loading at any practicabte frequency,
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2.04 Values of \ Obtained bv Resonance Methods

The discussion in this section only applies to

structures vibrating at arnplitudes where their load-defl.ectioa

properties are approxirnately linear.
Values of I for such structures rnay be obtained in

two different ways. First, by tests on the structure itseU, when
a

it is in the condition for which its darnping value is required.

Thid would norrnally rnean tests on cornpleted buildings. Second,

by tests on a partially cornpleted structure, or sorne simil-ar

structure, or on typical structural cornponents.

If the value of A obtained is to be used to de{ine the

darnping of an LVDS, which is intended to be eqoivalent to the

real structure, a criterion for the eguivalence of the viscous 
.

darnping taken is required. Although structures excited by earth-
quakes are vibrating in response to a transient forcing function,

this criterion can be found by considering natural freguency

vibrations of the structure, since the greatest response of the

structure is likely to occur when it is vibrating at or near this
frequency.

The criterion suggested is the same as that used by
I0 .Jacobsen - in developing his concept of equivalent viscous daurp-

ing: i e that the damping energy of the model and the real system

should be equal.

For any given structure, the damping energy is likely
to be a function of the frequency and amplitude of vibration, which

can be expressed

D = ac.rPAQ (z.tg)
where a, p and q are constants.

If the equivalent LVDS has properties, rn, k, and

darnping factor \, and vibrates at its naturat frequency, its
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damping energy is given by

D = zr A, u ez (2.r4\
Consider a structure with darnping energy expressed by equ 2.L3,

and for which a darnping factor A, is found by resonance type

tests. If this structure was vibrating at A1 and natural frequency

4rt during testing, and is to be represented by an eguivalent LVDS

with.stiffness k1 and darnping factor also A I, the requirernent of

equivalent damping energies, DI, can be statedl
:DqDl = ao:l'Al-'

= ZnAtktAtz 
(Z'Ls)

llence the requirernent for equivatence is8

it = "rlPorn-' (u.16)T
If the structure vibrates at the sarne frequenc y ti,L, but at

arnplitude AZ, then its actual darnping energy is:

Dz = aolpez9 (2.r7)
The equivalent LVDS, to have the same damping energy at A7,

would require

Ap = aarrPA^9-Z (z.rg)
2 f k1

It is seen that

A z = A, (or\ n-' (z.n)
w/

from equs Z.16 and 2.18,

tfence we see thatrfor values of tr found as first
- /.describedr(i e by tests on the actual structure for which they are
\

requiredf ,how well a single vatue of tr describes the damping,
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for different vibration amplitudesoilepends on the value of q.

Unless 9.= Z, A rnust be adjusted as A varies.
tr'or values of h found in the second w3f , i e by tests

on unfiaished structures, different stxucturesr or structural

cornponents, there is tess chance that a single value of A will be

adeguate.

If a structure S1, stiffness k1, whose darnping energy

is d'escribed by

D1' =.a1arPlA9I (2.2O')

is tested at natural frequency G,l, to find a vatue A 1, we have

' At = at(t\PI etgt-t
, tr kr (2.2L)

If a second structure 52, stiffness k2, has darnping energy

DZ = az,^rPzA9z

and a value of A is found for it

Ag = uz*z"or4z-2
T

then frorn egus 2.2I and Z.Zz

Az - Ataz.;,zP|or"-tn,
u! ut PI .e rqL 

-z kz G.z3l
In considering the liketihood that a single vatue of A , found for

one structure, is likely to apply to a second structure, the

following must be considered. First, values of a, p, and q are

likely to be different for the two structures. This is particularly
likely to be-so if tests on components are used to find values of X

for real structures. Second, unless p1 = p, = 0, structures

having different natural'frequencies, but the sarne darnping

(z,zz)
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rnechanisrn, require different values of A . Third, unless

gl = gZ = 2, different arnplitudes of vibration reguire I to be

adjusted, And fourth, even if pI pZ = 0, and q, = gZ= Z,

different vaLues of k, and k2 irnpty that different vatues of A,
and l, Z are required. Consequentty, single values of A cannot

be.accepted as adequately representing an equivalent viscous

damping, unless alt the above factors are checked.

2.05 Values of Agbtained from Load-Deflection Loops

If the loss facto", fL , of a systern is defined by

t= D
zTrw

where \f = rnaxirnum stored strain energy for a system

of the same stiffness but zero darnping,

(see figure 2.1)
it can be shown that for an LVDS vibrating at its undamped

natural frequency

(z.z4l

(z.zs)
D

^
4n W

rL
= z

This relation is often (e.g.Nakaoo 8) used to derive values of \
for structurat systerns. lf the concept is restricted to linear
systerns, the likelihood of a single value of A being a good

measure of a structure's darnping is dependent on those factors

discussed in Section 2.03. It is sornewhat easier to check how

well a single value of A will suffice, by carrying out a range of

load-deflection tests. In the authorrs opinion, it is difficult to
accept tr as a satisfactory way of expressing damping values

obtained from load-deflection loops. If the relation of D to
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freqraency aud defLe,ction ie quoted for a coraponent, val,ueg -of D

fo,r an asserrbly of therge eomponents can be forrnd, Ttrrrs values

of, A can be calculated which are appropriate to any particutrar

oys,teror vlbratiro,g at a paltleular frequerrcy'and'amptihrde, tf
required. I

z.06 @_. .r,
Jacobgeu -- , has discuseed the casa of'non'liaear

s,B,r,inge with,true viseolts dawrping, He polnted out that an

egu'lvatreat vis,coris daeptrng {actor rr,ray be rneaai,nglecs fo Ddlr-

linear, aoro-viscortg systers-s. He did, how'ever, digcus,s the

case of a non-l,inear sprlng urith true viscous darnping, and poiated

orrt sorrae variationel in the nelation of J\ to 11 .

For a li,nea.r spriag bavi4g Load-defleetlon peoperti€s

def,tned by

F=ls.
A = "5r1

Jacobsea ebowed that

tr = .?1r[

aad for a b.ardenlng spring, defiaed by

F = k*'n
be showed that

A = .49 t
The difference be,hBeen tbe linear and the softening spring ie

sttiking, and indieates the difftculty of stating neau-llrgful vatues

of tr {or non-ti-near systomc, wben atterrpting to cor.rrplet'ely

as was etated i:r Seetion 2.04.
r.or a softe.ni4,g spring, defined by

F Et"*
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PART II

DISCUSSION Or. RELEVANT EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Introduction

A brief discusiion is given here of experirnents

per$ormed on plain concrete and concrete cornponents, and of

some rrreasurenaents made of structural darnping, by other

investigators, which have relevance to the experirnental work

performed by the author,

Darrping of Concrete Components
rA

In 1930, Kirnball '", reported the results of tests

performed on plain concrete tuning forks, 5 f.t in length, and

having a natural freguency of t0 cycles/sec. A value of the

damping factor, tr , was found by assurning that an eguivalent

LVDS could be taken. Kirnbal.l reported values of '\ approaching

10{e, and suggested that these values trexplainecl the considerable

damping in structures.tr The tests were carried out at 'rlow

levels of stresstt, which suggests that cracking probably did not

occur. without knowing whether the damping rneasured was in

fact velocity dependent, and how the darnping varied with stress,

the quoted values of A could not be taken with confidence to.

accurately express the damping of other concrete cornponents.

The work is of solne interest, however, because Of the reLatively

low natural frequency of the test specirnen. This is in marked

contrast to specirnens such as lztr x 6tt or 8rr x 4r1 test cylinders.

The darnping-of PSC bearns was investigated by
. 6,1?-venzren tn L962. Tests were rnade on beams 5rr x 6tr x 90tr,

freely suspended at each end. Damping values were obtained by

two different methods, both involving the use of the equations for
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an LVDS to catculate values of tr . In the first method, a

concentrated harrnonic force was applied to the bearns at their

rnid spans, and the response arnplitudes at resonance were

rneasured. Dynarnic rnagnification factors were then used to

calculate damping factore. Static deflectioosl Xs, were

cal.cutated by using the equation

xs = p/c*oz n71

where p = amplitude of the harmonic force

Crrl , = natural frequency for the first mode

rnn = normalized rnass for the first mode

Values of x6, the defl.ection at resonance were measured directly.

The dynarnic magnification factor Mf was given by

MF = xd/xs

and I was found frorrr

z\ = 0.5/MF

To enabte testing at larger arnplitudes of vibration to

be carried out, free vibration tests were made, The reductioo

in displacernent arnplitude over four successive cycles was

measured to obtain a vatue of 5 , the logarithmic decrement. An

initial deflection, large enough to produce crackingr was applied

to the beam, which was then released and allowed to vibrate freely.

The reduction in displacement over four successive cyclesr as

rneasured, wos used to calcutate a value of 6 , which was then

used with the equations of an LVDS to calculate \.
Values of A found varied frorn |ls, for the steady state

vibrations with no cracking, througtr Z% for steady state vibra-
tions with very srnall tension cracks, to 6ls for free vibration
tests, with heavy cracking, and vibrations in the non-linear

range, The past loading history affected the value of A, and in

general A fel-l if a beam had been subjected to previous testing



at large arnplitude. Penzien concluded that the rnagnitud " of ,:: /

prestress force was irnportant insofar as it controlled the extent '/

to which cracking could occur. It should be noted that all test
results were for natural frequency oscillations of the beams, i,€.
a frequency of about I00,cycles/sec. It seerns possible that

internat darnping in the concrete could contribute to the total
a

damping of the beams quite differently at 100 cycles/sec, from

the way in which it contributes at, s&!r I cycle/sec. Penzien

did not in fact study the dependence of damping on freguency, but
_ lg . 'Jones , has stat€d that between 70 and I0,000 cyctes/sec. there

is no appreciable change in A for plain concrete.

Jarnes, Lutes and Smith 19, tested a series of beams,

both PSC and RC, each 4rt x 8rr x IZ0rr, subjecting thern to a

concentrated, central, sinusoidal exciting force, to evaluate their
flexural rigidity and internal darnping properties. The investiga-

tors noted that internal damping was unlikely to be truly viscous

in character, but considered that use of an equivalent viscous

damping coefficient to describe the damping was justified by the

way in which the linear differential equations of an LVDS could be

handled analytically. Using the differential equation for the

transverse vibrations of a viscously darnped, elastic.bearni and

measured values of the dynamic rnagnification factor, applied

sinusoidal.force, and naturat freguency of the test bearns; they

obtained values for the dynamic flexural rigidity, EI, and equiv-

alent viscous darnping factor, A , of the bearns, The results

reported were restricted to beams which did not show severe

cracking; an attempt to correlate data from severely cracked

bearns with that frorn uncracked beams was unsuccessful .

The beams tested had natural frequencies ranging

between 30 and 40 cycles/sec, Values of A ranging frorn I.L%
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to 2.68/e were quoted, and the investigators concluded that the

darnping was not viscous for srnall arnplitudes of vibration, but

did seern to become viscous for higher arnplitudes. The author

believes that their reasoning on this point, which was based on

the existence of a magnidication factor independent of exciting

force for higher amplitudes of vibration, did not exclude the

possibility that the damping was solne kind of velocity dependent

darnping other than viscous. For exarnple, the so-called

'rhysteretictt damping, proposed by Bishop 20 tlr Lg55, which

postulates a velocity dependent damping force, F.t, given by

F, = h;
cf,

AJ

= veloc ity

= freguency of the vibration

= a constant darnping pararneter

also gives a constant magnification factor for a one degree of

freedom systern with harrnonic excitation.

The investigators found that the eLasti.c modulus for
concrete, Ec, apparently fell as the amplitude of vibration was

increased for RC beams, but not for PSC bearns. They also

cornrnented that for the severely cracked bearns, the response

characteristics observed were simiLar to those of a systern with

combined viscous and coulomb darnping. This comrnent is

interesting in view of the velocity independent damping, part of

which appeared to be friction damping, observed in the tests

carried out by the author and reported in this thesis.

The results reported by Penzien, and by Jarnes, Lutes,

and Srnith, are not, however, capable of direct application to

seisrnic design problerns, partly because of the frequency range

in which they were obtained, and partly because they do not

t
where x

ao

and h
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adequately cover the case of severely cracked members.

Effects of Testing Speed on Concrete Properties

The effect of the straining rate on the cornpressive

strength and elastic properties of 3rr x 6rr plain concrete

"1cylinders was investigated by Watstein --, in 1953. His tests

are of especial interest because the rates of straining he

employed resuLted in rates of stressing frorn I0 to 107 psi/sec
being produced. If we consider a beam being vibrated at 2
cycles f sec, with a cornpressive stress of 5000 psi at an outer

fibre of sorne transverse section, the average rate of stressing

of that fibre is 4 x I04 psi/sec. Watsteln's tests indicate that

for this rate of stressing, the dynarnic Es is likely to be 1.15 to

1.25 times greater than the static Eg. Thus we would expect the

stiffness of a bearn vibrated at Z cycLes/sec to be about I.05 to

I.1 times greater than the stiffness of the same bearn in a static

test. Watstein also found that the compresive strength increased

in about the sarne ratio, but this was not relevant to the i.nvestiga-

tions reported in this thesis.

Wadlin and Stewa tt2? in 1961 cornpared the perforrn-
ance of 9tr x 10" xZI6tt PSC and RC bearns, under static and

dynamic loading. The dynarnic loading was irnpulsive, and the

applied load reached a peak in 0,005 to 0,006 seconds. However,

the time for the beams to sustain rnaxirnurn toad in a destructive
test was 0.4"2 to0"029 seconds, corresponding approxirnately to

cyclic testing at 8 cycles/sec, Their tests showed that PSC beams

had greater resistance to irnpulsive loading, less deflection and

darnage, greater stiffness, and a slightly lower uLtirnate strength

than the RC beams, when both types were designed to the (then)

existing design codes.



When the beams were tested to desttuction, they 
?5

absorbed about the sarne amount of energy, and the lower

riuctility of prestressing steel compared to rnild steel was not

significant, as no steel failures occurred. On the basis of these

tests, PSC beams, with their greater ability to suffer large

deflections and recover, undamaged, were judged better than RC
n '-for impulsive loading.

' These tests rnust be regarded as going sorne way

toward renaoving doubt about the suitability of PSC cornponents

for earthquake resistance, While the rates of loading were

relatively high, they would probably be duplicated if two adjacent

structures rrhamrneredrr together. Further, the author feels that

the figures for energy absorption are significant, as is the fact

that no beams suffered steet failure.
Oladapo " ,"sted PSC bearns about 2.5't x 4,Orr section,

and 78rt test length, subjecting thern to various rates of loading

and obtaining the mornent curvature relations for each rate.

Tirnes of I sec. and 40 min, were taken to apply the load in the

test series of greatest significance here. Comparing these rates,

Oladapo found an increase of stiffness of about l0lo for the higher

speed, and an insignificant increase in ultimate strength. The

increase in stiffness noted is of significance in PSC design,

ineofar as it suggests that static tests on structures, or compo-

nentsrgive a stiffness appreciably different frorn that appropriate

to the earthguake loading case, when the rate of loading will be

rnuch greater than in a static test.

Fatigue Testing

Nurnerous investigations to deterrnine the strength of

concrete under rnany types of repeated loading have been carried

3.04
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out in the past 60 y"^r" Z+ . Two of these investigations which

have sorne relevance to this thesis are discussed her,e.

B^te ?5 cornpared simply supported PSC and RC

bearns, L7" x 5" x LZ0tt, under repeated loading at the quarter

points. It is of interest'that even where the repeated load
A

applied was 0.9 tirnes the static ultimate load, at least 3 x 10"

cycles were sustained before failure for both types of beam.

Thet'e is the possibility that, under reversed cyclic loading,

which was not applied in these tests, failure could occur sooner,

but it still seerns iikely that a fatigue-type failure, during the

loading of a structure by even 3 or 4 successive large earthquakes,

is not likely,
Bate published load-deflection loops for sorne of the

bearns tested, and two points of interest arise frorn these,

First, the RC bearns suffered a rnuch greater toss of stiffness

under repeated loading than the PSC. Second, the area of the

loops becarne very srnalt after the first two or three cycles, for
both types of beam. These results are of limited applicability to

earthquake resistant design, because the loading was not reversed,
but the cornparison between PSC and RC is interesting, and not

unfavourable to PSC.

Venuti 26 t"rt.d PSC beams 4.5'r x 6" x ?Zrr, under

two point, repeated loading. Of particular interest are the load-

deflection toops which he has published. These show a large area

for the first cycle, rapidly decreasing over the first two or three

cycles, and reaching a stabl.e value which was rnaintained for the

first 500,000 cycles. The width of the loops was greatest for
those beams loaded nearest to their static ultimate strength. The

loops closed at the bottorn, indicating that the residual deflection

was increasing very slowty, if at all, and thus illustrating an
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important property of PSC bearns. These loops also shorved a

decrease in stiffness as testing progressed, which was rnost

marked for the greatest loads. Although Venuti did not cornment

on this decrease, it ie of sorne intereet in view of the change in

stiffness of the bearns tested under reversed loading by the author,

and reported in this thesis.

Othe'r Investigations

- A series of investigations performed by Sinha, Gerstte,
- 27,'zg, .29 : . 30 . ?and Tulin , and Agrawal, Tulin and Gerstle - - is of

interest, These investigators tested plain concrete and reinforcing

steel under cyclic loading, then used the in-forrnation they had

obtained to enabl.e them to predict the behaviour of singly and

doubly reinforced RC bearns subjected to cyclic loading. They

cornpared the predicted results with test results, and obtained good

agreement. Of particular interest is their approach to the analyti-
cal problern of taking account of the inelastic eflects of concrete

undgr cyclic loading. Effectively, they considered a typical

section of a beam to be made up of a number of strips, at varying

depths, and followed the stress-strain history of each strip. An

approach si.rnilar to this is necessary to analyse the behaviour of

PSC bearns under reversed cyclic loadi.ng and take inelastic

effects into account. Doubtless their work will be of assistance

when such an analysis is attempted.

The rate of loading used by these investigators was

relatively slow, bearns being loaded to yield in about Z minutes.
They were interested in problerns of shakedown, and the incre-
rnental collapse of RC structures when sorne rnernbers are loaded

into the yield range. Dynamic effects were not studied.
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The damping of a five storey reinforced concrete

building was investigated by Nielsen ', ovho compared the

results obtained by applying the assurnptions of an LVDS to

response curves obtained in two different ways. For run down

tests, a vibrator which.applied a periodic forcing function to

th.e building was run at sorne frequency greater than the natural.

frequency of the building, and then allowed to slow down; the

response of the structure being measured as the frequency

changed,-and,a resonance curve obtained. For steady state test-
ing, Nielsen used'a vibrator with a speed control, accurate to

0.tVo, to excite the building at different, constant, freguencies.

Nielsen found that the damping values obtaiaed frorn

run down tests could differ by as much as 100fl0 from the rnore

accurate values obtained from steady state tests. U* obtained

vatues of A of between L% and Z{o for the first translational rnode

of the building, in different stages of construction. He suggested

that values of A , as high as 7fq, obtained for similar structures

in the past, could well be highly inaccurate, because of the lack

of accurate speed controt on the vibrators used.

Tests by Medearis and Young 9, *ho applied reversed

cyclic loading, at low frequency, to plywood panels, are of

interest because they calculated darnping values from load-
deflection loops. They used the inforrnation obtained frorn the

areas of small, linear, loops, to calculate a value of A which

would hold for srnall, naturat frequency, vibrations of the panels.

They then used this value, together with information about the

strain energy the systern could store at various amplitudes of

vibration, to predict the earthquake response of the panels.

The darnping value was used in conjunction with response spectra

to find the likely earthquake energy input to the panet, and the
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values of the strain energy it could store were used to find its
response.

While this approach is in many ways a very rational
one, particularly as the Load-deflection loops for large arnpli-
tudes are used to find the strain energy capacity of the panels, it
sti^ll relies heavily on the assurnptions of the LVDS, both as they

apply to the calculated value of A for the panel, and to the earth-
quakb energy input values obtained from response spectra.

Further, the contribution of the panels to the perforrnance of

some targer structure of which they are part is of great interest,
and the calculated value of tr would not be appropriate to this

case, unless the natural frequency of the total structure equalled

that of the panel alone, It is felt by the author that the inforrna-
tion obtained from load-deflection loops can be used to greater
advantage than was the case for these olywood pandl tests,

Tests on two types of PSC structure have been reported
I ?l ?)

by Nakano " J'' uu. He applied, static, reversed, cyclic loading

to a PSC portal frame, and also io a 4 storey model structure
with an interstorey heighr of about 80'r. From these tests, load-
<ieflection loops for the first 4 cyctes of loading were obtained, I

the last cyctes being well into the cracking range. Free vibration
tests to determine the natural period of the structures were also
carried out, Viscous darnping values were calculated frorn the

load-deflection loops, applying equation Z,SS, section 2.04t

\= D
4Tw

without any correction for the non-linearity of the load-deflection
cuxves. Values of A ranging frorn Llo to L4To wete obtained.

The loss factor, ( , can be found from these results.
Of equal interest was the ability of PSC structures to

withstand deflections which produced severe cracking, and to
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recover with srnall. residual deflections, and no signs of serious

damage. These tests left no guestion that PSC structures could

withstand rnoderate earthquakes and sustain rernarkably little
darnage, but did not answer the question of perforrnance, and

likely type of failure, under a severe earthquake. They showed

that energy dissipation was considerable, and that elastic
a

deflections of at least four tirnes the deflection at cracking load

were possible. However, it is the yield, or ineLastic, deflection

which an RC structure is capable of , as eLements of it approach

failure, that is thought to prevent sudden and catastrophic

collapse of the structure in a severe earthguake. The design

criteria reguired to ensure that PSC structures have a sirnilar
rnargin of safety against cornplete collapse in a severe earthquake

cannot be found from Nakanors tests. .

3.06 Surnrnary

The investigations reviewed here are typical of those

which are relevant to the experirnental work described in this
thesis.

The values of I reported for various concrete

corrlponents and structures range frorn Llo to L4%. The difficutty
of using values of A when analysing structural response were
discussed in section 2. A different approach to damping rneasure-

ment is described in this thesis.

The work of Nakano l' 3l' 3'r, highly relevant to the

response problern ior PSC structures, and the authorts approach
is in sorne ways sirnilar. The results obtained by Nakano frorn
tests on structures are cornplernentary to those obtained by the

author from tests on corrponents.
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explainedThe relevance of the other investigations

in sections 3.03 to 3.05.

The work reviewed helped to define the areas where

more research was desirable, and also serves as a background

to the work reported here.
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4, a0 OBJECTIVES OF THE TEST PROGRAM

4.01 Introduction

Sorne methods of measuring and interpreting the

damping of structural materials and systerns have been discussed

insections 2 and 3. The object of the test program described

here was to measure, in the most direct and useful way possibl.e,

the darnping and flexural properties of PSC beams, under test

conditions designed to reproduce the loading of real structural

elernents during an earthquake. This requirement governed the

way in which the beams were to be toaded, and the rneasurements

rnade.

4.OZ Tvpe of Loading

It is well known that PSC bearns do not behave in

flexure as perfectly elastic bearns with a constant elastic modulus,

E", and a readily defined and constant second moment of area, I,
It is difficuLt to establish a value of Efor concrete, and the true

value is not a constant, but varies with strain and load history,
It is not possible to define a single value of I for two reasons.

I'irst, at any section, the effective depth of the section may vary
as cracks open, and the distribution of steel and concrete strains

rnay become non-tinear due to b6nd slip. Secoad, there is no

typical section, and concentration of curvature will occur at

various points along the tength of the bearn. A PSC bearn is a

rnechanisrn, not an elastic solid.

Burnett U3- h"" discussed the difficulty of obtaining a

rneaningful single value of the flexural rigidity of a beam wittr

non-linear load-deftection properties. He also explains the

difficulty of applying the load-deflection relation obtained for
one l.oading case to the sarne beam loaded in a different way.
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Thus it was necessary to decide on the loading case for which the

load-deflection rel.ation was required, and to apply this type of

loading to the test bearn. This rneant that the tests would have as

rnuch re'Levance as possible to the reat loading case. It was

decided that end rotatiods shoulcl be applied to the test beams, to

produce two different types of loading. Equal and opposite

rotations at each end of the beam were applied to produce uniforrn

mornbnt along its lengthi and equal and similar rotations were

apptied to-pro$uce equat and opposite rnoments at each end, with

a central point of contraftexure, and shear forces. These are

illustrated in figure 4,1, The first type is referred to as uniforrn

rnoment loading (UM)1 and the second as shear moment (SM).

The UM case was chosen because it rePresented a very

sirnple case of loading, which promised to be useful in helping to

understand the various rnechanisms oPerating in the beam' and

rvhich, because of the absence of shear forces and rnornent varia-

tion along the bearn, could perhaps be rnodelled analytically. (See

Part III. )

The sM case was chosen because it is sirnilar to the

loading case of a colurnn between two rigid floors in a building

subjected to tateral toad. (See figure 4.2.)

To satisfy the requirernent that structural loading

during earthquakes be rnodell.ed, it was decided to apply cyclic,

reversed, end rotations, the frequency of the loading applied to

be in the range 0.5 to 2.0 cycles/sec, and thus cover the range

of freguencies in which rnany reat structures vibrate. It should

be noted that the frequency of loading of structural elements

during an earthquake is the natural frequency of the stTucture'

rather than the elernent.
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It was decided to load all bearns well into the cracking
range, and if possible to failure, since the perforrnance of

structural components in this range is of considerable irnportance

in assessing their suitability for use in seisrnic resistant struct-
ures. ,

Measurernents Taken

-

To enable the flexural and darnping properties of the

test bearns to be evaluated for the loading cases chosen, the

applied positive or negative end rotations, Oe, and the corres-
ponding end rnornents, Mg, w€re rneasured continuously. W'ith

reversed, cyclic loading at any constant arnplitude, the M! gs, or
load deflection, diagram, for either end of the bearn, will be a

c'l,osed loop. In figure 4.3 a typical M6 9e loop is drawn, about

the M"=Qand Os = O axes, for approxirnately equal loading in each

direction. rt will be shown in section 8 that the slope of this Mu- o"
curve at any point is a rneasure of the flexural stiffness of the

beam, and that the total area of the loops obtained for both ends

is a rneasure of the energy dissipated by the beam during each

cycle, Thus flexural stiffness and damping energy are measured

directly, without the need for any assumptions of linear elastic
or viscously damped behaviour,

Two additional quantities are defined in figure 4.3: the

total end rotation, €g1, for a particul.ar loading case, and Met,
the corresponding surn of the positive and negative end rnornents.

In addition to the M and O values rnentioned, the total
nurnber of cycles of loading applied to a bearn at any given time,
and the cyclic freguency, were atso measured.

Test Bearns4.04

The final reguirernent of the testing prograrn was that
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the beams tested should be large enough to a1low real structural

rnaterials to be used, and that the bearns should be able to be

regarded as fulI size, rather than scaled down, models. The

bearns chosen were 156" long and 6'r x 5" in section. They were

cast frorn concrete having a maxirnuffr aggregate size of.3lgtt,

and stressed with a cornmercial stressing system. They are

fullv de s c ribed in s ection 7 .
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5.01 Introduction

C YC LIC LOA DING A PPA RA TU S

Special testing apparatus was developed to rneet the

reguirements of the testing prograrn, outlined in Section 4"

Th,is apparatus was designed, constructed, and developed as part
ot' the test program, The cyclic loading apparatus is described

in this Section.

" Th: basic loading requirements were as follows:

1. Reversed cyclic loading of bearns, by applying

end rotations to thern.

Z. Frequency of cyclic loading to be variable,

between 0.5 and 2 cycles lsec.

3. End rnornents of up to t tSO,000 lb. in should be

able to be applied,

4. Freguency and amplitude of applied end

rotations to be variable during testing.

The apparatus developed uses a rnotor driven eccentric
device and a mechanicaL linkage systern, to apply end rnornents

to the test bearn.

5"02 Layout of Loading Apparatus

The loading apparatus is shown in Plates 5. I and 5.2.
The rnain frarne (1), provides mounting points for

various assernbLies, and resists the forces developed as the test

beams are loaded.
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The variable frequency drive (Z) consists of an

electrically driven hydraulic purnp (3), which is connected through

a control vatve (+), to two hydraulic rnotors (5) and (6). These

are coupled through two 4-speed reduction gear boxes (7) and (8),

to the variable arnplitude.unit (9), which can be set to produce a

periodic rnotion of the desired arnplitude. Two flywheels (I0) and
q

(I1) are coupled to the variable arnplitude unit to reduce frequency

fluctuations during each cycle of testing. The periodic rnotion

produced is transrnitted directly to the rnain torque drum (12) and

then to the eq:qiliari torque drum (t:), and the rnorrrent arrns (14),

by various connecring rods (I5), (15), (tZ), (tB), (19). Two rnornear

arms pass through each bearn torque box (20), (lI). The test bearn

(22) is clamped in these torque boxes, which are rnounted to the

frarne so that they can rotate about a vertical axis passing through
the centre of the test beam. The periodic rnotion transrnitted to
the moment arms causes each torque box to oscillate about this

axis, and thus apply the desired end rotations to the test beam,

5" 03 Main Frame

The decision to use test beams 156?t long dictated the

overalt dirnensions of this frame, The requirernent that the beams

should be loaded to failure was rnet by allowing end rnornents of

150 Kip. in, to be applied. The shear forces associated with SM

loading were also allowed for.
The rnain frarne was constructed frorn 4tt x Ztt rnild steet chan-

ne.l, with attachrnent points for the various cornponents provided

where necessary. A removable strut (23) allowed the test bearns

to be inserted and removed.
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5.04 Variable Frequency Drive Unit

The variable frequency drive unlt is shown in Plate

5.3. A I0 HP electric motor (Z+) drives a Vickers-Detroit

balanced vane pump (3), Type 210-11-18, rated at 16.2 gpm at

1800 rpm and 1000 psi. 'These are rnounted on a 20 galLon oil

reservoir (25). The purnp is driven at L440 rpm.

The frequency control valve (4) consists of a bypass

valve, which can be adjusted to maintain a back pressure of

between 5O0 and 2000 psi, and a Ilow valve which controls the rate

of de'tivery of hydraulic fl-uid to the rnotors (5), These are Vick€r8-

Detroit balanced vaRe type 210-25-1C units, with a rated hp of 5.0

at 2?;00 rpm and 1000 psi, with torque proportional to back pressure.

The 4-speed reduction gear boxes (Z) used are l94O

G"M, C. Z ton truck units, with a reduction in tow gear of 7,ZiL.

The flywheels (10), (11) - see Plate I - are belt driven,

with a step-up ratio of 6:1. Each flywheel has a rnoment of inertia

of 3500 lb. inZ.

Run with 1000 psi back pressure, the lowest reduction

gear, and the flywheels coupled, the motors had adequate torque

capacity to apply the required end rnornents, and altow a freguency

range of frorn 0.5 to 2.0 cycles/sec.

5. 05 Variable Arnplitude Unit

The variable arnplitude unit irnparts a periodic osciLl-

ation to the rnain torque drum (12), which can rotate about a

centraL vertical axis.

Operating Principle

Refer Plates 5.4, 5,5 and 5.6.
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Two eccentrics (26, 27, Plate 5.4) lying on a common

axis, are geared to run at the sarne speed, and in opposite

ciirectioas. The eccentrics are coupled to either end of a centrally

pivoted cross all4 (28, Ptates 5.5, 5.6) by the qcqq4tl'tg_ry*q9ci!-

ing rods (29, Ptates 5.5i 5.6), The cross arrn is carried by the

torque drurn arrn, (30, Plate 5.5) which is part of the rnain torque-_-
drum (12, Ptare 5.5).

' The eccentrics are geared toge ther in such a way that

the relationshlp of one to the other, at any particular point during

a revolution, rnay be varied. Figure 5,1 shows the effect of two

different relationships on the motion of the central pivot of the

cross arrn, and so on the motion of the rnain torque drum.

Eccentrics

Refer Plate 5.4.
Each eccentric (26), (27) consists of a double row self-

aligning ball race, of 6rt internal diarneter. An eccentricity of

Z't is provided by rnounting each bearing on a 6" diarneter bearing

carrter, through which a shafr passes (31), Ttt oii centre. A

housing (26) su.rounds each bearing, and the eccentric connecting

rod is attached to this. Balance weights (33) on either side of

each bearing are attached to the internal bearing carrier by fitted
bolts (34), enabling 3r! long keys to be used to transrnit torque

from the driving shaft (31) to the eccentric. The self-aligning
feature of the ball races allows movements of the connecting rods

due to rotation of either the cross arrn or the torque drurn,

Connecting Rods

Refer Plates 5.5 and 5.6.
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The eccentric connecting rods (?9) frave a centre-centre
Iength of 47tt. They are rnade from MS tube, and carry the self-
aligning bearing housing at one end, and a universal joint (35), at

the other, The universal joints perrnit rotation of the cross arm
and the eccentrics. )

Cross Arrn
Refer P1ates 5.5 and 5.6.
-Thepccerrtric cross arm (28) carries an eccentric

connectiag rod at either end, spaced at a centre-centre distance

of 13f,rr. It is centrally pivoted on a I', diameter MS pin (36) which

is tocked to the cross arffr, and rotates in upper and lower bushes

(37), (38) carried by the torque drurn arrn (30).

Coupling and Phase Change Gears

Refer Plate 5.4.

A special coupling anci phase change gear box (39) is
provided to perrnit the relationship ol one eccentric to the other

to be varied. The operation of this is as follows.

An autornotive differential unit is rnounted inside the

gear Uox (39), (see figure 5.2). The eccentric drive shafts enter
this frorn either side, in place of the normal automotive half shafts,
and carry the norrnal bevel gears. The norrnal pair of srnall bevel

gears, carried in the differential cage, couple the eccentric shaft
bevel gears together. The norrnal ring gear is attached to the

cage, and the pinion is rnounted to engage with it, so that rotating
the pinion causes the differential cage to rotate, about the centre-
line of the eccentric drive shafts. The pinion shaft (+0) emerges

through the top of the gear box. This shaft is coupled to the
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amplitude control gear box (+1), wfrich is a worrn reduction box.

A locking plate (42) is provided to enable the pinion shaft to be

locked against rotation.
' In norrnal operation, the pinion shaft is locked, and

the differential cage caillot rotate. When one eccentric shaft

rotates, the srnall bevel gears rotate, and cause the oiher shaft

to rotate at the sarne speed, but in the opposite direction" See

figure 5.3 (a),

- To .change the relative positions of the eccentrics, the

pinion shaft is turried by turning the handle (43), attached to the

input shaft of the arnplitude control gear box. This causes the

differential cage to rotate. Now consider one eccentric drive

shaft stopped. The srnall bevel gears wiLl be carried by the rotat-

ing cage, and will run around the stationary eccentric shaft bevel

gear, causing the other eccentric shaft to rotate' The retative

position of the two shafts is therefore changed. This is shown in

figure 5.3 (b), The operation is exactly the sarne if both shafts

are rotating.

Ivlotion Produced

The variable arnplitude unit imparts a periodic oscill.'

ation to the rnain torque drurn. This oscillation has a rnaxirnum

arnpLitude of t 0.26 radians, and a rninirnurn of t 0.01 radians.

The mininrurn is not zero because of the angularity proPerty of the

eccentric connecting rods. The rnotion is approxir:nately sinusoidal'

becoming closer to true sinusoidal as the amplitude is increased"

A rnaxirnurn force of t 8000 lb, on the central pivot of

the cross arm, can be produced at any amplitude. The force

required at any arnplitude depends on the stiffness of the test bearn,

and the type of loading.
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Static Testing

If the arnplitude control was set to full arnplitude, then

both eccentrics were vertically upwards, or vertically downwards,

at the two points of zero arnplitude during a cycle. The eccentrics

could be placed in one of these two arrangernents (i.". bcth up,

or both down), by turning the controt handle, while the rnachine was

stopped, and a beam in place, As the eccentrics were turned to

this b,rrangernent, no end rotations were given to the beam, since

the eccentrics,were free to rotate relative to each other.

Once thd eceentrics were placed in one of theEe arrange-

ments, static loading was possibLe. If the control handle was turned,

this caused the differential cage to rotate. There was equal resist-
ance to the rotation of both eccentrics, if they boih turned in the

sarne direction, and not relative to each other. Thus, they could

be rnade to rotate with the differential cage, and so turn the rnain

torque drum, and load the bearn. The differential gears were then

working exactly as in their norrnal automotive application.

The gearing of the worrn reduction box was 1ow enough

(30:1) so that full loads could be applied statically, simply by

arranging the eccentrics as described, and then turning the eontrol

handle. Loading could be in either direction.

Connecting Rods

A pair of cross connecting rods (15), P1ates 5,2 and

5,1 , couple the rnain and auxiliary torgue drurns together.

Four mornent arm connecting rods (16), (l?), (I8), (I9)

transmit the periodic rnotion of the torque urums to the rnornent

arrns (14). These four rods rnay be connected in two different

ways; to produce either UM or SM loading. See figure 5.4.
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Plate 5,7 shows two rnornent arrn connecting rods (18),

(19) 
"otttrected 

to the auxiliary torque drum. Connected as shown

they wouLd give UM loading.

If rods (IB) and (19) tr.r* both connected to the outer

pin, as shown in Plate 5,.2, they would give SM loading. Rernoval

of a spacer (a ) shown in Plate 5.7, allows this to be done.

Each rod is a tube, threaded at both ends, to perrnit its
length to be adjusted. The cross connecting rods carry Glacier
DU bushes at each end, The moment arrn connecting rods carry
Glacier DU bushes at their outer ends, and double row spherical
rolter bearings at the torque drum ends, These act as ball joints

and ease alignrnent problems. At the rnornent arrn end, the rods

are connected to the rnornent arlrrs through rubber bushes, (45,
' Plate 5.8). These allow the torque boxes to tilt slightly, and help

absorb any shock loading effects.

5.07 Mornent Arms and Torque Boxes

Refer Plate 5.8,

The moment arrns (14) are Z" diameter steel bars, 7?,tl

long. They are joined at their outer ends by a molnent arm
connector plate (45). They pass through the torgue boxes, above

and betow the test bearn - see Plate 5.9. Fitted steel bushes

tra::sfer forces to the torque boxes.

The moment arms are designed to deflect elastically
as end rnoments are applied - the arnount of the deflection depend-

ing on the stiffness of the bearn. They are made from a high

tensile steel., Cornsteel R4, chosen to rninimize energy dissipation
in the bars as they deflect.

The dirnensions of the torque drurns, connecting rods

and rnornent arrns, result in the variable amplitude unit being
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able to produce a maximurn rotation of each torgue box of t 0. Oag

radians,

Torque Box Flexible Support

Refer Plate 5..9.

Each torgue box is mounted in two ball races: one above

and one below the torque box. The elimination of as rnuch frictional
r:!sis'tance as possibie to rotation at these points is very irnportant,

because of the.way in which rnornents are rneasured (see Section 6).

The houdings for these batl races are carried on a

flexible support (47). Each support consists of two flat pieces of

rnild steel. These perrnit rnovement of the toxque boxes caused by

the anguLarity of the mornent arm connecting rods; a rrrovernent in

Line with the axis of the team. By their parallelograrn action, they

provide a suitable attachrnent point for the rotation transducer (48),

described in Section 6.

Fixed Torque Box

Refer Plates 5.8 and 5.9.
The torque boxes are of two different types, The fixed

torgue box (20) is a steeL box carrying two sets of beam clamp

bolts (49). A set of bolts cornprises three bolts on either side of

the beam, directly opposite each other. The two sets of botts are

I3rt apart, and end mornents are developed by forces applied

through these bolts.

Swinging Torque Box

Refer Plate 5,10,

The second torque box is in two parts. One part, A, (50)

is clarnped to the beam. It consists of two frarnes, (5I), each of
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which carries a set of beam clamp bolts. A steel spacer box (SZ),

holds these two frarnes rigidly, 13" apart. The second part, B,

(53) is a stee'l frarne through which the rnornent arrns (14), pass,
Part A is connected to part B by location arms (54), which perrnit
A to rnove relative to B,.paral1el ro the axis of the bearn, but do

notiperrnit any retative rotation. See {igure 5.5.
Thus the beam is not constrained against changes in

length as it deflects .

-The.fixed torque box and part B of the swinging torque
box rnove away frorn each other, in line with the axis of the beam,

because of the angularity of the r:aornent arrn connecting rods, The

rrrovement occurs as end rotations are applied in either direction.
The swinging torque box prevents this relative movement from
causing axial forces in the beam,

Alt the bearings in the location axrns are spherical ro1ler
bearings, to rninirnize frictional resistance to rnovements of part
A relative to part B,

5.08 Test Length

The loading apparatus perrnits three different lengths of
test bearn to be loaded, giving torque box centre to centre distances

of 60tt, 90tr or 130il. Atl 1oading reported in this thesis was over a

90" Length,

The rnoment arrn connecting rods can be replaced by

shorter ones for 6Ottloading, and these shorter pieces can be added

to the rods shown for 130rt loading, The torque box flexible supports
can be bolted to the support rails (55, Plate 5,9) in different positions,
as required.

The points of load application for the t0tr test tength are

shown in figure 5.6.
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L.OADING AP,PABATUS. PAR.TS IDENTIFIED IN FJ,ATES 5.1 TO 5.IO

I " Main Frarrre

2. Variable Frequency Drive Un[t
3. I{ydrairlie Pur,np '

4, Contrsl. \fialve
tl

5. Hydraulic Motol
Arrtt

7. 4-Speed Beduction Gear Box
tt t'l t rr ll

8.

9. Vasiable -Am.pl.itr.rd'e Unit

10, tr'lywheel
'l I tr

L?., Mai,n Torque Drum
13. .Auxtliary Torque Drum,

L4. Ivlofnent Arnl,E

15, Gross Go&aesting Rods

X,6r. Ivloment Arlf,l Conaee$.ng Rods

1?. lf rl lt rt

18. tr lt lr tl

I 9. r-t. lr ri fr

ZA. 5*ixed Tor',que tsox

ZL, Swinging Torque Box

ZZ. Test Bearn

43, &emovahle St:rut

24. El,ectf,ie Motor

75. Oil Reeervoir

76. Eacentrie

27, rt

Z:8. Gross .Altxr

29. Eccentrfc Connecting Rods
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30. T'or-qr.rt,DrumArr,n

3I. Eeoen rlc Drivei Sh-aft

3?, Orrtet Be'aring Hous:ing for Eceentrie Shaft

33. Balance Vleighte

34. Fitted B.olts r

35. Eccentnig Caqrre,gting Rod Universal Joiat
36. CoJr" "{rm Centta,l Pin
3'tr. Uppe,i Bush, To,rque Drurn Arrn
38. Lgper tt - , 

tt rt rr

39. Coupling:and Phase Cha.nge Gea.r Box

4 . Pinion Shaft

4tr. A:r,tplihlde C,outrol G,ear Box

4:2. An*pli,tude Control. Locking Plate

43. A.,Erplifi"rde Gsntrol Hbndte

44. Spacer

45. Rubber Bushes

46. Morrrent Arrr Connector Plate

4?. Torque tsox Flexible Support

48. Rotation Tranedgcer

49. Bearn Q,laulp-Botts

50, Swinging Torque Box, Part A
51. rl rr tr, Clamp BoIt Frarlre

52. tt rl tt 
n Spacer Box

' 53. r:t tl tl , Fart B
54. rl t;r tr ,, Iroc.ation, Arrn
55, Torque Box Su.pport Rail
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6. 00 TRANSDUCERS AND TEST PROCEDURES

6.01 Introduction

As explained in Section 4, the end rotation, 9g, and

coxresponding end rnornent, Ms, applied to a bearn during testing
were lneasured continuousLy, to enable load-deflection loops to

4

be obtaiued. The transducers, eguipment, ancl test procedures
used'to produce these loops are now described.

6.02 Mornent Transduce'rs

6.03

Each rnornent transducer consists of a pair of phillips
PR 9810 electric resistance strain gauges. The g.lrg", are rnounted

on the moment arms, and are connected in pairs.
A pair of gauges (I), (Z), covered with a protective coat-

ing, is shown in Plate 6.1.
Figure 6.I shows how each pair of gauges is connected,

in a half bridge circuit, in such a way that it is sensitive to the

strains in the mornent arrns clue to end rnornent, but not to those

strains due to movement of the torque box parallel to the beam.
Eight pairs of gauges were provided; two on each

moment arm.

Rotation Transducers

Views of a rotation transducer (:), are shown in plates

6.I, 6.2 an.d 6.4.

The parts of a transducer are identifi.ed in ptate 6.2,
These include the base (4), on whlch the various corrrponents are
mounted. The base is bolted to a mounting bracket (5), which is
fastened to the bearn torque box frexible support (6). The trans-
ducer-shaft (?) passes through the base, and is carried in two ball
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bearings so that it is free to rotate, This shaft is coupled to the

bearn torque box extension shaft (8) by the universal connection

(9), This will transrnit oscillations of the torgue box (I0) to the

transducer shaft (7), but allows non-alignment between the trans-
ducer shaft and the torgue box extension shaft (8).

A flexible blade (I1), rnade of high tensile steel (Corn-

steel R4), has one end bolted to the transducer shaft (?) and the

other'fastened to a fixing block (f Z). The fixing block will perrnit
longitudinal rngvernents of that end of the blade, but not transverse
rnovernents. The flexible blade, which is .025'' thick, has a

Phillips Pn 9910 electric resistance strain gauge 
.(13) 

fixed on

either side of it. These gauges are wired in a half bridge circuit.
The principle of operation is sirnple. Rotation of the

torque box rotates the shaft (7), while the base (4) does not rotate,
due to the parallelogram action of the torque box flexible support

(6). See figure 6.2. The flexible blade (11) is therefore deflected;

one gauge receiving tensile strain and the other compressive strain.
Changes in length of the blade are permitted by the construction of

the fixlng bloek (IZ), whieh een be Eeen in Plate 6.4. See also

figure 6.3.

Two rotation transducers $/exe provided, one rnounted

above each torque box. Wot.l The transducer at the swinging

torque box end was not able to rneasure actual rotations accuraiely.
This point is discussed in Section 5.11,

6.04 Bridge and Arnptifier Equiprnent

Refer Plate 5.3.
Two selector boxes (ia), (15), were used to enable one

of the two rotationof the eight mornent transducers, and one
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transducers, to be selected. These boxes also allow corrurlon

zero adjustrnent of all the transciucers of each tyPe.

Two SEL Typu 423 bridges (15), (1?) were used. Each

of these contains an internal half bridge circuit which lvas connected

to the appropriate transducer half bridge through a sel.ector box.

The^bridges are rnounted in a rack (I8), containing an SEL Type 511

oscillator aud power supply, used by all bridges in the rack. A

galvairorneter (19), and a calibrated 10 turir potentiorneter (20), (ZI)

on each bridge, altowed the bridges to be used for nu1l readings

during calibration and static testing.

The out of balance reading of each bridge was arnPlified

by built in arnplifiers, before output. This arnplification could be

attenuated by between zero and 60 db. The sensitivity of the equip-

rrrent is discussed in Section 6.06.

6.05 Oscilloscope and Carnera

Refe r Plate 6. 3.

The oscilloscope used was a Tektronix TyPe 502 A Dual

Bearn instrurnent (22!.. It could be switched to X - Y operation.

The upper bearn amplifier then became the X (horizontal) amplifier,

and the lower beam arnplifier the Y (vertical). The oscilloscope

sensitivity was 0,5 v/cm for both arnplifiers during all testing.

The rnornent transducer output was connected to the Y

arnplifier, and the rotation transducer output to the X amplifier.

As mornent and rotation varied, the oscilloscope spot traced the

Me - os looP.

If a bridge was balanced to give a null reading on the

gai.vanorneter, its linear Output was sufficient to deflect the

oscilloscope spot t 3.5 crn, for all bridge-amplifier attenuations.

During testing, the attenuation of the bridges was adjusted so that
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total spot deflection did not exceed 7 crn, in the X or Y direction.

A Du Mont oscilloscope canse rc (23) with a Polaroid
fikn back was used to record the Ms - Os loope photographically

on Polaroid - Type 107 film. The oscilloecope graticule was

recorded on each film. ,A number of different Ms - 9s loope coutd

be recorded on each film by moving the loop horizontatly across

the oscilloscope screen after each exposure.

Calibration Procedure

The rnornent and rotation transducers were cailbrated
by applying known vatues of M or 9, and measuring the deflection

of the spot on the oscilloscope, using all the leade, selector boxee,

and bridge and arnplifier eguipment used in an actual test,

Mornent Transduce r Calibration

A special steel bearn was made upr which was split at

the centre. (See figure 5.5,) Two arms enabled a proving ring to
be mounted between the two halvee, as shown. A link prevented

relative axial movement of the two hatvee, but allowed relative
transverse movernents. This special split beam was ctamped in
the test apparatus, in place of a norrnal test bearn. rt was made

from a 6tt x 3rr RSJ, with fillets provided where it was clamped in
the bearn torque boxes.

i/yhen SM end rotations were applied statically, in one

direction, the proving ring measured the shear force at the centre

of the bearn. This force, rnuttiplied by the distance from the

proving ring to centre of a torque box, gave the end rnornent applied
by that torque box. The arrns holding the proving ring 

"o..id 
b.

changed over to allow SM toading in the other direction. Thus

direct rneasurernent of the output of each monxent transducer,
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for known positive and negative end moments, was possible"

The sensitivtti' r{ th . -:'ansduceTs, exDi'essed as end

rnornent (tcip.in) to detlect the ciicilloscope spct i crn, was as

followe:

The readings of all transducers varied ry less than I{e

of their outpubat any end moment.

Deviations from a lineal
were less than ! O.S%.of the output

The SEL Bridge was also

and variations in end mornent were

turns..

Rotation Transducer Calibration

Refer Plate 6.4.

A speciaL rotation transclucer calilrrator (24) was used.

A rotation transducer (3), together with its universal

connection, was bolted to a mounting braci<ei (25). A bearing

housing (25) carried a horizontal shaft, in line with the rotaiion

transducer shaft (7). An arrn (ZZ) was connected to this shaft. A

rnicrorneter screw depth gauge (28) was connected to the a!rn,

exactly 10'r frorn the centre of the shaft. Screwing the depth gauge

up or down rotated the shaft through a known angle. This shaft

was corurected to the rotation transducer shaft (Z) by the universal

connestion. The output of a transducer for ltnown applied rotations

could thus be rneasured.

The following are the sensitivities, explessed in raCians

of rotation to deflect the oscillcscope spot I crn:

Minirnurna 53. 5 Kip, in/cm

Maxirnurna 4.24 Kip.in/cn:
- Britige Attenuaiion 30 db.

- Bridge Attenuation 9 db.

variation of output vs morneat

at an)r momenf,.

used as null reading bridge,

calibrated against porentlometer
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Maxirrrurn .094 x LO'z radlcm Bridge Attenuation O db.

Each transducer was calibrated before and after a series
of tests, ,

The deviation frorn a linear variation of output vs rota-
tiori. was less than L.5To of the output, at any rotation.

The SEL eriage was also used as a nu1l reading bridge,
and variaLions.in rotation were calibrated against potentiorneter
turns

It was irnportant that the M oy Q reading for a given

value of IvI or € should be the same for toading or unloading. The

calibration procedures chosen enabled this to be checked.

Differences betweea the loading and unloading readinge
could have arisen because of stored strains in the rotatioa trans-
ducer flexible blade, or in the mornent arme. No measurable
effects of this kind were observed.

6.07 Frequency and Number of Test Cycles
Frequ.ency

To measure the frequency of cyclic testing, a hand held
tachorneter was used to measure the rprn of a flywheel shaft.
The ratio of the belt drive to the flywheel was known, and so a
reading in rpm could be converted directly to cycres/sec.

Readings were made frequently during a test, and the

frequency control vatve was adjusted to keep the freguency at the

reguired value.

Number of Cycles

An electric counter (29) plate 6.3, was used, activated
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by a microswitch which opened and closed once during each cycle.
The counter could be reset to zero at any point in the testing.

6,08 Setting Up Procedure

Prior to a test, or to the calibration of any transducer,
checks were made to ensure that the gain of the arnplifiers used

I

was standard,

Three different checks were made.

1. -The.built in arnplitude calibrator on the oscilloscope was

used to check.the gain of the X and Y amplifiers.
Z. The nurnber of turns of the potentiorneter on each bridge

to produce a 3.0 crn deflection of the oscilloscope spot was checked

for various values of bridge attenuation.

3. A standard rotation transducer was kept, and lrrown
rotations were applied to this with the rotation transducer calibrator.
This transducer was connected toabridge through a selector box,

and the rnovernent of the oscilloscope spot for various rotations, and

various bridge attenuations, was checked.

These three types of check enabled any variations in the

equiprnent to be found and rectified.

6,09 Installation of a Test Bearn

The bearn to be tested was placed in position, passing

through the two torque boxes. Before any clarnp bolts were tight-
ened, all the rnornent transducers were balanced to give a null
reading ou the'tMrtbridge. The eccentrics were set to a zeto
arnplitude position, and the rotation transducers balanced for a null
reading on the "ort bridge. Thus values of M and o rneasured.

subsequently could be compared to known zero values.
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Tightening of the bearn clamp bolts then began, A

sequence of gradual tightening was followed which prevented end

rnoments frorn being developed. Final tightening consisted of

adjusting each set of bolts until the rIMrt bridge gave, as nearly as

possible, a nult reading,for all M transducers" The rnaximum

reading from any transducer was not aLlowed to exceed ! 2,5 Kip.in

after tightening was cornpleted. A11 M and I transducers were then

readjusted to give null bridge readings. The systern of bolt tighten-

ing adopted rneant that readjustrnent of more than two or three

rnornent transducers was seldorn necesszrlr

The oscilloscope was then adjusted so that the spot was

in line with the horizontal centre line on the graticute for this zero

moment condition, for all values of ampLifier attenuation likely to
be used in testing.

Cyctic Testing Procedure

After installation of the beam and zero a.djustment of the

transducers, testing began. The speed of the hydraulic motors,

and if nece6sary the reducti.on gear ratio, was adjusted until the fly-
wheel speed corresponded to the desired loading frequency - norrnal-

ly l cycle/sec. .An end rotation, 9g, of the desired arnplitude was

then produced by adjusting the variable amplitude control unit, which

was locked when adjustrnent was complete. Srnall adjustments to the

hydraulic rnotor speed to rnaintain the desired frequency \,vere

necessary if the arnpLitude was varied.
For each value of end rotation and frequency selected, at

least two M-9 records were made, one for each end of the bearn.

The oscilloscope and carnexa were used as described in Section

6.05 - each recorded Ioop corresponding to ac least I0 cycles of

loading. In this way it was possible to check whether, for values
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of O where the trace was not perrectly srnooth, the M - € relation

was the same for successive cycles.

The norrnal sequence of loading for a bearn was to begin

with srnall end rotations and progressively increase them, At

certain values of Os, testing at other freuencies - usually |, Il

and Z cycles I sec - was carried out. This could be done by adjust-

ing the speed of the hydraulic motors, and' if necessary, the

reduction gear ratio. The lowest (highest nurnerically) reduction

gear ratio was [ust sufficient to permit Z cycles/sec to be reached.

Higher frequencies would have necessitated stopping the test and

selecting a different ratio.

Interpretation of Me - Oe Loops

As rnentioned in section 6.03, the rotation transducer

coupled to the swinging torgue box did not measure absolute values

of applied end rotations accurately. This was because the steel

links and assernblies between the rnornent arrns and the bearn clamp

bolts resuLted in elastic deflections under ].oad. These caused that

par-t of the torque box to which the transducer was couPled to rotate

appreciably more than the rigid assernbly carrying the beam clarap

bolts.

Because these deflections were elastic, the error in the

value of O. recorded is constant for a constant applied rrroment.

Thus the area of an Me - Os loop can still be rrreasured accurately.

See figure 6.4. Only loop areas, Dl, weTe nxeasured frOrn these

1oops.

Effects of Friction
The placing of the transducers rneans that friction in the

main torque box bearings, or the swinging torque box locating arrn
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beariAgo, would affect the loop areag. Tw'o checks wer€ tnade

to s,ee tha.t thi:e dld ao-t trap6ren.

L. A ste,el bea,m Was given eyclic UM and SM, weLtr Wi.thi,n

itg elastic limit, but at mornents and lotatioas coultrlarable to those ' ,

of the tes't beams. The,load-deflec,tioa troop.s re'corde:d were

exa ;lned, and checked fsr liaearity and colneidence of the tOadiag
e

aad ranloadiag paths, There was ao measurable deparSrre frora

Ii:eeArity, rlor any @easurabLe enelosed area. '

:2. . The steet rasment - calibration beal,r was loaded aurd the -]

rotatioa ou loadi:o,! cLecked against t'he rotatio:a on unl'oacling, 
^U 

u 
o

given molr.renf. The grea.test d$fereace recorded was 0.005 x '10-- -l

radiaae, which e ould be aeglected for all loopsr .

These two ehecks a.lso eaeured that the tsatxsdllcers

thegrsel,v,eE were not subje,ct to stored gtrafur eifeets, trhlch coutd

have p,rodraced troops of too gleat to a"...
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7.00

7.0i

TESTING OF BEAMS

Introduction

Ten PSC beams were tested. Details of the bearns,

and the tests perforrned, are given in this section.

* During the development of the testing apparatus tests

were carried out on a nurnber Of non-prestressed bearns, and

atthbugh these tests are not described, sorne points arising from

them will be lmentioned,
Before the PSc bearns are described, two points shouLd

be rnade. First, it was not considered worthwhile to obtain

values of Youngls modulus, Ec, for the concrete used, frono tests
?L

on standard cornpressive cy'Linders. Barnard - -, explains the

necessity for using special necked specirnens to obtain reliable

points on the stress - strain Curve. Values of E. can, howevert

be obtained frorn flexural tests, and these val'ues are discussed

in a later section. Second, only norninal prestress values are

given. For two pretensioned bearns that were rnade under

laboratory conditions, it was found difficult to establish accurate-

Iy the preStress given to the concrete at transfer. Losses of

steel strain (rneasured with an Arnsler exteneometer) between

prestressing of the steel and transfer were considerable. Also,

the strains developing in the concrete at transfer, although

rneasured with a DEMEC mechanical strain gauge, could only be

used to catculate a nominal value of stress, since the stress -

strain curve for the concrete in the bearn was not known. For

the rernaiader of the pretensioned bearns, which were not made

in the laboratory, norninal values of prestress were supplied by

the manufacturer. For the singte post-tensioned bearn, lack of

accurate knowLedge of the anchorage losses resulted in only a

norninal prestress value being trirtown.
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Table 7. l

BEAM PROPERTIES

No. Concrete
vlix No. 28 day

Strensth

SteeI
Type

Nominal
Pre str es s

Force

Comments Dimensions

(psi) (tcips )

l'liltltl
I'ltl

l'l
l-ltl
l,ltitl
I'l
l'l
'l

I

"l
Ir0l

8,700 3rt
8

7 wire
strand

tl

lt

tl

ll

ll

ll

276 dia.
bar

Zrr dia.
bar

tl

II

ll II

z2

2Z

zz

33

44

i8

10,500 t8

18

No Anchorages
Pretensioned

l--l--.rl"l T
l- a"-J

[-l_- .lI t--_t
-_:f

l' 'l T

I I .ll" 'l T

-;I
| ' 'l___T

l;.1- {I l--r-.
r__r_-I - r.l. .l ... -fri ltu\l. .l-r tt -'-

l' "l_ 
_T

l;-1-lr.-r-I t\ +l? i l=I_ t
I r'i

ri+r-l --rf a .l-r. .

I l'*'tl. .t:l- L

Post tensioned

Pretensioned

Note: (1) Concrete Properties given in Appenclix I.
(2) Steel Properties given in Appendix II.
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7.02 Description of Bearns

The dimensions, and concrete, steel and prestress

data for each bearn, are given in Table 7.I, Beams l to I were

made by a commercial prestressing factory. Bearns with sirnilar
steel arrangernent wete cast together, in line, so that each strand

piassed through all bearns. This ensured that concrete quality and

prestress were as nearly as possible the sarne for sirnilar beams.

Thb different types of beam were cast over a three week period,

with nornina,lly similar concrete for all beams. The concrete

used is described in Appendix I, where variations in concrete
quality are also discussed. The properties of the prestressing
strand used in beams I to ? are given in Appendix II.

A11 the beams were doubly reinforced, with equal steel

area top and bottorn, and uniform prestress. There was no

shear reinforcernent or stirruping in any of the bearns. Bearrr.s

I to 7 were pretensioned. Anchorage was by bond between the

steet and concrete.

A free length of 26't at either end of each bearn during
testing was sufficient for good anchorage, and no anchorage

failures occurred.

Bearn 8 was post-tensioned in the Laboratory from
precast beam sections, each 15" long, which were originally
cast in a long line with appropriate steel separation plates and

ducting. A pad of cirnent fondu (C!.), |,t thick, was cast between

each section before tensioning. The steel used was .2?6,, dia.
HT bar, with properties as given in Appendix II. The steel was

in place when the CF was cast, and a force of 8000 lb at one end

of each bar was needed to break the bond between the CF and the

steel. After the initial bond was broken, a force of 3000 lb at

either end was required to pull the steel through the beam. To
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stress the bearn, a prestressing jack was used at each end

of the bar being tensioned, and a load of 1I,000 lb was applied

at each end before anchorage. The anchorage system was a

PSC brand, one wire, wedge - barrel systern. The bars were

stressed one at a tirne..

" 
Beams 9 and I0 were cast and stressed in the

laboratory. The concrete used was a stanciard rnix and is

desiribed in Appendix f . A sirnilar rnix was used'by Joo." 35,

A steel stressing bed allowed stressing of the four .2" dia. HT

bars for each bearn. Properties of these bars are given in

Appendix II. The wires were anchored at each end by a PSC

brand one wire wedge - barrel anchorage assembly. An Arnsler
extensometer with I0rt gauge length was attached to each bar

during stressing, to find the strain in each bar after the anchorage

had taken up. The beams were poured after the bars were stressed,

and al.lowed to cure for seven days before the stress was trans-
ferred to the bearn. The extensometer was used to determine the

change in strain at transfer of the free length of bar extending

outside the beam. This change in straln was less than 50fe of the

strain in the wire after stressing. Since bond between the steel

and concrete develops during the seven day curing period, an

estirnate of the prestress in the bearn cannot be made frorn this
data. The problern of calculating prestress force frorn the

change of strain in the concrete has aLready been mentioned.

For beam t, bond between the concrete and steel was

relied on to anchor the bars, but during testing this proved to be

inadequate. For bearn 10, PSC brand anchorages were harnrnered

home against $" thick steel plates on each end of the bearn, before

transfer.
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A ful.l description of the prestressing technigues used

is given by Jor."" 35.

7.03 Testing Procedug
AII bearns except bearn 5 were given reversed cyclic

loading, with either uniforna rnonaent (UIr4) or shear rnoment (SM)

as the applied external rrornenr. Beam 5 was loaded staticalty,

to determine the change in bearn properties ovex the first few

cycles. -The,apparatus used, the transducers and their calibration,
and the experiurental technigues are described in Sections 5 and

6. Because of the fl.exibility of the swinging torque box, discussed

in Section 6, the applied rnornents were not equal at each end, and

thus the UM loading was not truly uniforrn. The difference in

applied moments, for both UM and SM, was approximately I0{s of.

the value of the greater mornent.

The centre to centre separation of the torgue boxes, was

90't for all tests, Al1 the cyclic tests were carried out at a
frequency of I cycle fsec, except for certain specified cases where

other frequencies were used to checi< the effect of freguency

variation.

For cyclic testing, at least one test run was rnade with
each beam, and load-deflection loops were obtained, as described

in Section 6. 10.

The loading seguence for each bearn is described in

Section 7,O4. Figures 7,L to 7.9 show values of O"1, and corres-
ponding values of M"1, for each test run. It will be seen that in
rnost cases, a test run began with the application of a small end

rotation. Successive srnall increases were rnade to the applied

rotation. Figures 7.I to 7.9 are not load-defLection curves. The

load-deflection path to each point on any of these curves will be
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doquite different from the curve shown and hence these curves

not indicate stiffnesses or cracking moments for the beams.

They are plotted in terrns of values of total. end rnoment M"1,

corresponding to the various vatues of Ou1 set during ihe test run.

The values of M"1 and G.1 plotted are those obtained at the fixed

torque box end.

The point FL, marked on some of the diagrams, is the

poinit at which the concrete in the beams begins to fail through

cracking-and.falling away. If the beams had been unloaded before

the point tr'L was ieached, they would have appeared undamaged.

Once loading had progressed past I-L, signs of failure would have

been evident on unloading.

7.04 Loading Sequence for Each Beam

Bearn l: Loaded with uniforrrr lTrornent on1y. Before test run No.

l, 6000 cyctes of UM loading at up to rnaxirnurn end rotation, at

1 cycle/sec, were applied. The loading sequence of test run No,

l, cornprising 5000 cyci.es at up to rnaxirnurn end rotation, with
.frequency varied between I and 2 cycl.es/sec at points a and b,

is shown in figure 7.1. The beam did not fail.
Bearn 2: Preloaded with 1000 cycles of UM at I cycle f sec. Run

No, 1 was the first shear moment loading, and is shown in figure
7.2. It consisted of 3000 cycles of loading at up to full amplitude,

all at I cycle/sec,

Failure occurred because concrete fell away at the

tension crack nearest one end, until the section was reduced to

an effective depth of zero.

Bearn 3: Preloaded with 5000 cycles of UM at 1 cycle f sec, up to

maxirnurn end rotation. The loading for test run No. I was 2000

cycles of UM, up to maximum end rotation. Test run No. Z was
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5000 cycles at up to rnaxirnurn end rotation, with testing at I
and 2 cycles/sec at point a, figure ?.3. The beam did not fail.

Bearn 4: Preloaded with 4000 cycles of UM at I cycle/sec and

up to rnaxirnurn end rotation. Test run No. I consisted of 700

cycles of shear moment loading, all at I cycle/sec, up to

maximum end rotation. Failure occurred at one end when concrete

brolte away from both sides of the tension crack nearest this end,

reducing-the .effective depth of the section at the crack.

Beam 5; This belm was given static loading only, and used to

rnake a careful study of the load-deflection loops obtained over the

initial loading cyctes, Adjustrnent to the testing apparatus enabled

equal mornents to be developed at each end of the bearn for these

static tests.

Bearn 6; Test run No. I was the first loading o{ the bearn. It

was 1000 cycles of uniforirn rnoment loading. Runs Z, 3, 4 arrd 5

were also UM, and total.led a further 4000 cycles. Testing at t
arrd Z cycles/sec was carried out at points a and b, run No. 3.

See figure '1.5.

Shear loading was applied during run No' 6. Tests

at I and 2 cycles/sec were macie at c and d, figure 7.5. The

beam faileil by longtitudinal splitting along the centre strand,

over a distance of ?Ott frorn one end, accornpanied by the peeling

off of concrete outside the outer strands, on both sides ofthe

beam. This was a shear failure, rather than a flexural failure

as occurred with.bearns ? and 4 under shear rnornent.

Bearn ?: Test run No, 1, flgure 7.6, was the first loading of

this beam. It was 2500 cycLes of shear rnornent at I cycle/sec'

Run No. 2 was a further 500 cycles of shear rnorrtent at I cycLel

sec r
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Test run No. 3 was 5000 cycles of uniform mornent

loading at I cycle/sec.

The bearn did not fai1,

Beam 8: This was first loaded with uniform rrlornent, in test
runs I and 2, figure 7.7, These runs totalled 5000 cycles, all
at*l cyctel sec.

Test run No. 3 was shear rnornent loading, 2000 cycles

being applied. Loading at a, b,.ancl c was at I and 2 cycles/sec.
- Failure began rvhen the cirnent fondu pads began to fall

out of the bearn at the joints nearest each end. It continued with
pieces of concrete cracking away and falling free, frorn the joint
faces, reducing the deptlrs of the sections, and so the rrroment

capacity.

Bearn 9: The first loading rvas the shear loading, of 1200 cycles,
of run No. 1, figure 7"8. During this test run, slip of the

unanchored bars occurred. In an atternpt to prevent this, a static
uniforrn rnornent was applied to the bearn, and PSC brand wedge -
barreL anchorages were hamrnered horoe on the protruding ends

of the bars on the compression side. Obviously, a certain arnount

of the prestress was lost when slipping took place, and anchorages
fitted as described did not prevent further slip occurring for bars

while they were on the cornpression side during a loadiieg cycle,
Flowever, the anchorages did permit the bars to function firore
efficiently as reinforcernent, and frorn the behaviour of the bearn

it appeared that a certain arnount of prestress remained.

Test runs 2 and 3 were uniform loading applied for a

total. of 4000 cycles. Sorne static tests were also rnade, and

static load-defleetion toops were obtained.

Bearn I0: Test run No. l was the first loading of this bearn -
shear rnornent being applied for 2000 cycles. Loading was applied
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at I and 2 cycles fsec at a and b, figure 7.9-

Failure began with concrete faLling aut at the craclts,

and reducing the bearn section" The rnomeni capacity fell to

zcro at one end when one of the four bars broke ai a tension

crack nearest that end.'
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9.00

B, 01 Introduction

8. 0z

BEAM TEST RESULTS

Ae described in Section 7, tests weae made on ten

PSC beams, one of whi'ch was subjected to reversed static

testing, and the others to reversed cyclic loading, mainly at

1 cycle/sec. Ttre results of these tests can be corrddrered in

two ways. First, the results of any particular beam testEpply

exactly, -(witlin the limits of experimental error), to that beam,

tested in a particular way and in a particular condition. It is

possible to trace accuratety the perforrnance of any particular

bearn as testing progressed, but it cannot be said that any other

sirnilar beam would necessarily perforrn in precisely the same

wsf r under similar test conditions. Much more testing than is

reported here would be necessary before general, quantitative,

results, for various types of beam, could be stated with confi-

dence.

The second way of considering the results is to regard

thern as indicating, qual.itativety, how various factors, such as

steel area and prestress, affect beam perforrnance, In what

follows, the quantitative results given for particular beams are

used to perrnit discussion, in qualitative terms, of how PSC

beams in general are likeLy to behave.

Load Deflection Loops

Typical Load-deflection toops,(o" Me - e*), tt. illustrated

in figures 8. I to 8.9. (ffre loops obtained from beam 5 are

discussed separately in section8.1l) The notation used for these

loops was described in Section 4.03 and figure 4.3. The way in

which the quantities were 11reasured and the loops produced was

described iu Section 6.
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Since reversed cyclic loading was applied, the loops

consist of two approxirnately similar Parts, arbltrarity referred

to as posiiive and negative, above and below the Mu = 0 axis.

. The general shape of either of these parts is character-

istic of the load-deflection properties of PSC beams. Lir, 36

gives exarnples of load-deflection curves of similar shape, obtained

t"o: single static loadings of PSC bearns'

Beam Sti.ffne..ss, S

The beam stiffness, S, can be defined by direct refer-

ence to the Me - 9. curve. If the bearn is considered sirnply as

a loaded flexible component of sorne systern, then its stiffness for

any end rotation, Oee can be defined as the increase in load, Afuls,

required to produce a srnall increase in deflection,A Oe' Thus we

have

c-AMeI zq-
This definition of S is derived in the sarne

definition of k, the stifrness of a spring

(8,1)

way as the noimal

(8.2)

where F = force

and x = displacement

It wiLl be seen that values of S can be found from the gradient of

the IvI"- 9" curve, for any value of Ms or O* required. From

figures 8.5 to 8,8 it is clear that values of S aPply only to the

particular type of loading for which the M" - O" loop is obtained.

Because of the type of loading chosen, particularly the

SM case, vatues of S found by rneasuring the gradient of the load-

deflection curves have a direct relevance to practical loading

cases. WhiLe at present standard rnethods of structural analysis

k = 4I--&
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are not available to calculate deflections, or the effects of

rrrornent redistribution, for frames ma.de of non-linear cornpo-

nents like those tested, it seerns probable that such methocls

could use vatues of stiffness, s, derived as described here,
from curves such as those in figures 8.I to 8,9.

. tt should be noted that values of S depend on the load-
ing history as welt as the type of loading and the value of o".
This is not obvious frorn the single M"- onloop given for each

loading casel figures 8.I to g.!, but is discussed further in
succeeding sections.

8.04 Tension Cracking and Reduction in Stiffness

It wil-l be seen that for each of the loops shown in
figures 8.1 to 8.9 there is a considerable reduction in stiffness,
S, as the applied end rotation, 9", is increased during a cycle.
For any given loop, the main cause of this reduction in stiffness
is the opening of tension cracks at various sections distributed
along the beam. This has been explained by Lin 37 

urrd. others,
and is welt understood.

Tension cracks were observed for all bearns when gu

exceeded a certain value. For ihe UM case they tended to be

uniforrnly spaced along the bearn, the spacing varying between

6rtand l0't for different beams. For the sM case, cracks were

concentrated at the ends, where the rnoments were greatest, and

were usually spaced Ztt to 3lt apart near the ends, and I0'' to lzrt

apart at the centre. For the sM case, the observed depth of the

section car:rying cornpression at a crack near the end of the

beam was often no rnore than lt' to 1|rr at large values of 9".
The reduction in the stiffness, S, as O" increases is

due to two main factors. First, with a prestressed bearn, there
is compression over the full section at any point along the beanr,
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when the beam is unloaded. when an end rotation is applied,

the full section remains effective until tension cracks open'

This rneans that before cracking, changes in curvature anywhere

along the bearn reguire changes in concrete strain over the full

depth of every section.' Once a crack oPens, these changes in

strain, at the clack aection, occur ahnoSt entirely in the corzr-

pressive z,otte. This causes concentration of curvature at the

cracks, and the overall stiffness of the bearn falls.
- Tb. second factor is that bond failure between the steel

and the conCrete ocgurs when a crack oPens, for bars or strands

which are not deforrned. Non-deformed steel was used in these

tests, dnd bond failure was confirmed by the .*istence of a free

length of bar, which could be clearly seen, spanning the crack.

The effect of this bond failure is to allOw the steel strain to

increase rnore quickly than the concrete tensile strain at the sarne

clepth, at any section where the failure has occurred. This

reduces the stiffness of the bearn, and causes curvature concen-

tration at the crack.

Note that because ot these factors, there is no longer

a "typical sectionrr of the beam. Curvature and strain distribution

vafy along the bearn, in a manner dependent on the type of loading,

and on beam properties.
Because of the high concrete compressive strains,

particularly near th.e surface of the bearn above a crack, solrle

inelastic effects in the concreie will occur. These are untikely to

occur in the steet, at least with common types of presiressing

steel, which exhibit very little yield before failure.

The extent to which inelastic effects contribute to the

reduction in bearn stiffness can be gauged by examining the

unloading path of any loop. It is clear that inelastic effects are

srnall, since in all cases the unloading path is of similar shape
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to the loading path, and the residual. deflections at zeTo M" are

small, It rnust be ernphasized that the recluction in stiffness of

a PSC bearn as it is loaded during each cycte is not due to yield-

ing or inelasticity, as is cornrnonty stated'

A PSC bearri, constructed from an idealized, perfectly

elastic coucrete, with a single constant vatue of E", and incor-

porating plain bars, with some bond stress operating between

steel and concrete, would display this reductioa in stiffness as

tension eraq,ks opened. For such a bearn, the initial part of the

Me - 9. loading curve woutd be straight and the first fall in

stiffness would indicate the opening of a crack. This is made

clear by the analysis in part Il[.

8.05 Cracking Mornent, lvll

The shape o{ the Me - gg loops obtained atlows a

norninal val.ue of the end rnorrrent at cracking to be defined.

Figure 8,I0 shows how three straight lines can be drawn centrally

between the loading and unloaciing parts of a typical loop. The

total cracking rnornent is defined as M16, figure 8.I0. The
I

cracking mornent, Mt, is also shown, M1 and M1- being its

positive and negative values. Thus

Mtt=Ml+Ml (8,3)

For all the loops obtained experirnentally, three lines

like those shown could be drawn with son:e confidence, except

for sorne toops where failure of the beam had begun because of

concrete falling away. Further, all loops exhibited fairly rapid

changes in curvature as the tension cracks opened. Thus it is

felt that the use of a cracking moment as defined here, is

justified, This definition also perrnits the real loops to be
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reLated to an idealized loop, whlch is discussed later, and is

os"d in the response analysis of Part IV.
For any given bearn, and type of loading, M11 is a

strength pararnetFr. It defines the rnornent value at which the

stiffness falls due to the opening of cracks.

" 
talues of M11, plotted versus O.X, are given in

figures 8.1I to 8. I7. These show that the cracking rnornent,

as defined here, rises with steel area and prestress, as woul.d

be expected,.and is also higher for SM than for UM loading.

The cracking mornent is higher for SM toading because the

definition of M1, rneans that the overall perforrnance of the full
length of the beam affects the values obtained, for the SM case,

a Length of bearn at the centre, on either side of the point of

contraflexure, remains uncracked, and this results in a higher
value of M1X. This difference between the two loading cases

emphasizes the value of results obtained for the actual loading

case for which they are required. This allows M1, to be used

as a m,eaningful. strength pararneter for these non-linear elements.

It also makes clear that M11r as defined, does not indicate when

the first tension cracks, anywhere along the beam, begin to open.

Finding the M" - O^ A:<es

For the experirnental loops, the N{" = O and Oe = O

axes were found by tocating the points P1 and P2, figure 8.10,

and drawing the M" = O axis rnidway between thern, This gave

equal vaLues of M1 and *rt. The Ou = O axis was then drawn

to pass through the centre of the loop. This was done because

the zero values of Ms and €" obtained before installing the test
beams (see Section 6.09) appeared to correspond to a bearn
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condition different frorn the zero rnoment condition after testing,
Further, a bearn with uniform prestress and concrete quality
woutd have M, and MrI equal. The change in position of the

Me = O axis from the Mu = O value found as tl:e beam was

installed was never rnoire than .l of M11. Further, it was found

that, providing failure had not begun, the M" = O axis could be

found from any loop showing reduced stiffness, without changing

the position of the axis .

- Thre Me = O axis is used only to calculate values of

strain energy stoied on loading, and loss facto", tl . These are
discussed later.

Prirnary Fleru.ral Rigidity, FRI

A value of the flexural rigidity, which can be related to
Er of an etastic bearn, is now defined. First, the prirnary stiff-
ness is defined,

Prirnarv Stiffness. S, :

The stiffness of the bearn, for a particular loading case,
found frorn the gradient of Me - g" curve, at €. = e, See {igure
g. l0

SI = taf 'o(I

For the bearns tested, before failure began, the stiJf-
ness for small positive and negative values of o" was constant

and egual to sI. This suggested that for these rotations, all the

cracks were ctosed, and the bearns were acting as though they

were elastic. Thusl 51 could be used to calculate a value of

flexural rigidity for the beams, corresponding to the EI of an

elastic bearn. This was done by using the slope deflection
equations developed for an elastic bearn.
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To ernphasize that the stiffness of che beam rnight not

be the same at every section, i.e. that there might not be one

value of E and one value ot'r appropriate to every section of the

beam, the terrn FR is used for the flexurat rigidity, not EI, The

primary flexural rigidity is defined as follows:

Primary Flexural Rigidity, FR.,:

' The ftexural rigidity of a beam with prirnary stiffness
s1r corresponding to Er for an elastic bearn which has constant
stiffness S1 when ioaded in exactly the sarne way as the real beam.

If this elastic bearn is subjected to the sarne type of
loading as the reat beam (by applying end rotations anrl rnornents

as illustrated in figure 8.19) the slope-deflection equations can
be used to relate EI to 51.

The slope-deflection eguations for the bearn in figure
8- 19 are

Met = ZEI (Zoer * Q*Z - 3R)
J-l

Me? = ZEI (Zouz + gut - 3R)

(8.4)

L (8. 5)

where rnornents and rotations are shown positive in figure g.19,

For the test loading case:

R=O
Also, as explained in section 6, values of gu are obtained only
at one end of the bearn, and the applied rnornent is greater at
this end that at the other. rf Me1 is the greater end moment, we

can write
M"z = t FM.r (s.?)

where p is a constant for any particular loading case, and is
positive for the SM case, and uegative for the UM.
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'We can now elirninate O.2 between equs 8,4 and 8.5,
obtaining

EI = (ZM.i - MeZ) L

--4r- 
(8.e)

We can sirnplify equ 8,,9, using equs 8.? and 8.8 to obtain

" "t = Sr(Z-p)L
6 (8.10)

Replacing EI with FR1 gives

_ FR.' _ sI (Z_F)L1r 
--- (s.Il)

Values used to find FRi
I. The value of p was found from loops d.t either ehd of

the bearn, It was found to be a constant for each bearn and loading

case, and varied between +0.85 and *0.95 for SM, and -0.85 and

- 0.95 for UM loading, for different bearns.

Z. The value of L was found frorn tests on bearn 5, which

were static UM tests, with equal rnoment at each end. During
these tests, vaLues of the average beam curvature and the end

rotation were rneasured. These coTresponded to each other if L
was taken as 90rt, This was taken for all beams and loacling cases.
3. S, was found for various values of Ou1, for each run,
by rneasuring the gradient of the Me - g" loops at O. = e.

FR.' /t I

The values of FR1 were divided by I, the second

morrent of area, before they were plotted. For the test bearns
4I = 7? iu -, This is done because, at O. = O, the prestress should

ensure that the full section is operative everywhere along the

bearn. Thus it should be possible to define a value of E., Young's

modulus for the concrete, which can be rnultiplied by I to give the

flexural rigidity of the bearn. Certainly it is norrnal practice,



for this crack-closed bearn condition, to tahe a value of I and
assign sorne value of E" to the concrete, {or design purposes.

If the concept of a single design value of E" is valid, frRl/I
should be independent of loading and test history, largely independ-

ent of prestress and steel area, and directly related to concrete
quality.

f'RI/I can be thought of as a norninal E" value for the

concrete. It must be stressed that tr.RI/I rnay not correspond
to the actualrvalue of E" at any point in the bearn. rt is a norninal

value, which when rnultiolied by r for a beam, gives a value of the

flexural rigidity, which is correct for the whole beam, at that
particular point in its loading history.

Values of FR1/I are plotted against the total end rota-
tion, O"6, of the Me-O" loop from which they were calculated,
in figures B.ZI, 8.23 to 8.37. A point, FL, is rnarked on those

curves where I at any section has begun to be reduced by concrete
failure, and where a srnaller value of I would therefore have been

appropriate at sorne sections-

It is worth noting that because deflections of the beams

were horizontal, dead load effects did not directly affect either
FR1, or residual deflections. This is one advantage of the type
of loading used,

8.07 Variations in FR1/I

The curve s in figure s I, 2I , 8.23 Lo 8.37 , showing

values of FR1/I versus gslr ore now discussed,

The point C rnarked on..each curve is the point at which
tension cracks were judged to have first opened in that cycle.
This was judged to have occurred when an M" - g. Ioop first
displayed non-linearity, The total value of O" corresponding to
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the linear portion of this Loop was taken as the vatue of O., at

which C is rnarked, It will be seen that, as expected, C occrrrs

at a tower value of g"X for SM loadiag than for UM.

The point FL is the point at which concrete begins to

away at a crack, rbducing the effective depth of thau sectlon.

Values of FR1 /I are plotted against Ou, because it was

fa11

,
found that, as with other bearn properties, such as the darnping

energy, the value of FR1/I appeared to be rnore direculy retated

to the erd ro.tation applied, than the mornent reguired to apply it.
Bearn properties appear to be largely dependent on the strains in

the bearn, and their distributiorr.

The type of loading applied in each case is indicated

for each curve, and the nurnbers on each curve refer to the test

runs shown in figures 7.1 to 7.j-

Discussion of FR'/I Values

It will be seen that for each loading sequence, for all
beams, values o{ FRr/I decrease as €", increases. This decrease

is in general tess marked for UM than for SM loading, and less

rnarked also for bearns I to 4, which were preloade<i, than for the

initial loadings of beams 6 to 10, which were not pretoaded.

This is well ill.ustrated for beam 6, figure 8.29. The

rnaximum value of FR'/I, recorded at the start of run No, I,
6

was 5.9?5 x I0- psi. This is a norninal value of Eq for the whole

bearn.

The actual tangent rnodulus, for the concrete subjected

to little rnore than the prestress strain, was probably close to
A

6 x 10- psi, and this would initiaLly have applied fairly uniformly
throughout the beam.
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As the value of O"1 was increased, the value of FR1/I
fell rapidly, Note that ir did not fall wlth an increase in the

nurnber of cycles at any particular value of o"1. This was true
for all loading cases for all beams, until faiLure began, when the

nurnber of cycles did cbuse FRi/I to falL.

FRr/I fell to below 5.0 x t0o psi berore any tensionaL

cracks, either visible or predicted from the M* - g* loop, openecl.

Thd fau continued, at about the sarne rate, after cracking occurred.
- Wfren the load was rernoved, sorrre of the primary

flexural rigidity iost was recovered, and at the start of test run
No. 2, FR1/I was greater than at the end of run No. l. At the
end of run No. 2, however, when no failure had occurred, the

value of FRr/r haa fallen to 3.25 x 106 psi. Thus the appropriate
norninal value of E", to calculate the flexural rigidity at zero end

rotation, had now fallen to nearly half the original value. 
,

After three further ru.ns, the value fell to 3 x l0o, and

this appeared to be a fairly stable rninirnurn value. Likervise, 
,

there appeared to be recovery after each cycle to about 3.? x I0o
psi,

The importance of this reduction is considerable. It
irnplies that during an earthquake, when structurai psc cornpo-
nents might be loaded well beyond cracking, their primary
flexurat rigidity can fatl to Less than half the initial value. Thus
the stiffness and period of a structure, at rest after an earthquake,
rvould be cornpletely different frorn that measurecl by srnall
arnplitude vibration tests before the earthquake, and this reduction
would have occurred after the first major shock. There was no
evidence that FRr/I values increased significantly over a period
of time, if the bearn was left unloaded. The recovery after each

run aPPeared to occur because all runs ended with the reduction of
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€", whtl,e, cyeli,c loadlng csutitued. This appetred to ltre€etrr

FRI/I to a a,lightly htgher value'than at the maxirrrum 9., value.,

&,eference to the SM ease, figure 8.29, ehows that

iaitiatrly, FB.l/I rernaiaed btgherthan for the UM case, Ae 9un

tucreased, it began to f,atl rtrrore raptdly than for the UfuI case, anrd

eventually fsl,l to a'rruch tqqrer rainirtrrrm vatu,e,. Refereace to

ftgu!,e$ 8.31 and 8.33 witl eoafltr,n that thls was geae:ra.l.ly true,

S,ia.de. it is the SfuI c'a,s,e thet is rnost rerlevant to real loading cases,

falls suc*,r as that lor bearn 10, figure 8.37, 'where 5'Rl/I fe,Ll from,)
5.0 x 106 psi to l'ese than 2.5 x 106 pst before failure began, are

of great sigaificance.

Iln referring to figu.res 8.21, 8.23 to g, g7 i't^ shoutd be

ngted thatbearrs 6, 7., 8, g rand X.0 hadbeea givenao preload.

!'olr these beams, the value .of 5'R1/tr obta,tned af ttre start of run

Nlo. I Was the tr.rarxiloUrn attaiarable, Bearrr No. 9 suf,fered Loss of

prest-re$s duelug testing, witb the result that the fall in 5'R1/I

cl,u.ring tur, No. tr oc,curred at a g:reater l'ate than f,or any other

bearn,
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Reasons for the Fall in FRr/I

I. Before Cracking

The author is unabte to explain fully why the stiffness
of the bearns shouLd falI during the initial loading, before any
cracks open, However, a theory is offered, based on the known
behaviour of plain concrete under cycric cornpressive stress.
Figure 8.39 is a stress - strain diagrarn for a concrete cylinder
under cyelic load, and is basecl on curves publishecl by sinha,
Gerstle and Tulin 2?.

rt shows the 6- E history for a concrete block loaded
to a stress 6rr., and correspondiag strain, Q rnl. The stress is
then cycled betweeo 6I and f2, about a nrean of 6-rrr. The

strain at C* increases, first to E rn', and finally to t*f . It
is seen that after the first cycte to 6-r, the stress rnust be

reduced to 6 
" 

to restore the strain to € ,rr1, and that inelastic
effects during each cycle dirninish after the first.

Now consider the case of a psc beam, with uniforrn
concrete quality, and doubl.y reinforced with uniform prestress,
rf the beam has not been preloaded, it is reasonable to take a
plane transverse section of the bearn, and consider it typicaL of
all such sections, for the case of an apptied uniforrn rnornent
which does not produce tension cracking. 

r

such a section is shown in figure B.40 (a), before any
external load is applied, with stress f ,r, and strain € *1 due

to the prestress force. Experirnentat evidence quoted by Bu,k." 38,
3q 40 4twarawuk -', Barnard =', Prentis ='and others confirrn that for

srnall applied loads at teast, plane sections rernain plane, and
this is assumed to be true for the reasonably uniform beam
assurned here.

Therefore, if a srnall rroiforrn external mornent is
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applied to the beam, the stress and strain distributions will
becorne those of figure 8.40 (b).

On unloading, that part of the section where the

cornpressive strain was reduced, will return along the path A-B
of figure 8.39, but where the strain was increased the return

1i11 
be along paths such as CD. Note that the section rernains

plane, giving a stress and strain distribution as shown in figure

8.40 (c) on removat of the load. As we would expect therefore,

some rnoment in the opposite direction is needed to restore zero

defLection to the tuam. Figure 40 (d) shows stress and strain
distributions after this restoring rnorrrent has been applied, Note

that where the cornpressive stress was reduced, it has now

returned to its otiginal value. If the reversed cyclic loading is

now continued, the part of the section which has returned along its
original path on the 6 - € curve, will now be given an iircrease in

compressive stress - i.e.it will be loaded along the path BC of

figure 8.39. Hence it will unload along paths such as CD when

the load is rernoved, The irnportant point is that the other side

of the section will not have had the effecis of its originaL unload-

ing along path CD removed during this reversed cycle of loading.

It will simply have been loaded and unloaded along the DE part

of the 6- € curve. The net result of this is that after the

reversed rnornent is rernoved, no residual deftection will remain,

and the stress aad strain diagrarns will be as in figure 8.40 (e).

However this stress distribution is now insufficient to balance

the prestress force, unless there has been an increase in strain
across the section, which rernains ptane. See figure S,40 (f).
Thus the result of a complete loading cycle must have been an

increase in strain at the section, There would also be no

residuat deflectioa under zero rnornent. Both these results are
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due to the inelastic stress -strain behaviour of concrete as shown

in figure 8.39. It seerns likely that this increased strain will

result in a lower overall elastic rnodulus for the beam, because

of the non-linear nature of the f - € curve.

The above theory is unlikely to be the cornplete answer

a*s to why the prirnary stiffness, SI, falls during the initial load-

ing cycles, be.fore tension cracks develop, However it does fit

the'observed facts of both the behaviour of plain conctete under

cyclic cornplessive stress, and the load-deflection toops obtained,

which showed reduced stiffness, but negligible damping for the

initial loading cycles, (See Section 9.09)'

Although this theory has been developed for the uniform

rnornent case, it would apply equally well to the shear rnornent

case. Note that in this theory the assumption thai plane sections

remain plane is only strictly necessary as it applies to sections

of the unloaded bearn.

Reasons for the Fall in f'RI/I

2. After C racking

Once 9"1 is large enough to cause tension cracks to

open, it is suggested that two additional factors begin to operate,

First, at the main ftexure cracks, cornPlessive strains stored

when these cracks are on the compression side will tend to

change the shape of the crack surface. The effect on an idealized

pLane crack would be as shown in figure 8.41. If the crack

surfaces had rernained plane, the crack would have closed

compl.etelywhenget=o.Thusthefulldepthofthesection
would have been effective at the craek section. But because the
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surfaces do not remain plane, the crack would not have closed

completely at Oet = O. Thus the fu1l section would not be

effective.

The second effect is that any rnicrocracks which open

on the tension side of the bearn, away frorn the main visible
tension cracks, lvould tend to rernain open, partly because of

inelastic effects in the concrete, and partly because of the influence

of bbnd between the concrete and the tension steel, These tension

cracks would have to close before the section where they occurred
could develop corrrpression over its fui.l arear

Both these additional factors would have the effect of

reducing the stiffness at zero rotation, since they prevent the

full section frorn being operative. It rnust be ernphasized, however,
that these suggestions are based on the bearn tests, and specific
exarnination of the strains in the bearn has not been rnade to

confirm them.

The suggestions made above also help to explain why
the prirnary stiffness of bearns given SM loading is higher to begin
with than that of bearns given uM, and then falls rnore rapidly.
rt is suggested that tnitially, the fact that there is zero moment
at the centre of the sM bearn, and hence only small changes in
strain, causes. the early higher sti^ffness.

As 9., increases, the total curvature along the beam
for a given value of o", becornes much grlat"r in the sM case,
with heavy cracking and concentrated curvature near each end.
It seerns that this causes the strain rlependent effects at each end

to rapidly decrease the stiffness in these regions, more than out-
weighing the effect of zero rnornent and curvature at the centre,

The idea that rnicrocracking affects the stiffness helps
to explain the stiffhess recovered on unroading. This recovery
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is possibl5l due to the closing of rnicrocracksr particularly those
held open by bond stresses, as loading cyctes of crecreasing

amplitude occur.

The turned up ends of Me - O" loops, (see figure
8.5), indicating an incr,ease in stiffness at large values of o" can
be,exptained by the idea of cornpressive strains being stored at
the tension cracks, only as the rotaiion neared its maximum
value would these stored straius cease to have an effect. Thus
the sti{fness would rise at rnaximurn rotaiion. This also fits the
observed behaviorir for loadings after the first, when the rise in
stiffaess at each end of the loops was not as rnarked.

The effect of variations in steer. area and prestress
can be understood with reference to the suggested causes for ihe
fall in stiffness. Although insufficient tests are reported to al1ow
definite conclusions to be drawn, it appears that the initial fall,
until cracking occurs, is sirnilar for all- bearns. once cracking
<ioes occur, additional prestress or steel area tends to reduce
the arnount by which the stiffness falls. Comparing beam Z,
figure 8-23, with bearns 6 and z, figure s g.z9 and g.3r, tends
to confirrn this. The author believes this is due to the way in
which increased prestrese and/or steel_ area tendst to reduce curV_
ature concentration at the cracksl to lead'ro ,rror" uniform
curvature along the beam; and to increase the depth of section
carrying compression at a crack. This is shown analyticalry, for
the uM case, in part rlr. Therefore the high localized strains
occurring at the cracks wilr not be as great, for a given varue of
9u1, for a bearn with high prestress. Thus one of the main
suggested causes of the fall in stiftness - stored strains at the



and iyclic tests where bearns zr.re
?^6should be-poir;ted out. Venuti - ,

locps for the latter type of tests.
figure 8.4z.. It will be noted that

loops ctose at zeto rnoment, and

rernains.
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cracks - will operate less for bearns with high steet area or
prestress.

The {act that the prestress does not affect the initial
values of FR1/I, as predicted by beam theory, and shown

analytically in part TTT, ls confirmed by the values of FR1/I
giv"en. 

I
The difference between reversed cyclic loading tests,

loaded in one directiou only,

has published load -deflection
Similar loops are sketched in

after the initial cycles, the

a permanent residual deflection

This appears to be because the concrete on both sides
of the beam is not subjected to increased compressive stress,'
as it is with reversed loading tests. This is a fundarnental

difference between the two types of test, and explains why the

fall ia stiffness is so much rnore marked for the reversecl loading
case.

Changes in Frequency

The effect of changing frequency on FRr/I was also
investigated. Points where this was done are rnarked, a, b, c

and d, on the loading sequence curves, figures ?.1 to T.). fn
all cases there was an increase in FR1/r of between 3{o and Sfo

for a change in frequency of from 0.5 cycle/sec to Z cycles/sec.
This is in agreernent with the change in E. with speed of testing

?l
predicted by.watstein --. (see section 3.) However, cornpared
with the change of FR1/t wttrr g"g, the change of FR1/I with
frequency found in these tests is not considered significant. The
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increases are not plotted in figures 8.21, 8"23 to 8.27.

Secondary Stiffness

Sections 8.05 and figure 8. l0 explain how three
straight lines can be drA.wn through the loops obtained, and

se"ction 8.06 explains how the gradient of the central straight
line, which can be a tangent to the loop at the central point
of cdntraflexure if no linear portion exists, is used to define

the primary ltiffness, 51.

The gradients of the other two straight lines are
used to define two values of the secondarv stiffne.ss, 51 for
each loop, Thus, frorn figure 8.I0, the two values of 52 of

each loop are given by

SZ = tarrqZ
r (8. 13)

SZ- = tan oc 3

The stiffness ratio SZ/Sl is a dirnensionless para-
rneter describing the loss of stiffness which any bearn has

suffered, at a particular load, through being taken into the

cracked range.

The parameter SZ/S' is used ro define one of the

properties of an idealized PSc Me - o" curve, (described later),
which is used in the response study of part IV.

Values of 52/51 are plotted against g.g, for each test
-run on each beam, in figures 8.22, g.Z4 to 8.38.

xgj=: values of s1 are not plotted. They coulcl be calculated
from the quoted values of FR1/I. It p is taken as * 1 for SM,

and - l for uM loading, values of s1 could be found for rnoments
of equal rnagnitude at each end. Although this is a stightly

different case frorn the real loading applicd, flre values of s1

so obtained would be fairly accurate. (See equation B.lI.)
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Discussion of SZ/S1 Results

It will be seen from these curves that for some beams,

the two values of s2 obtained are very different &t any particular
value of O.r. This is most rnarked for bearn No" 6, figure 8.30.
This is apparently due'to variations in prestress, and perhaps

concrete quality, from one side of the bearn to the other. such

a difference is not unexpectecl with comrnercially made bearns.

The difference is srnall for sorne of the other bearns, including

numbers 9 apd 10, which were rnade in the laboratory.
It.can be seen by cornparing values for bearns I to ?,

which were all similar except for the steel area, and therefore
prestress, (since all strands were given the sarne norninal
prestress force) that the ratio s2/s1 increases with steel area.
This is as expected, and agrees with the analysis in part rlr.

An interesting anomaly is beam 8, which had approx-
irnately the sarne steel area as bearns 9 and 10, but an Sr/S1

ratio onty half as great. This is apparently due to the cirnent
{ondu used between the precast segments of beam B.

The effect of the type of loading appeared to be quite
marked for bearns I to 4, which had less steel area than bearns

6 and 7. llowever beams 8 and g, which had less steel area
than beams 3 and 4, showed no significant dependence on the

type of loading. It appears that where the, type of loading did
affect S2/S1, it was always higher for the SM case. Thus, for
normal structural loading cases, the higher vatue woulcl be the

correct one to take.

Changes in frequency did not significantly affect
s2/s1. rt should be rernernbered that s1 increased slightry as

the frequul.y increased, and therefore Sa rnust have increased.

als o.
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B.0g

The prarafriete.ns used to defiae tb.e damping measured

are first defined.

Total Dainping Energlri' D6 3

,n The total enetgy diss'ipated b,y a test beaua durtag oae

cycle of loading at constant amplitude. Expro,ssed in Kip,ins/
cycie. The us,e d Dt ts ih. line with the euggestion of L.u",o II,

who suggieste$ a unifcrrrr damping noryaenclature in 1960.

Eeuiyale$t Loop.Width, LTI
A new pa.rastercr, de.fined, as fottrowir;

lf a l,oop ha,s an,a,f,ea, Dl, and tofal end rotation €6g"

Litlf = (8.14)

The pbysicat sigaific-anee sf LW to explained with ref,elence to

ftgure 8,43.. ff Lt ie a real Loropr having arca D1 and total end

:rotation 9q6, then L2 i:s an idealized loop, having end rotation
€un, sloPe everywhere the sauae ao the slope oJ tb.e backboue

curve of L1, and constals-t,loop width LW', giving it rbe san.e

ar,ea aS Lrlr

,I+oop Width Eaetqr, .LWF: t

The equivaleleg loopwidth, LW, f,oar n4I loop, divided

hy one hatf the total caackia€ mofirent, Mlt, f-olrnd as described

iir Serctioa 8.05,

Dl

4u

LTrrr'* ffi (8" 15)

LWF is dimerlEionleqs.

The siguifica:ace' sf LWtr" is in relation to an idealized

bilinear curve, L,A, ag, Shsrwn in figure 8-44, and rlsed in the
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response analysis described in part IV. This curve is a
further idealization of curve L2, figure 8.43, and the use of

LwF enabLes darnping characteristics of L3 to be clescribed in
a dirnensionless way, related to the strength pararneter, M1g.

Other Pararneters

There are rnany other parameters available to
desbribe darnping, and sorne of tbern are now discussed. L"r".11,
suggested a nornenclature which took into account the volurne and

the state of stresb of a specirnen. This was intended to describe
materiat damping, and is not suitable for describing the darnping
of PSC bearns. A PSc bearn is a mechanisrn in which darnping
arises from slip between the various parts, as well as from the

materials used.

The loss facror, r[ , is defined in terrns of darnping
energy Dt, and stored strain energy under the backbone cu.rve,
\f (see figure 8.45) for a specimenr ?s!

_Dt
zrw (8, t5)

some Loss factors are given in this thesis, but they are consider-
ed of doubtful significance. They involve w, which will vary
with the stiffness of the bearn, ancl thus they can vary quite
independently of D1, the actual da*ping errergy. The rnain
attraction of the loss factor is probably itA relation to X , the
viscous damping factor:

t

A= ft
T (8. t?)

unfortunately this relation is onry generarly true for linear
systems vibrating at resonance. Since the resonant frequency
of the bearns tested, is around 50 cycles/sec, and they are
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unlikely to be loaded at this frequency during an earthquake,

the values of 1 could not be converted directly to values of \
useful for checking structural response.

Values of \ are not given. It will be shown that Dg

is independent of frequency for the test bearns, and the signifi-
cance of \ would therefore be questionable. Further, if it is

desired to rnodel a PSC structure, made up frorn elernents

sirnilar to those tested, with an equivalent LVDS, a value of I
for each-value of response in the linear range can ah.vays be

calculated, This is possible because values of D; are additive

around the system.

This is a very important and useful property of values

of D1. Take, for example, a portal frarne rnade up of three

bearrs and given a lateral displacement, X, for which the end

rotations of each beam can be calculated. If the appropriate

tests have been carried out on a single bearn, then Dg corr€s-
ponding to cyclic loading, with arnplitude equat to I X, can be

calculated for the structure, by adding the DX found for each of

the bearns, To calculate response using an LVDS as a rnodel,

a value of mass m, and sti{fness k, rnusL be estirnated. Thus

the undamped natural freguency {r.l ,,, can be found;

(A)
l1

Using the lateral

we can write:

displacement X

(8.18)
I

given the structure to find D1,

,\

fk-
f rrt

Dt = -tt c<er,,xt (8.I9)
to enable an appropriate value of c to be founcl for the LVDS.

Then:

zJffi (s.20)
system can now be found, using,A value of the response of the
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the equivalent LVDS. Ii the value found does not equal X, a new

value o{ X could be used as the lerterat displacement to find a

new D1, and the process repe:r.ted. This is one way in which

values of Dg can be used to find A for an equivalent LVDS. In
the writerrs opinion, hbwever, the advent of the digital cornputer

is fast making such methods obsolete-

Cal'culation of Results

' Me - 9s toops were obtained for both euds of the beam

1or each loading stage. As explained in Section 6.II, values of

OsX are only rneasured accurately at the fixed torque box end, but

loop areas, D1, can be found at each end,

The areas of the loops were obtained by rneasuring

8tr x I0rtenlargements of the Pol.aroi<i prints with a planirneter.
The entargerrents were soaked in water and then glued to a piece

of waterproof plastic tracing material, which was itseU gLued

down f[at. They were then covered with a second piece of plastic
tracing rnaterial, which was stretched out so as to be wrinkle free.
This kept the enlargements flat and dimensionally stable. For
ihose loops for which it was desired to measure 'W', ihe strain
energy, a base line was found, as described inSection 8.05, by

rneasuring the cracking rnornent, Mlt. The measurernents shown

in figure 8.46 were then rnacle. We then had:

Dl = (Ar -Az) + (at -a+)
and two vatues of W for the upper and lower parts of the loop:

w = (At+Az)lz
Iw- = (er + Aa) /z

This avoided the need for drawing in the backbone curve.
' For loops for which only D1 was rlleasured, there was

no need for a baseline, and loop areas were measured directly.
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To enable the measured areas, Dl, of the loops to
be converted to Kip.in, the area of four squares enclosed by

trvo pairs of oscilloscope graticule lines was rr:.easurecl on each

enl'argernent. The calibration procedure described in section 6

ena.bled this area to be {ound in Kip, in, and thus the loop areas

could also be converted to Kip.in. The two values of D1 founcl
a

at either end of the bearn were added together to give a value of

Dg, 'and these val.ues were plotted vs €"1 {or various loading

sequences. See figures 8.47 to 8.54.

Equivalent Loop'W'idths

Instead of finding a value of Lrtr for each loop, D1 was

divided by the surn of the g*X vp.Iues obtained, at each end of the

bearn. The value of gul for the swinging torque box end was an

estirnated value, based on the end rnornent at that end and a
series of calibration tests which were carried out to check the

variation of gs1.

Thus the L'W- values given do not quite agree with the

riefinition given for LW. They are calculated by assuming that
the real loops at each end of the beam could have been replaced
by two identical loops, one at each end of the bearn, giving the

same D1, and each having a value of O", equal to the average of
the O"1 readings of the two real loops

Val.ues of LW are plottecl ve""o" vatues of O"1,

measured at the fixed torque end, in figures 9.55, 8.57 and 8.59.

Loop Width Factors

Loop width factors were calculated as follows: a vatue

of LW, corresponding to a particular loading sequence and O",
varue, was divided by half the M1g value for the sarne os1 and
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loading seguence. See equ 8,15,

Thus the values given apply (as do values of LW)

to either of two identical loops which are assumed to reprace

the real loops. The fact that values of M16, and correspond-
ing O.1, were those catculatecl at one end of the bearn only,
was judged to have introduced no significant error into the

results given,
' Values ol LWF are plotted versus values of O"1,

measured at the fixed torque box end, iu figures 8.56, 9.59,
8.60.

Pre sentation of Results

Darnping energies

8,47 to 8.54. Values of g*1

than I cycl,e/ sec were rnade

O"1 at which cracking began,

rrrarked C; and FL indicates

started to fall away.

As all beams tested were of sirnilar dirnensions, no
information can be given about any variations of D, with changes
in size or length of the bearns.

Variation of Dt with Frequencv

Various tests were rnade at 0.5 ancl 2.0 cycles/sec,
and in no case was there any rneasurabte change in D1. From
these tests, it rnost be concLuded that darnping energy is not
velocity dependent, at teast within this range of frequencies.

Variation of Dt with g"t

Frorn figure 8.54, it is
increased with gs1, at Least until

for all bearns are shorvn in figures
for which tests at frequencies other

are indicated a, b, or c; values of

as defined in section 8. O7, are
where failure began as concrete

seen that in all cases, Dt
failure began, For bearns
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having maxirnurn values of D, equat to ,5 Kip,in/cycle, or less,
the increase was approxirnately linear over most of the range.

For bearns having high.er values of D1, the increase tended to be

rnore rapid as 9.1 increased.

It will be seen that for any given beam, or for sirnilar
b*eams, D, for SM loading was greater than for UM loading,

Figures 8.47 to 8.53 make this clear.

Causes of Darnping

On the'basis of the values obtained for Dx, it is

suggested that there are two rnain cau.ses of damping in PSC

bearns. These are: (1) slip between the cor:crete and the steell
(2) inelastic effects in the concrete. The extent to which these

two factors operate to cause darnping is determined by: the steel
areai strains in the bea.rnl and the extent to which cracking and

curvature concentration take place. Thus steel area and place-
ment, concrete quality, prestress and type of loading, and the

overalt dirnensions of the beam would all be expected to affect D1.

Effect of Slip

The suggestion that slip between concrete ancl steel is
a major cause of damping is supported by considerable evidencen

First, tests on two plain RC bearns are considered, These tests
are not reported in full,

The first bearn had ptain steet reinforcing, and a bond

failure occurred along the entire length of the bar6. High damp-
ing energies were recorded for this beam, although its stiffness
was very low, and concrete strains were therefore also low.
Considerable slip could be seen to take place. The second beam

had heavily deformed bars. on testing under uM it developed
fine tension cracks, at about I'r spacing, aiong its entire length,
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indicating no bond slip, and also no significant curvature

concentration. This beam had no ffleasurable darnping energy.

These two tests suggest that slip is a major cause of damping.

The cornputer analysis described in part III was

written as if inelastic concrete behaviour did not occur, but slip
between steel, and concrete did. This analysis shows rhat if there

is bond slip, and a bond stress operates, energy rnust be

disiipated as a resul.t. This analysis was used to investigate the

effects on Dgof varying crack spacing, prestress and steel area.
It was found that the arnount of energy dissipation due ro stip was

dependent not only on steel area, but also oa the extent to which

increasing prestress preventecl slip taking place by reducing the

concentration of curvauure near the cracks.
It the prestress was held constant, increasing the steel

area increased the energy dissipation due to slip.

Inelastic Effects

Inelastic concrete effects are postulated as a cause of

damping for the foll.owing reasons. First, the analysis in Part
Irr gave Me - 9* loops of approximately constant width and similar
shape to the experirnental 1oops, for that part of the curve corr€s-
ponding to the crack-open condition only. The loading and untoad-

ing paths were coincident for the crack-closed part of the Ms -gs
curve. For concrete betweea ihe crack sections (which is sub-
jected to alternate tension and compression under reversed cyctic
loading) it seemed likely that energy dissipation would occur due

to inelastic concrete behaviour. Figure 8.55 shows the type of

C- €. curve that rnight apply to concrete, away from a crack
and towards the outside of the bearn, where rnicrocracking to

relieve the tensil.e stress could occur. rt is not based on direct
experimental evidence, but would help to explain why the Me -€e
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Loops do not cLose 4t O" = Q.

Also, for the reat beams, not all tension cracks went

right acroEs the bearn. Thusr part of a section could be subject-
ed to high compressive strains when a crackwas open, and then

to tension when the crack was closed, The same type of inelastic
effect would occur there. It would be reduced by higher prestress
forces, which tend to reduce concentrated curvature and cracking.
Thus the postulated inelastic effects would be affected by prestress
in the sarne 

i"t i" 
the slip effects.

Effect of Changing Bearn Dirnensions

For UM loadingoiopearn of given section, and for any

given value of Og1, D, is probably directly proportional to length,

The even di.stribution of curvature along the bearn makes this
likely. For bearns of diJferent dirnensions, or for SM loading,

no such predictions can be made. considerable further testing,
coupled with rnore sophisticated analysis, is required to under-
stand these effeets,

Discussion of Results

The results obtained, figures 8.42 to 8.54, tend to
confirrn the suggestlons made as to the causes of damping.

lrowever the testing was not extensive enough to positively
confirrn or disprove these causes.

The higher vatues of D, for given values of €", for SM

loading arise because the total curvature under sM is rnuch

greater than for the sarne Og1 with UM toading. Further, the

cracking and curvature is distributed in a different lvay, being

concentrated at heavily cracked regions near the ends of the

bearn for the sM case, and evenly spread along the beam for the

UJvl case.
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'The similar D, results for beams 4, 6 and 7, under

SM loading, appear to show the effects of increasing steel area

and increasing prestress balancing eaeh other.

For uniform rnorrre:rt, for bearns 1, 3, 6 and 7, Dt

inereased with steel area, although the difference beiween 6 and

7 was slight. It should be noted that prestress of beam 6, as

judged from its cracking mornent, M11, rnust have been propor-

tioriately higher than its steel area would have 6uggested.

l

Bearn Failure

For those bearns that failed, the efiect of failure on

D1 varied considerably. For beam 4, failure marked the

rnaxirnurn value of D1. For bearrr Z, Dt continued to increase

after failure began, and then fell. For beam I0 howeve r, D1

doubled, after failure began and the stiffness of the beam began

to fall. For beam I D, continued to rise at a uniforrn rate after
failure had begun. In the opinion of the writer, binding of the

concrete, to increase its abiiity to suffer large cornpressive

strains, would have ensured that D1 either maintained its value,

or rose, after failure, for all bearns. This is oi sorrre irnport-
ance when the perforrnance o{ structures which are severely

darnaged is considered,

Load History

The effect of the load history on D, was considerable

for values of 9., which did not produce cracking. The first
tests of bearns 6, 7, 8, 9 ano 10 showed in each case negligibte

darnping energies until the first cracks had opened. On the

second run, however, sorne darnping energy was apparent for
these srnall rotatibns. At larger arnplitudes, the values of
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D, appeared to vary little between one test and the next.

Figures 8.50 and B.5l iLlustrate this. It should be noted that at any

constaat vatue of gs1, if Dt changed as cyclic loading progressed,

it always increased. There was no case of damping falling at a
constant value of Osg, until faiture began. Thus darnpirig does

notrrwear outrr, and there is, apart from the first two or three
n

cycles (discussed in Section 8.11) no high initial damping which

gradublly diminishes.

F

Concrete Quality

It wae not possibl.e to assess the effects of variations
in concrete guality frorn these tests, since only two different
concretes were used, and the control in one case was not good.

No conclusions are drawn as to how differences in quality would

affect Dtr.

Values of LW and LWF

Values of LW and LWF are given for the bearns, in
figures 8.56 to 8.6i, The main importance of these parameters

is that when taken together with pararneters such as the prirnary
flexural rigidity, the stiffness ratio and the cracking nrornent,

they can be used to describe the properties of a bearn, LW is
particularly useful when it has a relatively constant value. In
such cases it is a suitable single value with which to describe

the darnping of a particular beam Loaded in a particular way.

Values of LWF involve M1g as wetl as D1,'but if they

are nearly constant, they can appear as constant values in a
description of bearn perforrnance, such as that used in the

response analysis of Part IV.
A constant value of LW' indicates that the general
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expseEsiodr

Dt = t*da9
of S,eetion 2, has3

a=ZLW
B =O

"and q. = I
when: .A = tOu

Conclusioo"'

It seence from the results obtained. that da:ntrli,ng

ene:rgies Can be, u.sefrll_Ly -rfieagut€d and e4plessed directly.
.E or the b.earns tesrted, D, is inilepeadeat of frequencfr Bad

increases with end rotation. It is depeadent on the type of

loadiqg applied. Some progress llas been inade in under'stand-

iag the neechaaisiirls opesating, but untiL these are fully under-
gtoed, it will not b'e possibl.e to fired values of D, analytically,

Fi.naltyr each PSC beam is a rne,cbanis n, and i.ts darrrping

energlr is d,ependent on the interac,tion ot facto.r's such as

Brestress, d.lnoenslon,s, steel area, and (probably) coucrete

quatrity,

8,10 Strain Elee'rgy and L..O+i Fagtors

Yalrres of the straln enersy, Wrrare paeseated for
betarn.s 3n 4 and ?. Tirese values were c.alculakd as shown in
figure 8.45, for loading tn the positive di.rection only, They

wete ealaulated frsm tbe loopo obtained at the fixerl torque box

end orfly, and thus represent oaly about half the totaldrai:r
eaengy f,or the defleeted bea:nr, Figures 8.62 and 8,53 show

values of IiV vs gg1.
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These vaLues show an increase in W until after
failure begins, fotlowed by a sharp dropr for bearn 4.

For other bearns, iailure did not occur, anri the

increase is continuous.

In the authot'rs opinion, values of W can be adeguate-

ly found by considering ihe loops represented by three stralght

lines, described by the pararneters Mlt, 52/S1, and 5R1/I;
S1 being found from FR1/I. Trial vatues found in this way

differed-fro4g the measured values by less than l0oh.

Values of the loss iacto", ,l , are given for bcams

3 and 4 on1y, They are based on values of 'W'found as described

above, and D1 for the fixecl torque box end, using the equation

^-Dlt-r z1r w

Values of 11 versus g*, are given in figure 8.64.

As explained, the aurhor regards the loss facior as a

darnping pararreter of lirnited signi{icance, since loss factors
depend on the stiffness of the bearn as well as the darnping, and

are difficult to apply analytically,

Initial Cycle Tests

Tests on one beam only - beam 5 - were made to

produce Me -€s loops for the first few cycles. These were

static UM tests, with adjustrnents to the testing machiae giving

equal rnornents at each end, The results are showrr in figures

8.65 to 8.67. The points of load reversal are consecutively

nurnbered for all three diagrarns, and the loading path to a load

reversal point carries the same number as that point.

The results are not discussed in detail, but exarnraa-
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tion of the curves will confirrn the following points:

I, The primary flexural rigidity falls before the Mo - 9e

loop becorrr€s no[-tinear, See pts.I, Z, 3.

Z. Loop width ie negligible for small initial cycles.

See pts, I, Z, 3.

3., Loop widths becorne large as soon as non-linearity

of the Loading path occurs. See pts.4, 5, 6, 7.

4. The first tension cracks ancl boncl failures can, when

they occrtr, q.ause negative slopes of the toading paths. See pat-r B.

5. There is a big reciuction in darnping energy during the

first three or four cycles to large g" vatues. Primarl' stiffness

also falls during these cycles. See pts,B, t, 10, I1, 16.

6. After these cycles, there is appreciable loop width at

small O. values. See pts.l2, 13, L4, 15.

C onclusions

The irnportant conctusion frorn these results is that

performance over tbe first two or three cycles into the cracking

range is a poor guide to perforrnance later,
The reasons fo:: this, which undoubtedly include bond

failure and tension crack development, could well be the subject

of further study.

8.lZ Conclusions Frorn Bearn Tests

On the basis of the tests carried out, some general

conclusions can be drawn for the beams tested.

I, The stiffness, S, of a PSC beam, for a particutar

type of loading, can be defined as the gradient of the load-

deflection loop obtained for that loading. This sti-ffness is not

constant, but varies with end rotation, Os, total end rotation
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of cyclic loading, 9s1, load history, and (very slightly) rvith

frequency. These values of S could be usetul in anatysing the

deflection and Eroment redistribution of non-linear frarnes.

z. ' The opening of tension cracks correspon<is to an end

rotation at which there.is a rapid change of S. Concentrated

curvature develops above the cracks, which are the centres of

elastic, rather than plastic, hinges. There is no longer a

single transverse Fection of the beam which can be considered

typical of all such sections.

3. The flexural rigi<iity FR of a PSC bearn can be

definecl in a meaningful way only when O. is small. The prirnary

flexural' rigidity, FR1, at ee = o, is not a constant' but varies

with O"1 and Load history for any bearn. Thus no single value of

Eg, or of I, can be used to deiine FR.
L Darnping energy, D1, can be fiIeasured for a PSC bearn.

In general, Dt increases with Osg, and is higher for SlvI than for

UM loading. The eifects of varying steel area, prestress' or

beam dimensions are not abte to be simply explained. A corn-

prehensi,ve analytical treatmenl of the PSC beam, considered a:;

a rnechanism, and taking into account slip and inelastic concr'ei'3

behaviour, Would be necessarv to predict D, analytically for anl'

bearn,

D1 is independent of irequencY.

5, No conclusions are presented about the mocles of

failure of the beams that faileo. The bearns were not rePresent-

ative of real bearns because they did not have any shear reinfol'c-

ing, or binding, in the regions of rnaxirnurn curvature.

In general, it appeared that primary siiffness S1, fell

at failure, but D1 rernained constant or increased.

No bearns exhibited duciility.
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A11 bearns withstoocl deflections at least four tirnes

greater than those at cracking, before failure.

Reversed cyclic testing of the type carried out has a6.

number of advantages. At Least five cycles of reversed loading

should be applied to a.test bearn, to ensure that the rapid initial

change in the Me - O" loops has occutred, if loading during a

major earthqubke is being rnodelled. Alihough static resting

rndthods could be used, testing at 0.5 toZ.0 cycles/sec consiier-

ably reduce,s the tirne taken for a test, and enables the absence

of significant fr6quency dependent effects to be confirmed. It

also permits fatigue effects which might be relevant to earth-

quake loading to be checked"
., The SM test results enable an ideaLized Me - O* loop

for PSC cornponents to be postulated. This loop would be

appropriate to the colurnns oi a structure with rigid {loors and

flexible colurnns, during earthcluake loading. Figure 8"68 shows

such a loop, defined by the foilowing pararneters:

FR1, the prirnary flexural rigidity, from rvhich s1 for

SM toading can be found by using the slope-deflecticn equations.

MIt, the total cracking molrrent. A strength para-

meter indicating when cracking will occur.

s2/s1, the stiffness ratio. A pararneter defining the

loss of stiffness after cracking.

LWF, the loop width factor' Defines the area, D1,

of the loop, frorn which the total darnping energy of the rnernber

can be found.

Note that all these parameters are in faci likely to \ary

with 0s1, values of the pararneters appropriate to each value of

os1 may have to be found. llowever, in some cases the pararneters

can be taken as gonstants.
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PART UI

BACKCROUND TO THE BEAM ANALYSIS

Introduction

An analytical'study of a PSC bearn subject to reversed

cyplic loading is presented here. As far as possible, the

analysis is based on the observed behaviour of concrete, prestress-

ing steel, atld the PSC beams tested. The analysis is for UM load-

ing only, F

Previous Work

Sorne previous studies of the load-deflection behaviour

of RC and PSC beams are relevant.
4?

Pfrang, Siess and Sozen ^- studied the rnoment-curvature

characteristics of RC cross sections, They found values of curva-

ture for typical sections for various values of mornent and axial

load. Their rnethod was a sirnple one, based on talcing a linear

sirain distribution, for which a value of curvature was found,

Frorn an assurned stress distribution, the corresponding appliecl

rnornent and axial fOrce was calcutated. No allowance was 1naiu

for bond slip. A cOrnputer was used to obtain curvature values

for a large nurnber of loads.
20

Sinha, Tulin and Gerstle -', and Agrawal, Tulin and
30 -r -:-- ,.1 ^ ^-)c-rersf,Le , analysed the response of single and double reinforccd

beams to cyclic loading. Moment curvature relations for the

beams under pure bending were found. The loading was not reve rsed.

A typicat section was analysed, and the beam was

considered to consist entirety of such sections. By following thc

stress-strain history of fibres at various depi'- s down the section,

they were able to take account of inelastic concrete and steel
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behaviOur, The sectign was assumed to remain plane, and no

bond slip occurred. Actual experirnental stress-strain curves

for concrete and steel were used in the analysis'

The equations of static equilibriurn were satisfied by

adjusting the strain distf ibution at the section, and values of

curvature corresponding tO values of rnOment were found. Every

section of the bearn was assumed to be cracked.
' Warawuk 39 p"od,r"ed analytical rnornent curvature

diagrarns -for pSC beams, by considering a typical section. He

sh.ldied the case of a singly reinforced beam subjectecl to two

point loading, and took account of cracking, curvature concentra-

tion at the cracks, and the rise and fall of the neut,ral axis between

the cracks, To do this he allowed slip between the concrete and

steel, introducing a factor to vary the steel strain frorn the strain

of the concrete at the same tevel, This approach is sirnilar to that
L?

propoeed by Baker --.

Warawuk used a simplified representation of the concrete

stress-etrain diagrarn, and a single value of E" for the steel. He

produced M - e diagrarne which agreed well with those obtained

experirnentally. To produce these he used the typical section results

in conjunctiorr with the rnornent distribution along the bearn, to assess

the behaviour of the whoLe beam, including the end parts where the

moment was not uniform.

9.03 Need for a Different Analytical Method

The methods of analysis rnentioned in Section 9.0? ate

all based on the behaviour of a single section. Sinha, Gerstle,

Tulin and Agra*^L29' 30 t"k. inelastic effects into account, and

lilarawuk 39 .Uo*" for cracking and slip. The M"-ge values

produced show that the single section type of analysis can be used
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satisfactoriLy for mornent curvature anatysis. To analyse bearn

behaviour rnore thoroughly, the author considered a different [yPe

of anatysis was reguired.

The need for a, rnore thorough analysis arose primarily

from the need to calculate energy dissipation due to bonci slip.

ffrJ UeUaviour of the test beams indicated that slip between the

steel'and the concrete was occurling for some distance on either

side of each crack. This was an obvious source of energy

dissipation, as long as there was frictionat resistance io the stip.

A rnethod of analyeis which would produce load-deflection loops for

reversed cyclic loading was reguired. The effects of various

factors on the loop width could then be investigated.

A second reason for a more thorough analysis was the

known existence of curvature concentrations at the cracks, and the

rise of the neutral axis toward the cracks. An analysis which would

perrnit these effgcts to be studied in relation to various bearn

properties seemed desirable.

It was decided to make a number of assumptions about

beam behaviour; assumptions which would be clear and sirnple and,

if possible, based on observed behaviour. The results obtained

could then be related to the assumptions used, and the analysis

modified to include more sophisticated assumptions if necessary,
I

9.04 Basic Principles of the Analvsis

It is well known that for a PSC beam there is no lttypical

sectiontt once cracking has occurred. Concentration of curvature

and variations in the depth of the neutral axis rnake the selection

of such a section impossible. To assurne all sections are cracked,

as is comrnoaty doae, cannot be justified by reference to a reat

PSC bearn.
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The analysie described here te otly fot ttre UM loading

case. A typical length of, the bearn waE chOsen fof aaaLys,is, rather

thara a typlcal.,se,ction" .Aa even dietributiou of tensioa cracke along

the bea6 wed as,3u1raed, and a leagth frorn one; crack to a poitlt rnid-

way between tJrat craek and an adjacent orae lvaE takqo as the typicatr,

length.

ThiE teng'th wag analysed to produce Me - 9e lospe for

revefged e yctric toading appl.ied ts the beam,. AE far as pos'sihle,

oonct6te aOd lteet propertle.a w€rie those of tlre real, materials.

The effects of 'variitions in the,ee propertiesn and in steel area,

preetre,Es, crack spaci,ng and bond etrees wele shtdied. Vatues of

cuffat{ue, depth of the neutlal axis, and stee,l aAi aOacrete strains

were found fst varioue pointe aloag the typical Length. Momeert-

curvatute loope were sbtaloecl foi the varisue be.arn€ analysed; aad

the abape aad width of tbeEe loops compared.,
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. 10. 00 METHOD OF BEAM ANALYSIS

10.01 Definitions

some of the deecriptive termE used in the analysis

have particular meanings. These are defined here, and illustrate-

ed in fig. l0.I(").
g""*: The beams anatysed are rectangular prismatic beams'

with bne face horizontal before loading. The beams are doubly

reinforced, with equal tension and compression steel areas, and

uniform prestress.

Section: A section ie defined by a plane which cuts the unloaded

beam at right angles to its longitudinal axis . 
'

fiU*t A horizontat line across any section,

9"""k A crack ie a section at which the coacrete can carry

cornpression only. All cracks exist across complete sectiorrs of

the bearn.

Crack-Section (CS)! A section at which a crack has forrned.

Mid-Section (MS): A section equidistant from two crack sections.

Typical Lenglh: Any length betwcen an MS and a CS.

External Mornent (Mu): A uniform molrlent producing the sarne

strain at all points in any given fibre.

Surface: Any plane cutting all sections in horizontal lines when

the beam is untoaded. A surface becomes non-planar when the

beam is toaded.

upper surface: That surface lying in the outside face of tbe beam,

where the stresses induced by the external' rnornent are comPress-

ive.

Lower Surface: The face of the beam opposite the upper surface.

Neutrat Fibre (NF): Any fibre of a section where the strain is

zero; or, in the cabe of no tenaion, the line on the eection produced
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where the strain woutd be zeto if the courPressive strain distribu-

tion continued outside the bearn.

Neutral Axis (NA): A li.ne, equidistant frorn the sides of the bearn,

passing through all the neutrat fibres.
qs,: The shortest diatance frorn the upper surface to any point

in beam.

Crack Depth (a"): Depth to the highest fibre to which a crack has

operied.

@,
oPens.

Crack Length

with respect to

: The rate of change of the comPressive strain

depth, at any section.

The angle subtended by the plane portion of any

the rotation of the beam between those two sections.
Rotation ( € h

two sections is

Dimensions

The dirnensions of the beams anatysed are defined

below, and in fig. I0.l(b).
L = overalt length loaded

b = breadth

h = depth

du = dePth to uPPer steet

d1 = dePth to lower steel I

lc = crack length

As = total area of either upper or lower steel

pr = total perimeter of either upPer or tower steel

Alt these values are specified or calculated before an analysis

begina,

That part of the crack section exposed as a crack

(1.): The distance betweea two adjacent cracks '
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10.02 Assumptions

To enable the beam analysis to be carried out, it is

necesaary to make certain assumptions. These are as follows:

(1) All eectiona rernain plane under the actioa of compr€6s-

ive stresses. This can'also be expressed by stating that the

distribution of compressive strain on any section is always linear.

Experirnental. evidence in support of this assurnption is quoted by
qR ?q -40 4I

Bakeir 'o, Warawuk "', Barnard --, Prentis - and others,

Sections, -excgpting rnid-sections, do not remain plane under the

action of tensile stresses.

The beam is assumed to have tension cracks aLready

forrned in it. As defined in section 10.01, the crack sections are

planes when the beam is unloaded, and extend right across the

beam. They are assurned to be uniforrnly distributed along the

beam at a known spacing. The spacing of tension cracks in PSC

beams cannot be readily predicted, as far as the author is aware.

In this analysis the crack spacing was based on that of the test

bearns. Near uniform spacing of the cracks was observed for the

test beams under uniform moment.

(:) The presence of a tension crack is assurned to have no

effect on.the abitity of the concrete to carry comPression. This

assumptioa is undoubtedl,y not true for repeated loading, but it is a

neceBsary sirnplifying assumption, However it will prevent any

loss of stiffness, due to repeated loading, being found analytically.

(4) Concrete properties between all crack sections are

uniform and identical. A typical length of the beam, between any

MS and an adjacent CS, will be identical to all other such lengths.

(5) Mid-sections are assurned to rernain ptane under the

action of combined tensile and comPressive stress. The assump-

tion of uniform concrete and steet properties along the bearn

(z)



irnplies that a eection midwaY

plane when the bearn ia acted

illustrated in fig. 10.2.

(6) The bond elip assumption ie dealt with fully in section 10.I0.

It is an assumption of simpte friction between steel and concrete.

This friction may be described by a constant value of the bond stress'

f b, and it perrnits slip between the steel and the concrete to occur'

(?) It is assumed that there is never any slip between the

upper steel and the surrounding concrete, at any section. since the

upper steel tension is always reduced during loading, this assurnp-

tion is likely to be true, as tong as tension cracks do not Progress

upward as far as the uPPer steel,

(8) It is assumed that there is no bond slip on the lower steel

before the tension cracks open. w'hen a crack opens, bond slip

begins at the crack, and progreases toward the Ms as the load is

increased,

(9) There is assumed to be no relative rnovernent between

steel and concrete at the MS or the CS.

Let two points, x and Y, be taken after initi.al prestress,

on the tower steet where it passes through the rnid-section and

crack-section respectively. There is never any movement of x

retative to the MS, or of Y relative to the plane cornPressive part

of the GS produced to cut the tension crack.

Thieassurnptionfollowsfromtheassurnptionofa

uniforrn beam. The beam is considered to be loaded between two

rnid-sections, not necessarily adjacent, which remain plane, and

on the outside of which the steel is securely anchored to prevent

any slip,
If a reaL bearn was toaded by encasing either end in rigid

rnountinge which prevented any end deflections, the ideal end

lIZ
between two cracks will remain

on by a uniforrn moment' This is
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conditions above coul.d be reproduced. A bearn joining a colurnn

at either end could also be a similar case.

(10) The variation of upper surface comPressive stress is

assurned to be linear between the cs and the points on each side

of the crack to which borrd slip has progressed. The variation in

dep"th of the neutrat axis between the GS and these points i's also

assurned to be linear. See fig' 10.3.

' Warawuk 39 qrrot." experimental evidence in support

of these aesuqLptions, They are considered here to be the most

simple assumptions likely to be at least approximately true, and

they could be modifi.ed without affecting the method of analysis

fundamentally.

where slip has not occurred, conditions are assurned to

be the same at every section.

(r 1) It is assumed that the stress-strain properties of

concrete in compression and tension can each be expressed by a

single curve, which applies to both loading and untoading. Inelas-

tic effects are thus ignored. This is discussed further in section

10,05.

(lZ) The prestressing steel is assurned to be able to yield,

suffering a yield deforrnation, and then continue to perform

elastically if unloaded, provided that the total strain in the steel

does not exceed a certain value, See section I0-05-

(r3) Dead loads are ignored.

10.03 Method of Analvsis - General outline

The rnethod of analysis for doubly reinforced PSc bearns,

with uniform prestress, eubjected to uniforrn external applied

rnornent, ie outlined. Moment-curvature relations for reversed,
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cyclic, Loading are obtained, as welt as values of the strains'

curvatures, and depths of the neutral axis and tension crackg.

The analysis described was performed on an IBM 1620 comPuter.

As explained in section 9, the analysis does not require

the usual choice of a typicat section. A tyPical length is setected,

between a cs and an MS, and assumptions are made which relate

"orriiriorrs 
at the CS to those at the MS. For the beams analysed,

it is assumed that sections different from those included in the

typicat length d.o not occur.

During arialysis, the lower steel tension in the bearn, Tl,

is increased by successive, smalt, incremeats. For each value of

this tension, a corresponding value of Ms is found. From the

strains in the bearn, o" corresponding to each value of M" is found.

The various assunaptions used in the analysis are explained in

detail in other parts of section 10.

The analysis begins with the calculation of strains in the

beam due to initial prestres6. Conditions are then considered to be

the same along the full length of the beam. See section 10.08.

Figure I0.4 shows €ome of tbe forces and strains referr-

ed to below,

To obtain the first point on the Me - 0" curve, the lower

steel tension at the MS, Tl*, is increased by a small amount. I1

no tension cracks have opened to the level of the lower steel, there

can be no bond stip. The change in the concrete strain, € 1", at

this level. is therefore the salne as the change in the steel strain,

utm. This steel strain, elm, corresPonding to Tlsy can be found,

$ee section 10.05), and new values of t 1, and "1rrr, 
correspond-

ing to the increased Tlrrr, can therefore be found.

with uM loading there are no shear forces, and thus

there are two requirernents for static equilibrium at any section;



(l) The sum, € F, of the internal' horizontal

on the section i6 zero, i.e.
€F = Q

II5

forces acting

(Z\ The surn of the external applied rnoment, M", and the

moment couple, Mr, of ,the internal horizontal forces acting on

tlre" section is zero, i.e,
Me+Mr = O

In all cases, (r) is first satisfied. M" is then cal.culated and a

value of Mu is taken to satisfy (2),

To satis'fy (I) at the MS after T1r' has been given a

small increase, E ls and e1*, are hel,d constant, while the upper

fibre concrete strain at the MS, 6 urn, is adjusted. The strain

distribution over the MS remains linear, so the lower fibre strain,

€ lrrr, can be found. The upper steel - strain €,rm, can also be

found because there is no bond slip at this level. The assurned

O-- e curve for the concrete (Section IO.04) means that €F can

be found for any trial vatue of 8o*. (See Section I0.06) A value

which gives:

€F =

is found. M" can then be found

and the externat moment, M..rr,

o
for the MS, (see Section 10.07),

is given by:

M.**M, = O

If there is no tension at the tower fibre, no cracks have

opened, and all sections have the sarne strain distribution. A

value of 9u, corresPonding to M.*, can therefore be found for the

loaded length of the beam. (See Section I0.09). Analysis proceeds

in this manner, with successively larger values of T1* being taken,

and correeponding Murr. and g. vatues being found. Calculations

are made at the MS only until. lower fibre tension occ,urs. Cracks

will then open; the MS is no longer a typical section; and calcula-
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tions at the CS are necessary before f. is found.

WhenavatueofT,*isfoundwhichresultsinteasion
at the lower fibre of the MS after the strains have been adjusted

to satisfy the equilibrium requirements, M"t. is found as before'

and T1rrr, Mem, and the strains at the MS are noted' Galculations

then begin at the CS, where the crack has opened' For the crack

to open, slip must occur on the lower steet for sorne distance on

eithed side of the crack, The bond mechanislTl assumed (see

Section 10.10),requires that for slip to occur, the lower steel

tension at the CS, T1" must be greater than that at the MS, Tlrrr.

A trial vatue of Tr" is taken, The assumed bond mechauism, ancl

the assumed strain distribution along the bearn are then used. In

conjunction with the known conditions at the MS, these allow a

value of d", the crack depth, to be found for any assumed vatue of

the CS upper fibre stress, € uc. (This is explained in Section in

Io.1I.)
The eguilibriurn requirernents at the CS can now be

satisfied for the trial value of Ttc taken. A value of t uc is taken,

and the corfesponding value of d. found. The tinear corrpressive

strain distribution assumed at all sections enables € F at the CS

to be fouud. Adjustments ar'e rnade to € ..," (and therefore to d"

also) until the condition:

€F = O 
r

is satisfied. A value of M." is then found, which satisfies the

requirementl

Mec+Mr = O

at the CS.

Tbere is now a further reguirernent to be satisfied.

The uniform externat moment applied requires tbat:

' Mec = M.ttt
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If this ie not satisfied, T1. is adjusted, whil'e conditions at the

MS are held constant, The adjustrnent of the CS upper fibre strain,

t ,'", to satiefy the equilibriurn requirements at the CS for the new

T1" proceede as before. Thia results in a new value of Mu" being

found. Various values d Tt" are tried until a vatue of Mu" is

found that is equal to the M"* found at the MS.

For each vatue of Tr", a check is rnade to see how far

bond'slip has progressed toward the MS' If slip has not occurred

at ttre MS,- two. points should be noted:

(r) Changes'in the MS concrete strain at the level of the

tower steel, t 1", are the sarne as changes in the steel strain, etrn.

Therefore the equilibriurn requirements at the MS can be satisfied,

and Mu* found, exactly as they were before any cracks opened'

Different values of T1. can be taken which a{fect the(z)

arnount of sl.ip taking place, but not the value of T1r,'. (fni" i"

explained more fully in Section 10. IO). ffence it is correct to hold

conditions constant at the MS after Mu* is found, while making

adjustrnents to T1".

After moment balance (i.e.equatity of M"" and M"-) has

been achieved, O" can be found. (See Section I0. I2). The assumed

compres6ive strain distribution over the typicat length (see fig. 10.3)

enables this to be done.

If bond slip has progressed to the MS, conditions can no

longer be held constant at the MS while adjustrnents are rnade to

Tr" at the CS to balanc" M.m and M".. Slip over the full tength

means that changing Tr" will change Tlm. Further, calcutation of

the MS conctete strain, t 1", at the level of the lower steel, can no

tonger be based on changes in the lower steel strain, €trn, since

there ia now slip at this level. A diJferent rnethod of balancing

Mu* and M"" is therefore used.
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Calculations again begin at the MS' A vatue of Tt* is

taken, increased frorn the previous value used. The bond mechan-

ism assumed rneans that when slip has reached the MS, then if Tt*
is known, Tlc is also known. Thus Tr" and Trlr, are both known at

the start of calculations', They are not varied until the next loading

increment is applied.

since € 1" at the MS cannot be calculated from the change

in elrn caused by incrernenting Tt*, (because slip has occurred at

the MS), a trial value of S ," rnust be taken. This trial value is

hetd constant whili ttre MS upper fibre strain, I um, is adjusted.

There ie uo upper steel bond slip, and € um can be adjusted to

give;

€r = o
at the MS. Mu* is then found, The conditions at the MS are then

held constant while adjustments to the cs uPper fibre stsain g uc

(and also to d.) take place, until

Et = Q

is obtained at the CS, M." is then found. ff M"" does not equal

Mem, neither T1" nor T1* is adjusted. Instead an adjustrneat is

made at the MS to t 1", Calculationg at the MS and GS are then

repeated as before, the'equilibrium requirements being satisfied

at each eection. Different values of € 1" are tried until M"* and

M". are egual. A value of €" is then found from the compressive
]

strain distribution. TI* i" then increased to find the next Mu - €u

values,

cal.culations continue in this manner until the desired

rnoment has been applied. (See Section 10. 12.)

To summatizei

(l) Ttr" are eatisfied at the CS

and the MS.
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(Z) Conditions at these sections are related by the bond

and strain distribution assumptions.

(3) Gonditions at these sections are adjusted to give equaL

external rnornents at each, ae required by the uniforrn applied

rnornent.

(4) Values of I are calculated which correspond to the

externat rnornents found.

Unloading- ,
Unloading of the bearn is carried out in the same manner.

The aesumed bond mechanisrn is applied as the cracks close, and

bond slip in the opposite direction frorn that on loading takes ptace.

Reversed loading is carried out exactly as the first loading, but

what was the upper surface of the beam becomes the lower surface,

as defl.ections take place in the opposite direction.

I0.04 Concrete Stress - Strain Curve

(1) Compressive Stress

The equation used to describe the stress-strain curve

of the concrete is that proposed by Desai and K"ishnan 44:

o- = =".8r*1sE] r (ro.r)
where 6i. = Cgncretestress

E" = Youngrs rnodulus for concrete

g = concrete strain

E ,,, = concrete strain at rnaxirnurn stress

This equatioa describes the curve shown in fig. 10.5(a).



When €'mE

f

IZ0

(r 0.2)

(r0.3)

= n"'e orf z

= .6rn

where %" = rnaxirnum concrete stresa

Differentiating equ 10, I w, r,t. e. gives
?

" d6: Ec(l -(ete*)-)d-. @
Substituting 1 = Q in equ I0.3

sives dtr |

d€ le= o

i.e. E^ is the initial tangent modulus'
c

Desai and Krishnan discuss the agreement between the.

type of curve they propose, and curves obtained experimentally.

They found there was good agreement between the curves and

those obtained from cylinder tests.

(Z) Tensile Stress

The tensite stress-strain curve is that shown in fig.

10.5(b). It is onLy used to define concrete tensile properties at

the MS,

A constant vatue of Youngrs Modulus, Ect is assumed

to hold until the strain reaches a lirniting value, € t' It is theu

assumed that the strain can increase without the stress exceed-

ing a lirnitiag value,6t, given by

ft = E.t'€t

relation is based on the idea that the internal crackingThis f - €

begins at €

preeence of

*, but a visible crack does not forrn, because of the
L 

-

the steel, and the relief of tensile strain perrnitted by
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the rnaia tensile cracks at the crack-sections on each side of

the MS.

The curve ueed is sirnilar to that obtained experimentally
Lq

by Todd --.

Inelastic Effects

The 6 - t curves given for cornpression and tension are

assurhed to apply to loading and unloading. This is not true for

real concrete,rand rnust be regarded as a necessary simplifying

assumption. To take account of the inelastic behaviour of the

concrete, it is necessary to consider each fibre of a section separate-

ly, and follow its stress-strain history. A11 fibres wilt have reached

different points on the 6 - € loading curve when unloading of the

bearn begins, and therefore they wilt all unload along different paths,

due to the non-linear c|-- e curve for concrete. It was not Plactical

to take account of this.

C oncrete Specification

The following are Epecified to define concrete propertieE:

,E"' E"t

fm' ft

fb, the bond stress - See Section I0.02, (6).

10.05 Steel Stress - Strain Curve

Initiat Elastic Range

Within the elastic range, it is assumed that Youngrs

rnodulus, E6, remains constant. Hence the retation

,S = E". (10.4)

is used.
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where .5 = steel stress

e = steel strain

E"=Youngtsrnodutusforsteelinetastictange
This assumption is true for prestressing steel'

Behaviour Bevond l-tastrc Lrmrt
" ,he following assumptions are rnade:

(I)Thesteelstressandstrainatbothyieldandfailure
are known and. sPecified.

(z) There id a gradual change in the gradient of the stress-

strain curve as yielding takes place. Thie gradient becomes zeto

f or the first time at failure.

(3) The shape of the curve in the yietd region can be

approximated by a section of a parabola.

These assurnptions are at least approxirnatety true for prestress-

ing steel,

Refer to fig. 10.6,

Let €e = strain at elastic I'irnit

se = stress at el'astic limit

e = strain at failureIn

tm = stress at failure

LetthecurveintheyieldregionPassthroughapoint
P ("' , e r), wher" '

sl = S-se
(10.5)

el = e-eg

Let the curve be rePresented bY

(s, + a")z = b" (e' + cs) (10'6)

where "", 
b", c" define the propertiee of the curve!



Then at tlre poiot, Ps, the elaetic lirnit

El = o (I0.2)
gr=o

Expanding equ 10.6 gives

'z * ?t' 
^" 

* J"z = b" et + b" "" 
(10' 8)

Substihrting from e.qlu"s (10,7) gtves

z (10.9). a9 = o"l"

Differeati,eting equ 10.8 gives

2"' !{ + 2a, a+ bE (10.10)
d.er der +

But at P., dsr ar . (I0.ll)
d"-t = eg

Therefore substitutioaf.rom equts I0'? aud I0,1I into eq I0.9

gives

za" E, = b3' (I0.lz)

At Prn, say

Br = arn - ae = 4,e (10.13)

aad Cr = €m.ee s Ae

a.nd also dst E o (ro. t4)
der

Sgbetifirtiag frorn e:ggro I0,9, 10.13 and, trO.14,into equts 10.8

giv.ge l

4 "t 
* Za" AB = b* Ae I (r0' 15)

Flonr equts 10.9,, 10.12 and 10.15 we obtain

as = 4"2
Z(E"Ae - aa)

bs = 2 E"a"

cs = *"2
E"-

(10,16)



Thus 3s, bs and c" can be found from

properties.

Evaluation of Stress Given Strain

the specified steel

*5"

LZ4

(10. I7)

(ro,18)

(to. r9)

(")

(b)

In the Elastic Region3

s = E".a.

In the Plastic Region:

From eguts I0.5 and I0.6 is obtained:

(")

(b)

I = -as *

Evaluation of btrain Civen Stress

In the Elastic Region:

e=s
'rJ s

In the Plastic Region:

From equrs 10,5 and 10,6 we obtain:

/?\e = (" - "u)" + za"(s - s"[+ e.

-

b"

(r0.20)

Unloadins frorn Plastic Region

It is assumed that the stress-strain curve is a straight

line of gradient 8", passing through the point on the stress-strain

plane at which reversal occurred,

Inelastic Effects

consideration of the inelastic behaviour of the steel is

possible because the steel is concentrated at only two depths. The

str.ess-strain history of the steel can be followed, and the strain at

toad reversat noted during the analysis.

SteeL Specification

The following are specified to define steel properties:
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tz5

E
s

€e, €mr 
"*

Resuttant of Hori.zontat Forces on a Section

Sign Convention

(f ) "Et"i* - compressive strains are considered negative, and

tension positive.

(Z) Forces - Gompression forces are considered negati've and act

to the left and tensi.on forces are positive and act to the rightron

any section.

This section describes the evaluation of.the forces on a

section when the concrete and steel strains are known. The deter-

rnination and adjustment of these strains is described ia a later

section,

Concrete Forces

There are three cases to be considered. These are:

(u) compression over whole sectioni (b) compression at uPPer

fibre, tension at Lower fibre; and (c) compression at upper fibre,

and crack open at tower fibre.
In each case the area occupied by the steel is initially

assumed to be occupied by concrete. A balancing'force, of

opposite sign to the concrete strain at the level of the steel, is

introduced later, i.e. the additional concrete area is subtracted,

and only the true concrete area considered.

(a) Compression over entire section

Consider a section

of strain from top to bottom.

of the beam, with a linear distribution

Refer fig. I0.7.



(a) Complesston over Entire SectiEn
r-l, - - r

cor,rsiddr a ,sec,tion of the beaulr witlr a linear distrl-

buti,oa of Strab'frOm top to bottorn. Refer fig. l0'7r,

Let: E u = uPPer {ibre coacrete strain

E 1 = L.ow,e.t fibre concrete straia

P = nerutral fi.bte O.B B€,cti$ produced

f1 = distance from bottorr of beara to P

Yu = dtretanee.from toP of beam do P

LZ6

(r0.,22)

sc,ctton, of w^*dtb

(ro.23)

(r0- z?)

(ro. zs)

i. €. .Yo = Y1+h
Gorrsider aa elena€nta horizontaL stuip acrgss tbe

t'

I

b, depth 5r, aad distance Y frorn P.

Let the BtFaia at this striP be E ,, and tet the corre,gnroadiqg etre'ss

6, Ue g,iveu byDesai and Kstghara,ats propoee'd equqtion (egrl l0'1)

ir @.

s = 8"9"
r +(€ ot{lz

Then tJre horizontal force 5 Cn acttng oa the strip to produce thie

st:eeg te glven by

5c (ro, z+)

Therefsre the total force, s,ection ie given by

Go=b (t0,,2,5)

lf a pararne't€:r k is def,lnedl

(r'0.26)

c., oa the

fY"
J\ rY dY

h/(€u
k'g 

]r

k.d€ y,

- €r)

Thea

aad tlrerefore

v

dy
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Therefore, substituting frorn equs I0.23, L0.26, L0.27, I0.28,

into equ LO.Z5 givesl

Performing

G c

C = bkE^e--Z-c ----c-m '
z

.bg(E*'*r*'\l , -^,' 'l-i*/l (to'30)

(ro. z9)

' (10.3I)

(See fig. I0.8)

(I0.32)

I 
f"E",€yde,n l

cc =. 
ItiI 't, l-(e/€Jl

this integration gives:

bkEc.e:

The rninus'sign is introduced because of the convention adopted

that cornpression forces are negative.

(b) Compression at Upper lribre and Tension at Lower Fibre

The only section for which forces are calculated where

this can occur is the MS. A typical strain distribution is shown

in fig. 10,8.

The connpressive forc€, Cc, can be found frorn the

equations developed for the previous case.

Again, as in (I0.25)

k = ]hl(€o_6r)

But the integration of equ (lO.Z4) is onl.y performed between zeto

and y,., giving the value

. c z,eZ
IOg. -nl ,t-11

-

e.
m

The tension force, Ct, is found as foltows:

First the depth of the neutral axis, dr.., i" found-

dU = (h-drr") (el-€t)
eL

dr.. = -h.€o/(et- trr)

Then, if €,1is greater than €1, the distance, db, from the fibre

P, where € = € t, to the bottom surface of the beam, is calculated.

(r0.33)
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If t , is Less than € g, the value of dO is taken as zero'

Frorn the tensile stress-strain curve for concrete, fig' l0' 5, it

can be 6een thati 
f ._ I

ct = l.u"tultr'-dr,r).€t-db.(€1-€rU (I0.34)

The resultant concrete f6rces are then C" acting above the N.A

and C, below.

c)C ession at Upper Fibre and Crack nat Lower Fibre
-The.cornpression force is found as

section, and ii given by equ 10.31, using

k = d"/€g (10,35)

Balancins Force for Steel Area

Incalculatingtheforcesasoutlinedabove'noallciwance
is raade for the area occupied by the steel.

If the area of the upPer steel is Au; the area of the

lower steel is also A"; and the concrete strains at these levels

are respectively €og and €1s; then we can find T116 and T15, the

upper and tower balancing forces.

If € rr" and t 1" are both cornPressive we have from

equ 10. I
27

Tob = -As . E" . trr" / (I * (€o"- l€;l)
t ?. z 110.36)

Tru = -As. Ec. €rs /(I + (EL: | €;))

If ls is tensil.e, we have from the tensile stress-strain relation

Ttu = -As.E"x.€1" (IO'3?)

where €r" has a maxirnurn vaLue of €t. IJ a crack has opened

above the tower steet, €' 1" at this section is zero.

i.n the previous
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Steel Forces

In the analysis, the lower steet force' Tl' is always

postulated, both at the MS (Tlm) and at the CS (T1g)'

The upper steet strain, e,"' is found from the concrete

strain distribution. The steel force, Tu' is found from the stress

giv"en by equ. IO.I?. (since the externat rnornent causes compre-

ssion at the upPer surface, steel yield of the uPPer steel cannot

occu!,) A" explained in section 10.03, slip does not occur on the

upper steet. ;

Resultant Force on Section

See tr'ig. I0.9.
Thesum,2l.,oftheforcesactingonasectionisgiveo

by

€r = G. * ct + Tub + Ttu * Tt + Tr, (Io'38)

The requirement for static equilibriurn is that

2t = o
Theadjustmentofthestrainsatasectiontosatisfythis

requirement is described in later sections'

10, O? Calculation of External Moment at

Sien Convention )

\^iithsignconventionforforcesasinsectiont0.06-

i,e. tension acts to the right of a section, colnpression to the

1,eft - anticloclcrvise moments are taken negative and cloclnvise

positive.
This section describes how the resuttant couple of the

internal forces acting on a section is found. Mornents of concrete

and steet forces about the NF are found separatelyr and added
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together to give the tesultant coupte. The externat moment which

balances the couple of the internal forces is then found.

As in section Io.06, it is assumed that all the required

strains are known. Their calculation and adjustrnent is described

in a later section.

a

Moment of Concrete Forces About the NF

s (a), (b), and (c) to be

considered as in se.ction I0.06.

(a) Cornoressive Strain over Entire Section
wI

Consider the section of the bearn shown in fig. L0.7, with the

same strain distribution.

Consider the force 5C given by eQu. I0-24.

Let the rnornent of 5C about P, the NF, be 6 M.

Then Slrt = 5C. y

= b. fy.

Therefore the mornent, Mcc, of

C", about P, is given bY:

y . dy (f0.39)

the resultant comPressive force,

If, again, k

andY =

Substituting for 6, and dy

(to.zz) gives:

(10,40)

(ro. 26)

(Io. z?)

and for y frorn equ.tion

Ec

1+

o /rr'" u

Yu-Yl

Mcc yydv

I0.06,

€o - €1

ory
as in sec

I rt"
-lo'/
lrtI'

t; dtv
(x v Ier'.lz

M"a = (r0.41)
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Eu-
€

Performing this integration givea;

lt7M"" = -lont t" € rrrt Ill
There is no moment due.to teneile

taken to indicate this.

€1 - tan-t/.r"-tr,*lj|t
[ffir'tfl

and a value Mct = O

L0.42)

rn

etres aes,

(bl Gornnression at Unoer Fibre - Tension at Lower Fibre

-Consider the section to have the strain distribution ehown
F

in fig. 10.8. As in fig. L0.7, P is the neutrat fibre'

I6

found by

give s

N"t.:
( 1) The value

(2) The depth

section 10.06.

M.t = -*E"t,
._db(el

The rnornent of the cornpressive force C" about P can be

integrating egu. 10.39 between the lirniti zero and ylr. Thie

M"" = -lrnz E..,-'[ ., - ,.- 'r/' ? \ )l
I t* 

n (*)ll (Io'43)

The strains shown in fig. 10.8, together with the teneile streBa-

strain curve assurned for the concrete, enabte the rnoment, M"g,

of the tensile force G, about P to be found3

u[tr.-a,,.)z€r @t3)

-.t). (drr. - db/3)) (r0.44)

of dO wiLl equal zero i"f e, is
of the neuJral axis, drr., it

tess than €,,
found as described in

(c) Crack Section

The mornent of the concrete

Nr. is given by egu. (10.43), with

compressive force about the

k=dc/€u (10.35)
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There ig no tensile force,

and Mct = O

Mornent from Steel -Area Batance Force

The force" T,.iU and T16, found in section l0'06' are

added to the steel forces to enable their reeultant moment to be

catculated,

Moment of thq Steel Forces About NF

Thesteel-areabalanceforceeareaddedtotheeteel

forces, and the resultant mornent of all theae forcea about P is

found. See fig. 10. 10.

Mrl] = (To + T,ru) (dna - du)

Mtr = (Tt + Trb) (dna - dr) (10'45)

Resultant Couple and External Moment

The resultant couple of all forceg, M"' is given by

M, = M"" * M"t * Mtu + Mil (10'46)

(See fig. 10. l1)

This must be balanced by an externat applied moment' Mu' to

rnaintain equilibrium. M. is defined by

Me+Mr = O

Hence I

Me = -(M""tM"t*Mtr+Mtt) (to'47)

10. Og Strains after Initial PS

Prestress Force

Thestraininthesteelafterinitial'prestreseisassurned
equal in all ba,rs, The total prestreae force at any eection ie found'
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and the concrete strain is adjueted to provide a balancing

conxpressive force. The steel strain ie not al'tered.

The initial steel etrain, ei, is specified before anatysie

starts. The total preetress force at a section is:

T- = z As Es ei (10.48)
P

C ongrete Compressive Force

The concrete strain, € i, is aesurned to be the Eame

everywhere in the bearn. The total compressive force at a section,

C-, is found frorn equ. lO. I and the beam properties:
c

cc = n", €i (b.h - 2.A s )

1W (Io'4e)

A trial value of €i is taken, and the corresPonding C"

catcutated, € t is then adjusted until a value ig found which gives

C^=To'p

I0. 09 Mu-O" Relation up to Gracking

Starting C onditions

A typical length of the beam (between any MS and an

adjacent CS - see section 10.0f ) is analyeed. The strains and.

forces shown in fig. IO. lZ are known. The uPper and lower eteet

forces are given by: ,

Tu = A"E, ei \-
T1 = AeEe.i

Increase in Lower Steel Tension

To enable the initial straight portion of the M"- O" curve,

corresponding to the crack-closed beam, to be found, the lower

steel force at the MS, T1-, .is increaeed by a specified smatl
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an.Iount.Thisarnountischosentoatloweeveraleuchincreages
before the cracks open.

Steel and Concrete Strains

Providingnocrackshaveopenedtothelevelofthe

lower steel, no slip will have taken place between the concrete
a

and upper or tower steet. Hence if the change of atrain in the

towsr steel. is known, the change of concrete strain, El", at this

tevel, will be,the 6ame. Fig. I0. I3 ehowe the strains referred to.

The lower steel strain, €lm, ie found from equ' 10'20

or I0.21, (according to whether or not the steel has yiel'ded), taking

the steel stress, s' a6:

= T1*/A" (10.50)

The change in steel strain, A e is

Ae = etm-ei (ro.5r)

The new concrete strain, 81", is then

€1" = €i* Ae (lo.5z)

A trial value of concrete strain at the top of the sectioo, t um, iE

then calculated. Assuming linear strain digtribution, ttre first trial

value is found from the approximation:

tr* = ti (r0.53)

Calcutation of Forces

values of forces acting on the section can now be found,

The assumption of linear strain distribution givee:

€o" = €1" * (to- - Er"). (dt - do)/d1

t1^'= €tu - (€ue -€t"),(h-ar)/(af-
(r0.54)

d")
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The assumption of no slip between uPPer steel and coacrete

enables the upper steel strain to be found:

€um = ei*€,rr-€i

The forces acting on the section can now be

described in section tO.'05, ae alt the relevant strains

A yalue for 2 F is found. (See equ. 10.38).

'srnall forceAF is specified, euch that if

al.)z lr r1

(10.55)

found as

are known'

the relation:

(r0.56)

(10.58)

ts

If
satisfidd, oquilibrium is considered to be egtablbhed.

Ar.< Ia Fl (to-5?)

i.e. € F differs frorn zero by too great an amount, adjuetrnent of

the strains is carried out.

A new value of f, rr,is taken, while e1r' and 81" are held

constant. Forces are then calculated as before. Adjuetrnent of

€rncontinues until equ. 10,56 is eatisfied.

Adjustment of Str&,
Throughout the analysis, the adjustment of a variabl€, xr

which is used to calculate vatues of a second variabte, y, where y

is required to approach zeto, is carried out as described betow.

Two values of x, xl and x2 are used initialty to find two

values of y, yI and yr. It is assumed that fhe variation of y with

x is tinear. Thus the value of x, x3 which will give y equal to

zero is assurned to be given by:

*3 = *l -yt(xZ -xt)

Uz - vr)

The vaLue x3 is then used to find a new value of y, Y3, If necessary

egu. 10.58 ig used again, taking the following values of x and y:
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*I=*z
Y1=Y2

(10.59)
x2=*3

Y2 = Y3

A new value of y3 is found. The process is repeated until' a suit-

able.vatue of y is obtained. This approximation proved most

satisfactory, and gave fast convergence'

For the adjustrnent of €r^to give:

lurl(ar
6u-corresponds to x, and € F corresponds to y'. The value of € F

is checked after each adjustrnent of € um'

Calculation of Mornent
'Whenequ.IO.56issatisfied,theexternalmoment'Mg'

required {or equilibrium, is found as described in section 10.07'

Calculation of €e

Until concrete tension occurs at the MS, conditioas at all

sections are identical, and no additioual force or n1olnent catcula-

tions are required at the cs. The rotation, 01, of the beam between

the MS and GS is found as fotlowe.

The curvature , Y rn at the MS is 
1

Vrr, = -(€o*-e1m) /h (10.60)

The minue sign is introduced to make 'p ^positive'Thisisatgothecurvatureatallothergectiong,andthe
rotation between MS and GS, 91, ie given by:

.'let = Yr. I"l2
For the full length of beam, L

ee = el Lt(Lctz') (10'6r)
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Further Cal.culations

CaLculations Proceed, with Tr* being increased' until

E. is found to be tensile after the forces are balanced at the MS.
lrn

Gonditions then differ at the cs and the MS, and additional catcula-

tion is required, before b point on the Me -9u curve can be found

for each vatue of T1*.

10. 10 Cracking and Bond SI1P

Bond Mechanisrn A s sumption

The assumption is made that bond is entirely due to

friction between the steel and conctete, This impties the use of

bars with either smooth surfaces, or only emall depreesions such

as are found in some types of prestressing steet. The aseumption

would not be valid for heavily deformed bars' A further implication

is that any keying or cementing action between the steel and concrete

which might have existed initially has been broken down by previous

loadings. srnall depressions, in the bars, which would have caused

initial keying, could contribute to a higher value of the bond friction

force than would be obtained with srnooth bars.

This assumed bond mechanism means that slip can occur,

and will result in tension force being transferred from the eteel to

the concrete. There will be a clecrease in steeL force in a direction

opposite to the direction in which the steel elips. See fig. I0.14.

A constant bond stress, cb, is assumed between the steet and the

concrete, and the decrease in force atong the steel is therefore

linear.
If the total perirneter of all the bare slipping is pr' the

length, 1", over which slip rnust occur to transfer a teneion force

A Trfrom the eteel to the concrete ia given by:
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-

6b' Pa
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(r o.62)

This is referred to as thu gliP$glb,' See fig' 10' 14'

Figure 10.14 shows a block of concrete' with a steel bar

passing through it' A tdnsion force T, is applied to each end of

the" bar. Slip occurs for some length l" at each end of the btock'

and tension is transferred to the concrete' U Tt was increased'

the slip would progress further toward the centre of the block.

This simple rpodel illustrates the type of mechanism assumed.

In the beam aJalysis, the force transferred to the

concrete is assurned to act uniformty acrose the full width of the

bearn. Thus fibres of any section where alip occurs will remain

straight. t

Theassumptionsmadeaboutthebondrnechanism

operating are considered to be justified by the observed behaviour

of the test beams. under test, large visibl.e cracks opened, and

the steel could be seen to slip relative to the concrete at tbe crack'

For those bearns that failed, the steel waa seen to be bright and

polished, indicating that slippage had occurred'

wot":

The analysis is carried out in such a way that the

distribution of tensile strains in the concrete, between the CS and

MS, is not considered. Tensile etrains are only considered at the

MS, where there is assurned to be linear strain distribution, and

at the cs, where the strain over the entire crack face is assumed

to be zeto. The compressive strain distri,bution between the MS

and the cs is considered, This compreeaive strain distribution is

discuesed in sections 10.02 and I0.Il.
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Cracking

The bond tnechanisrn assuined here, together with the

existence of crack-sections at which the concrete can carry no

tension, means that the developrnent of a tensile tower surface

strain at the MS will be accornpanied by the opening of a crack

at the cs. For a crack to open and the two crack surfaces to begia
i

to separate, slip between the concrete and steel rnuat occur for

solTle finite length on either side of the crack. This in turn.requires

that the lower,steel force rnust increase, toward the crack' Over

the length where slipping has occurred. The stip length, 1r, and

tlre increase in steel tension force, A Tbrare related by equ. L0.62.

A typical variation in steel force is shown in fig. I0.15,

together with the associated stip length. The way in wbich thie

assurned variation in steel force is used is explained in sections

10.11 and lO.LZ.

As the crack open6, slip will progress toward the MS'

and this will occur at an equal rate from both the cracks adjacent

to any MS. Thus, for the typical length of bearn considered, the

rnaxirnurn value of the slip length is L"lZ, eince for the uniform

bearn, sli.p witt reach the MS from both cracks eimultaneously.

See fig, 10. 16. A limlting rnaximurn value of ATg, 4T6-.*' i8

thus given by

A Tbrrr"* = !. tO Pr 
,

2

(r0.63)

Note that even when slip has occurred over the futl

length Lcl2, there is no retative movement of a point on the steel

at the MS relative to that section; or of a point midway between

the two crack faces relative to a ptane bisecting the crack. See

section I0.02, (9).
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lO.lI Calculation of the Crack Depth

A s sumptions

Theassurnptionsofsectionsl0.02andl0.l0areused
to enabLe crack depths at the GS to be found. A formuta is derived

which gives the crack depth when the following are known: the

lower steel tensions at the MS and CS, Tlm and T1.; the concrete

strain distribution at the MS; and the uPPer fibre concrete strain

at the CS,'€ ur. A11 these values must be known or assumed

before crack depth calculatione begin.

Sli.p length

The slip length, 1", is found from equ' l0'52' If it is

less than LclZ, conditions at all sections from the MS to the point

to which slip has progressed are considered identical. The

variation of conditions over the slip length goverrxs the crack depth'

and conditions at the end away from the CS are atways the 6ame aB

those at the MS. See fig. l0' I7.

Steel Extension

The extension, A S, of the steel, over the slip-length'

relative to its length at initial prestress, is found. Straine

corresponding to Tr" and Trr' are found frorn equ. lO'20 or 10'2I'

and the variation of strain from E to F (see fig. t0.I?) ie assumed

linear.
The smalt length of steel bridging the crack and having

constant strain is ignored, as in non-linear variation of strain due

to partiat yield. A s is found frorn!

As = (u1.*el,',)-ei).1"

-

2 (r0.64)
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(tne length ls is considered to be mea8ufed to the centre of the

crack, )

Upper Surface Co',@
The difference, aAB, between the original length of the

upper surface between A and B (see fig. 10.17) after iBitial prestrees'

and its length with the upper fibre straia distributioa ehown in fig'

10.1?, can be found. The linear upPe! fibre strain distribution

assurned between A and B gives:

AAB = {t e,r. * € o*) -.r}1"
lT J G0.65)

Crack Surface Cornpression

A crack surface is defined as a surface everywhere at

depth d", (the unknown crack depth), below the upper eurface of the

bearn. The difference, ACD, between the original length of the

crack surface after initilt PS, and its length with the assumed strain

distribution, can be found in terms of the various gtrains and the

unknown, d". Ooly that part of the crack surface between C and D,

fig. IO. I7, is considered.

The variation of concrete etrain along thie surface is

first found. At D (see fig. 10. l8), the strain is zero, since D is

the base of the crack. 
r

At C, on section AE the strain ie, from fig. l0' 18

€drtr = €..,*'(un"-d")
(r0.66)

At any distance x from section AE the following can

be found;

(i) The upper surface etrain, t o*3

€ o* = € o* + ( €oc - €,,*) xlla (10.6?)



The depth of the neutral axia, d*, eince the variation of this

is assurned be linear:

d* dna-(dor-d")
to

c,rack surface,

o* (d* - d")
qx

Hence the- variation in strain over the crack eurface

using egus . IO.67; 10.68 and I0.69 and vatues of x

ls. This is shown in fig. 10.19.

To enable d" to be solved for explicitly, the value of € *
rnidway between AE and BF - Emid - ie found, and the straight

line distribution of strain shown in fig. 10.19 is used aa an approxi-

rnation for the reat distributiou. From equs 10.68 and I0.59, and

taking x = Lsl?z

L42

(ii)
depth

(iii) The strain on the

plane in compression:

€'x = €

(t o. 68)

eince all sectione remain

(r0.69)

can be found

from zero to

(10. ?0)

x

€x,

€rnid = (ffi)(to-r€o')/'
The difference,ACD, between the length of the crack

surface, CD, its Length at initial prestress is found by using the

sirnpte strain distribution of fig. 10. I9t

acD = 
{( 

€u., * t*ro).t"}
t z z)

Solving for d"

*{ €','ru .b}- € i' t"
[--z 'zi

r (10. ?I)

It is now possible to eolve for d". Two plaaee are

considered - see fig. I0,20. The firet is section AE, which rernains

ptane. The second is the cornpressive part of eection BD (which

also remains plane), produced to F. BF wilt bieect the crack for

the uniforrn bearn considered.
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Afterinitiatpreetress,ptaaeBDFwasParallettoplane
ACE. Suppose itwaS in position Br Dt Fr, Ae the etrains in the

beam have changed, it has rotated relative to ACE. This ie shown

diagrammaticalty in fig. 10.20. The changee in length a AB, A CD,

and a s are equat to BBr., DD" and FFt, reepectively. since BDF

and B' Dr F' are both planes' we can write:
AS-AAB = ACD . ^4AB (I0. ?2)

ACDrand'€-.tr
to subetitute

d1

frorn sirnilar triangles.

Using thd exPr:ssions for A S, A AB, and

: equations I0.64, I0.55, tO.7q'I0.?1-it is poesible

into egu. LO.72 and soLve for d", the onl'y unknowd'

The following terrns are now defined:

EI = E'*

-

4 d.,t

EZ= AAB
1

s

E3 = AS-AAB
q1

E4 = €r.** €uc

(10. ?3)

4

These can be evatuated in terms of known or assurned

vaLues. Substituting frorn egus. 10.64, 10.65, lO' 7I and l0' ?3

into equ, LO."lZ and simplifying gives I

?
d"4 (El + E3) * d. (E4 + 83. dna + E2)

- drr. (El dna +84 - F,zi) = O (I0'?4)

This quadratic eguation is solved to find d"'

Note: ;

The following were known or aaeumed;

(".) Lower steet tensions, Tlm and T1.

dc

ei +

and



(b)

(")
Concrete strains at the MS, € om aod € 1-
Upper fibre strain at the GS, 6 o"

144

to

GS:

(10. ?5)

l0.lZ M- - O. Retation After Cracking

Slip Length Less TinanL"lZ
{

'w-hen the l0wer surface concrete strain at the MS ie

tensile, the equilibrium requirements must be aatisfied separately

at the MS-and.the CS.

ThefirsttirneconcretetensionoccursattheMS'the
calculation of the external rnoment, M"-, at that sectiOn proceeds

a.s in section 10.09. 'When M"rr is found calculations begin at the

cs.
tr'irst a small tension force ATU ie added to T1*

give a first trial value of Tr", the tower steel teneion at the

Tt" = Tt*+ ATb

The slip length, ls, is found from egu' 10'62:

1" = y'T61 6b . P"

If t, is less than L.lz cal,cutations proceed as follows:

A trial vatue of E o", the upPer fibre concrete strain at

the CS, is taken. (Tfre first trial value ie taken ae a el'ightly greater

(nurnericatly) vatue than € o*')
The crack depth, d", is then found as described in section

10. 11, and €Ir found for the GS as described in eection I0-06' If

l6tl is too large, a new value of e,," is taken, (which gives a

corresponding new vatue of d.), T1. temaining constant' Adjust-

rnent of €o" continuee until the relationehip:

latl<Ar , .:
is satisfied.
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The corresponding external moment, Mec, is calculated

for the cs as described in section I0.0?. valuee of M"" and Mu*

are checked to see whether the requirernent

l*". - uur'lS Arur (10. ?6)

is satisfied, (where A M is a smalt mornent vatue specified to

eslablish near equality of the moments).

Various values of T1. are tried, ("o adjustment of Ert"

and d" to satisfy la rl < a F being made for each T1"), until a

vaLue of M"q is found which satisfiee equ. 1O'76'

provided that 15 remains less than l"l2 for each value

of T1", adjustment is confined to the GS after Mern has been found'

There is no sl.ip at the MS, and T1" can be varied without changing

either Tl..r, or the other conditions at the MS.

Whenequ.l0.T6hasbeengatisfied,€"correspoadingto
the Mu found can be catculated.

Calculation of O.

Since 1" is less than lclZ, the straine and position of the

neutral axis along the bearn are as ehown in fig. 10.2I(a).

Only the compressive straine are ueed to find 9"'

At any section a distance x from AE, the depth' d*' to

the neutrat axis is

d = drr" * (d. - drr") x/1" I (10.68)
'x

The upper surface strain, € o*, is

Eo* = €om * ( eo" - €orrr) xl Ls (10'67)

The curvaturerVx, at the section is:

V* = Lux

dx

= dna + (dc - d-r.)x/Is'
effi7t" (I0.7?)
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Thus V* i" a function of x, and Os, the rotation between AE and

BF, is found from:
)
lrtgs = l-V*u* (Io.?8)

to

If this integration is p."io"rrr"d, the sotution

. Os = ae-bc,log(-"*"1")+btg
7 c e' (lo.?9)

is obtained, where

' a toan

b = (€,,.-eum)/ts (lo.go)

c = drr"

e = (d" - dna)/lg

The rotation between the MS and AE, e' ia easity found, since

conditions at alt sections in this region where no alip has occurred

are the same as those at the MS.

Thus

er = € um /U - t"\ (ro.sl)
drr" \z I

Total curvature, €e, over the loaded length L is:

ee = (or+9").Ll(rclz)
The curvature distribution ie shown in fig. I0.21(b).

After each vatue of M" and O" ie lfound, a new value of

Tlrn is taken. Calculations then proceed ae deecribed above'

calculation of M" and e" continuee in thie manner as long as the

slip length is less tlnanL.l2.

Slip tength equal to lc/2

As the analysis proceeds, a value of aT5 which would

give

Le7 L.l2
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will be found to be necesaary to balance Mgc with M.rr". Thia

indicates that slip has occurred over the futl. length of the gteet.

As explained in section 10.10, thie caae correaponde to a lirnittng

value of A T6, A Tbrrr"*, which wil'l give

ls E LclZ

Mqrnent balance must be carried out in a different way from that

desc,ribed above.

The rnethod is as follows:

A value oi ftfi is .selected, and T1. is taken as

T1" = T1* * ATb*.* (10.82)

Neither T1. nor T1* are varied during force or nrorneat balance.

There is now slip at the level of the lower steel' at the MS: i.€.

changes of concrete strain at this level are independent of changes

in steel strain. A trial value of the concrete strain at thie levet,

€ 1", is therefore taken.

As befor", € ,.r. is adjuated until internal forces bal'ance

at the MS, and the corresponding value of Mur' is found.

At the CS, force batance is also carried out ag before,

taking

1, = LclZ

where appropriate. The corresponding M"" ia found.

If the requirernent that

l*". -, *u*.1 ( arur ' (10.?6)

is not satisfied, calcutation begins again at the MS, where a

different value of € ls is tried.
'When equ. (I0.76) is satisfied, 9" is calculated using

the equation 10.78 for e", and the Ms - 9e relation is thus

e s tablished.
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10. 13 Unloading

Variation of Steel Force

To enable the unloading Mt - 9" curve to be obtained'

the variation of tension'force along the lower steet after loading

finishes is examined. This will be as shown in fig' LO'ZZ'
a

The change in steel force assumed to occur on unloadtng

is b'est understor,J by considering a single steel bar passing through

a concrete btock, tf its ends have been pulled with tension force

T1 until slip has occurred over its whole tength, the force in the

bar will be as shown in fig. I0.23(a). If the force T, is reduced

stightly, to T* steet slip will begin at the outside'of the block and

take place in the opposite direction to that which took place as T1

was applied. The distribution of tension wil.l become as shown in

fig. 10.23(b). when the force pulling the bar is removed, the

ciistribution of force along the bar witl be that shown in fig. I0'23(c)'

Changes in force in the tower steel in the beam are asaurned to

occur in a sirnilar manner'

Hence for any vatue of T1*' there is a limitiug minimum

vatue of T1" given by

Tr" =) T1* - ATb*"* (10'77)

and for any vaLue of T1" in the range

(Trrr, + Tb*"r.) 2. TL"). (Tr* - Tbrrr.*)

a value of the slip length can be found.

See fig. L0.24. 
/ \wehave Tm = Tt1;1*sb.pr.(!-r"l
\z I (ro.zg)

= T1"*6UP"1"
Giving ls = Tkn - T1" * 6b . Pt . 1"/2

(to. ?g)



The rnaximumvatue of ls is TclZ, ae before' and occura when

Tlc = Tl* - ATbma*' The extension of the steel' A S' relative to

its length at initial prestress, can atso be catcutated. T* can be

found from equ. lo.?8, and values of the straine corresPonding to

Tl*, T*, and Tr" can be found. If these are €1m' erf, and e1"'

ThBn for the length L"lZt

as = ("rrn+ .;\/r" - r"\ r ("rir "r") t, - ei lc
(-t l\ I T (ro'80)

This valu€ is psed in finding the crack depth'
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Balance of Forces and Moments

When unl'oading begins, Tlm is reduced at the MS' and it

is assumed that no slip occurs at the MS at the level of the lower

steel. Thus the change in concrete strain, E ls, at this level' can

be found frorn the change in steel strain. Forces at the Ms are bal-

anced as for the loading case, and Mur' is found'

ThevariationofuppersurfacestrainanddepthofNAis
assurned linear from the MS to the cs, regardless of the slip

length, and in calculating the crack depth, changes in length over

the fult length Igl2 are found. otherwise, the balance of force and

rnornent is slrnilar to that in section 10. 12, ttial values of Tr" being

adjusted as requi-ed.

After the slip length reachee L"l?r the calculations are the

same as those described for this case in section 10. I'2, except that

the bond stress is taken to act in the oppoeite direction, since slip

is in the opposite direction'

Calculations when Crack Ctoses

A{ter the crack closes,

MS calculations are Perforrned as

CS, it is assurned that strains can

no slip is allowed at anY section.

iI 1" was lese than LclZ. At the

be adjuated as loag ae there is no



slip between concrete

remains plane. Thus

retative to the CS, to
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and steet (upper or lower), and the eection

it is assumed that the GS can rotate sl'ightly

al.tow moment balance with the MS.

Calculation of €u

^ 
I'all cases during unloading, oe is found by considering

linear variation of upper surface concrete straias and depth of IrlA

between the MS and the CS, using egu. 10.?9, with L" = L"IL'

?

Steel Yield

If yield of the steel has occurred

rnaximum strain reached is noted, to allow

section 10.05 to be used.

Continuation of Reversed Cvclic Loading

Inversion of the Beam

Reversed toading is carried out by inverting the beam,

so that what was the upper surface becomes the lower surface.

Thus cyclic loading can proceed by increasiag the new T1*, which

was previously the upper steel force. V/hat was Previousty the

cOmpressiOn surface now becornes the tensiOn surface.

Since stored strains in the concrete are not allowed fOr,

the only purpose of reversed loading is to investigate the effect of

strains stored in the steeL due to slip, and possibly yield'

Second Cvcle of Loading

Asthesecondloadingcyclebegins,theoriginallower
steel is reloaded. The variation in strain in this steet is shown in

fig, 10.25. It can be explained in terms of the model postulated in

at any.section, the

the assumPtions of

i0.14
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section I0.I3, The eteeL has been etretched inside the bl'ock

(inittat loading) and releaeed (unl,oading). It ie now pulled out

again from both ends. (see fig. 10.26') The strai,n clistribution

atong this steel did not atter when it was on f,lre comptession eide'

during the second half crf the firet cycle.

The equations ueed differ only in the sign of f O 
frorn

't
those i:r gection 10' 13.

M" - 9" Oalc.utations

These foltow lto""ty the calculationa outlined for the

unloading case in section 10. I3.

-!

I

I

I

tl

ll

.,1

I
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I1. 00

I 1. 01 Introduction

BFJAM ANA LYSIS REST' LTS

ThernethoddescribedinSectionl0waeusedtoauatyse

a number of bearns. The resutts obtained are discussed betow'

Two points should be noted. First, with tbe exception of

two of the bearns analysed, the results have not been compared with

those'of real bearns. Thus, except for two beams, there is no direct

.experimentatevidencetosupporttheaccuracyoftheresultsPresent-

ed.Second,theassumptionsofthemethodshouldbeconsidered.
The results obtained afe accurate for the model' beam defined by tbe

,assumPtionslitisthesimilarityofthisbeamtoarealbeamthatis
important.

)

11. 0Z Bearn Data

Each beam is described in the followiag terms before

analysis begins:

Dirnensions

The dimensions of the bearn are sPecified, including 1",

the crack length. The prograrn is written to allow only one layer

each of upper and lower steet, The dimensions of a beam are:

L overatl loaded length

b breadttr 
)

d dePth

du dePth to uPPer steel

dl dePth to tower steel

1- crack'Lengthc

Concretl$Pg!$
Concrete qualitY is defined in terrns of:
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E"

Crn

6b
' Ect,

6r

ThG foltowing are catculated:

Elastic modulus in conrBression

maximum comPree Sive etreee

bond stlees .

Elaatlc rnodlllus itr tens on 
" 

i ''

a

rnaxirrrum tensile stres g

€'m
€-t

straiu at stteae qn

" 
strain at stress {

Steel Proirqrtiee

Steel. proPerties are defined bY;

Es Elastic modutue

€e Yield straia

errr strain at failure

s,nd stress at failure

The following are calculated:

"y stress at Yield
a lr ^ parameters defining stress-strain curveegr vg rvgr

t
Steel Area and Preetress

nurnber and diameter of the streeaing wireg is s'pecified by;

number of upper or tower wires

. diameter of eacb wire

initial, prestrees strain in each wire

The following are catculatedl

area of upper or tower bare

eteet percentage, for all bars

total force on a eection due to preatrege

Nw

dia

ei

The position of the steel is specified by do and d1' Tbe

As

p

T
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11. O3 ContPari:on g! Real anjl-Model Beams

Two real bearns - beam 5 and beam ? (see aection 7) -

were setected for cornParison'

The procedure adopted did not Prove conclusively that

all the assurnptions'of the analysis hold. It did suggest that, taken

together, the assumptions wexe reasonabte, at least before yield

of the steel occurred' 
--o ,, 2 chn*r the M - e curvFiguresIl,IandLI.2showtheM"-e"curvesobtained

experimentatlyandanatytically.Theanalyticalcurveswere
obtained as fotlowb:

The bearn dimensions and steel area wete those of the

real beams. The ? wire strands of the real beams were replaced

by a plain bar of the same area.

E" was found frorn the primary flexural rigidities of the

real bearns, and an egual vatue of E" taken for the analysis.

concrete colnpressive strength was taken at 8000 psi, and tensile

strength at 800 psi. Bond was varied for Beam 5, until a loop

width similar to that for the real beam was obtained. 
A

Steet properties were defined by taking E" as 28 x I0" psi'
t

and eu as .66 x IO-o in/in, these being the correct values for the

wire. Yield did not occur.

Prestres6 was adjusted uatit the curves were as nearly

coincident as possible.
l

Effectiveness of the Comparison

ThewayinwhichE"wascatcutatedensuredthatthe
initial slopes of the real and model curves woul'd be the same.

Adjusting the prestress rnoved the point at which cracking occurred

up and down, The slope of the curve after cracking coutd only be

alterecl by varying the steel area or placing. Unloading was analyaed

forbeam5only,becausealoopofanywidthdesiredcouldbe
,
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Producedbyvaryingfu.Itshoutdbenotedthatthemodelloops
close at about the cracking moment. The real loop, open at

O* = O, could not be reProduced'

Because the vatues of E"p ei and (rb were not compared

with measured values, aLl that can be said ia that with suitable

values of these pararneters, good agreement between real and mOdel

.oJ.r"" can be obtained. The values of E", ei and <l-6 ueed were:

Bearrl 5 rnodel: E. 3.34 x I0o Psi

- , "i .zB x Io-2 in/in

6u 250 psi

Bearn ? model: Ec 3.90 x 106 Psi

ei .23 x I0-Z in/in
q loo psi

These gave totat prestress forces of !21450 lbs (6'ZZ5

lbs per wire) and 20,450 lbs, (5,112 lbs per wire) for Bearns 5 and

7 respectively. These apPear reasonable, but are much less than

the lz,00o 1b per wire, after losses, quoted by the manufactuler.

I I. 04 Set o{ Beams Fully AnaLvsed

A set of bearns, AI to A13, with constant concrete

quality (bond was variea Ln sorne cases) and varying steel area

and prestress, were analysed. Dimensions Were the same fOr all

beams.

Dirnens ions:

L = 90in

I
Steel Data

h=
b=
d=u
:-
"1

lc

6in
4in
Iin
5in
6in

Es

ee

se

€rn

am

= 28 x l0o psi
)

= .66 x 10-' in/in

= 184,000 psi.

= .2Ox

= 2I0,000 psi



E"

CF
€ rn
Ect

%.
tt
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Concrete Data

3 x 106 psi

8000 psi
,

,533 x l0-- tn/in
Ar

3 x l0- psi

800 psi
2

.?66 x Io-- in/iu

-Note that e,", and s* were only ueed to define the shape

of the steel st ess-strailr curve after yield' A11 beams were

corrsidered to have faited oace the ateel strain exceedecl '8 x 10-Z

in/in, becaus,e of the limited ductility of prestree iring gteel'

The beaurs analysed are deecribed in table l|'.I,

tf.f
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Table I I. L

Eear:l No. of dia,
No. \xlirea

-48,

(t totar)
p

(1otar)
T

(totar)
fb1.ei

(i") (i"z) (701 (in/in x I ) (tus) (tn), (p"i)
l

4.

.,ql I +

a,z [+
A,3 2., + Z

A4 e+?

A,4a Z+Z
A4,b Z+Z
A4E 1+1
A"Ad 4++

A5 2+Z

4+ +
4+ 4
4+4

A9 6+6
A10 6 + 6

Arl 6+6

AIZ 8 +

Al3 I +

.26

.2:6

t,52
.52

. .52

.52,

.52

.515

.52

l. 04

I, 04

1.04

l.7z
I.7Z
l.7z

e. og

e,08

7,916

5.,277

15,830

r0,550

10,5;0

10,550

I0,560

10,490

5;217

31, 660

:zln 110

t0r 550

47,5O0

31,600

15,890

63,3g6

zt, Ilo

r00

100

tt I00
r'i 100

r'r' 200

'| :'50

rr '100

il 100

fr 100

rr 100

ri 100

rr 100

" 10P

,r 100

r [0r0

r 'tr0.0

il 100

I
I

.zo .0314

,e0 .03I4

.zo igaza

.?0 .062.8

.za '.0528

.?;0 " 
0628

,?93 .a629

.L+ .9.6,25.

"zo .0628

.ZO .L26,6

.7:O .L256

.20 .1256

.20 . 188.

,:20 .188

.20 .,188

.2A .Z'L
,za .25L

.45

.30

.45

,30

.30

,30

,30

.30

.I5

.45

.30

.15

,4'5

.30

.15

.40,

.15

6

It

I

I

A6l

A7

A8

I
8
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1 I . 05 Load -Deflection LooPs

Figures 11.3, 1I'4 and 11.5 show typical loops' Loops

were obtained for loading in both directions but these proved to be

identical, and they are drawn in one direction onty. It was thought

that differences in strain distribution along the steel after it had

slipped (during loading) might have caused loop properties to vary

o".: the first few cyctes. This was not so'

A11 loops closed cornpletely on unloading' The loading

and unloadinq paths were coincident for that part of the curve

corresponding to the uncracked beam'

The gradual increase in loop width imrnediately after

unloading begins is of interest. It arises because slip, in the

opposite direction to that taking place during loading, begins at the

crack after reversal, and progresses toward the mid-section. Thus

friction damping is seen to give loops of sirnilar shape to the real

loops, nea! the reversal Points'

Bond Stress

Figure ll.3 shows loops for beame A4' A4a' and A4b'

to illustrate the effect of varying the bond stress, As expected,

bearn A4a, with the greatest bond, (fU = ZQo psi) has the greatest

loop width. Increasing the bond stress displaces the loading and

unloading paths up and down by approximately equal amounts'
t

Bond Area

Figure 1l'4 shows three loops, for beams A4' A4c' and

A4d, having equal prestress, but different bond areas. Beam A4c

has one 0.283r' dia. wire top and bottom, A4 hae two 0'200rr' and

A4d has four 0.!4tt. The effect on tooP width was sirnilar to the

effect of varying the bond stress.
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Prestress

Three loops for beams .{3, *{4 and A5, which are

similar except for amount of prestress ' a7e shown in figure I1'5'

The effect of prestress on loop width is ctearly seen: bearn A3

has t}re greatest prestress, and the least loop width; and bearn A5

has.the least prestress and the greatest toop width' This occurs

because of the way in which increasing prestress reduces curvahrre

concentration at the crack, as exptained in a following section'

This reduces the amount of slip which takes place'
)

The effect of prestress on the position of the loop on the

Me - g. plane is discussed in Section Il'6'

C rack Length

Loops for different vatues of crack length, 1., are not

presented here. Increasing l" had the effect of increasi'ng loop

width in a sirnilar manner to increasing 6-6. Doubling 1" approxi-

matelY doubled the looP width'

It is an adrnitted weakness of the analytical rnethod that

valuesoft.rnustbeselectedbeforetheanalysisbegins.The
variation of 1." with prestress and steel area aPPears likely, and

the constant value of t" used for these bearns rnay not be a very

good approxirnation. However, lc did not significantly affect the

shape of the loading curve, or other beam properties'
l

I i. 06 Beams Loaded to Ultimate

The M. - 9. curves obtained by loading the beams to

failure are shown in figure 11'6' The crosees on each curve

represent the point at which the tower steel strain at tJre crack'

€lc, reaches .8 x 1O-Z in/in. Failure of the steel is then aesumed
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to have occurred. The point marked wi'th a circle on the curve

forA}3isthepointatwhichtheconcreteetressreachedits
rnaxirnurn value, 8000 Psi.

- All beams except beam A13 failed becauae of steel faiture'

For beam A13, yield of the steel occurred just after the concrete

hacl reached its maxirnurn stress. Thus alt bearns except Al3 are

under-reinforced, and for bearns A12 and AI3, the level of pre-

strebs determines whether they are over or under-reinforced'

-As.expected, for those beams which failed because of

failure of the steei, the steel area controls the strength. With

lower values of prestress, a greater deflection can occut before

failure, for anY given steel area.

Thecrack section controls the strength of a beam' At

this section, steel and concrete strains reach their maximurn

values, and the depth of concrete in cofilpression is least, because

of tne rise in the neutral axis toward the cracks'

The effect of prestress on the shape of the Me - €" curve

can be seen by comparing beams of equat steel area' e'E'A6' A7

and AB. The cracking rnornent is raised as the prestress is

increased, but A7 and A8 have equal values of secondary stiffness,

SZ. Beam A6, which has the highest prestress' does not have a

constant vatue of s2. Its Ms - o" curve is not straight after

cracking 
j

Increasing the steel area has two main effects' It

increases the ultimate strength of a beam and it increases the

secondary stiffness, 52.

Bearns having equal steel areas, Q'E' A6' A7 ' and A8'

are seen to have similar strengths. As the eteel areas increase,

a reduction in strength because of increasiag prestress becomea
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marked. Bearns .A9, A10, and AII show this'

Comparing beams A10, A?, and .A4' which have equal

="r"""ir,.i steel area' ehows how 52 ie dependent

on steeL area.

Notethattheprimarystiffneee,sl'isnotappreciably

aff"ected by the steel area' This is because before cracking' the

area of the fult section effectively controlg beam etiffnese' The

contiibution of the steel is srnalt.

-t

Rise of the Neutrai Axis

Valuesofthedepthoftheneutrataxis,atthemid.section,
drr", and the depth of the NA at the crack gection' or crack depth'

d", are given in figures 11.7 to II.l1. Each fi'gure refers to beams

of equal steel area.

Theneutrataxisrisesduringtoading'andthisrisecan
be regarded as the result of two different phenornena' First' at

any rnoment, after cracking, the neutral axis is higher at the crack

than at the rnid-section: i.e. d" is less than dr."' Second' as the

rnoment increases, the neutral axis at any section risesi i'e' do"

and d" both decrease.

Foragivensteetarea,theeffectofincreasiugthePre-
stress was to increase both dn" and d" at any given moment'

Values of drr" and d" tended to one vatue of,each as the load

increased.
The opening of cracks, indicated by do. and d" equat to

and the

MS, was
6rr, occurred at a higher rnornent with higher prestrese'

rise of the NA with increasing M", at both the CS and the

rrrore gradual for the higher prestresa'

Theeffectofincreasingtheeteelareaietocaueethe
NA to rise more at the MS, but lese at the CS, i.e. ds. is lees,
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and dc is greater, as steel area increases' Gomparieon of the

curves for bearns Al and A2, figure 11,?, and beams A12 andA13'

figure I I.'I1, will confirrn this.

. The point S, marked on each do. curve in figures Il'?

to I1.11, indicates the load at which slip of the lower steel reached

the MS: i. e. the load at which slip occurred along the full length

of the steel. Particularly for tow steel areas and presttesg values,

this i:oint coincides with a decrease in the rate of rise of the NA

at the MS.- This decrease was much I'ess marked for ds'

11. 08 SLrains in the Be?ttq

Steel Strains

The tensile strain in the lower steel at the crack eection,

"1", iu shown for all beams in figure II.IZ

Forbeamsofgivensteelatea,theloadatwhichyield

occurs is approximately the same, but as explained in Section ll'06'

it is slightly lower for higher prestress vatuee' This ig more

rnarked as the steel area increases.

Uoper Fibre Concrete Strains

The upper fibre concrete strains for bearns .A6' A7 and

A8 are shown in figure I1,13. The strains,at the MS are indicated

by M, and those at the CS by C, on the curves' These beams have

the sarne steel area.

Theeffectofincreasingtheprestressistoincreasethe
strain at the MS, but to decrease the strain at the CS, at least for

higher rnoments. Beam 46 has the highest prestress of the three

beams, The way in which the preetrese affects the straius at the

MS and the cs is a factor contributing to the reduced curvatule

concentration at the CS, for beams with higher preetress' ae
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Figure 1I.14 shows curves, sirnilar

1I.13, for beams having different eteel areas'

beam Al3) alt having the sarne Prestress'
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to those in figure

but (except for

Lower Fibre Tensile St""i4-e!lt'" MS

Teneite strains at the lower fibre of the MS are shown for

beams 46, A7 and A8 in figure 11,15. The effect of the higher

prestress-of A6 is to reduce tensite strains initially, but to increaae

. them, retative to the strains in A? and A8 (which have lower Pre-

stress values) as loading increases'

The limiting tensile strain, € t, is the 'etrain at which

internal cracking is assurned to begin' No increase in the effective

stress occurs as the tower fibre strain increages above €,'

Figure 11. t6 shows tensile strains for other bearng' having

the sarne prestress, but different steel areas. The higher strength

of these beams with increased steel area ie seen to imply much

higher tensiLe strains. It is possible that thege strains would result

in visibte tension cracks in a reat beam' This couLd be a weakness

of the method, used in this analyeie, of taking a fixed crack length'

I 1.09 Curvature Concentration

Values of curvature,l/, (the rate of change of cornpr€ss-

ive strain at a section) at the MS and the cs are given in figures

l1.I?toll.lg.ValuesattheGsareindicatedbyac,andthoseat
the MS bY an M, on the curveg.

Curvatures for beams A6, A? and A8 are cornpared in

figurell.l?.Thieshowehowiacreasingtheprestlessreduceg
the curvature at the crack, and incteases it at the MS for a given

end rotationS i.e, it reducee the curvature concentration.
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Figurell.lsconxParesthecurvaturesoftwobearns'
A? and Al3, which have equal prestreea force, but different steel

areas. The steet area of Al3 is twice that of A?. Initially the

curvatures are very sirnilar, for the salne end rotation, but as

the rotation increases, the beam with the greater steel area showa

tess curvature concentration'
" Values of curvature for beame AI and AZ (which have

I wile top and bottom) and bearns AI2 andA13 (8 wiree top and

bottorn) are comPared in figure Il.I9.

ThegreatestcurvatureconcentrationisforbearnA2'
which has z0 tirnes the curvature at the cs that it hae at the MS;

)
when Q. 2.5 x I0-z 

- 
rad. At this end rotation, the beamhas

not failed (see figure I I.6).

Bearn ALZ, on the other hand, haa only I'4 times the

curvahrre at the CS that it has at the MS, when g" is 5 x I0-Z rad.

Thus the way in which increasing preatress force and eteel atea

makes a bearn deflect with greatly reduced curvature concentra-

tion is apparent. similarly, the difficulty of modelling beam A1

with an elastic beam, when trying to catculate deflections, ie

obvious.

I l. 10 Conclusions

The author believes that the resutts presented here

justify the rnethod of analysis used. The elsence of this rnethod

is the choice of a typical length of the beam, rather than a single

typical section. The choice of a typical length for a beam subjected

to uM loading appears reaeonable, in view of the behaviour of real

PSC beams. The choice of a typical section to accuratety represent

the entire bearn after cracking has occurred ie not possible'

The rnajor difficulty that arieeg with the typicat section

concePt,andwhichtheselectionofatypicallengthovercomes,
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ariEes when sl.ip occura along the full length of the lower steel.

Once thia has occurred, the changee in strain of the concrete at

this level, and of the eteet, for any given increase in load, are

quite different. It ie difficult to eee how thie can be adequately

taken account of by a single factor which retateg changee in concrete

strain to changes in steel strain. This ig particularly evident U
{

it ie realised that the single section type of analyeia givee no

indicbtion of how far slip has progressed. Thue the factor cannot

be modified to,take account of thie progreasion of slip away from

each crack as loading increases.

The anatysis described here dependa on a number of

assurnptions. Three of these ale particularl'y irnportant, in view

of the typical length rnethod of analyeig used.

The type of bond mechanism aaaumed ie considered to

be justified by the observed behaviour of the bearns. slip obviously

took place, since a free length of steet could be seen when the

cracks were open. The exietence of a constant bond strees, 6b,

is in agreeEtent with the normal assumptione of concrete deeiga

when smooth steel is used'

The assumptions of a linear change of upper fibre strain

_between MS and cs; and of a linear rise of the NA between MS and

cs; are harder to justify. certainl.y they are untikety to be true

once the upper fibre strain of the concrete at the cs approaches

€ ,rrrwhen a type of plastic hinge is beginni'ng to devetop over a

short length on either side of the crack. flowever, at lower streeees,

they are more likely to hold. The writer believes that theee

aseurnptione shoutd be accepted, but that they ehould be modified if

necesaElflr as more experimental evidence abOut the trrre distribu-

tion of strains along a beam becomes avaitable.

It should be noted that these aesumptiong do affect the

ultirnate strength, since they affect the crack depth, aad they also
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affect the total rotation, o, It ie interesting therefore that beame

with equal steel area and different prestrese have about the 6ame

ultirnate strength, as predicted frorn experirnents' but approach

failurealongquitedifferentload.deflectionpaths.
Theanalysisrnakesquiteclearthefactthatthereduced

stiffness due to cracking is not due to yield of either the eteet or

thJ concrete, This is a co,,,,',on rnisconception. It algo makee it

cleat that the development of slip along the futl length of the eteel

has sorne-significance as far as the reduction of stiffnees ie

c once rned.

The computer Program used for the analysie can be run

through any number of cycles of reversed loadingr or loaded in one

direction to failure. A falling branch of the Me 'O" curve can be

obtained.

Nofirrnconclusionsaboutthebehaviourofbeamsunder

other than uM loading can be drawn. The length anatysed would

behave quite differently under non-uniform moment, and would no

longer be typical' However' some indication of the M. - €u

behaviour of a bearn under other typee of loading could be obtained

by finding values of V for various trrotnents, and using the lcnown

moment distribution to find a value of o., No studiee of thie type

were rnade .
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PART IV

12.00

12.0I Gene ral

TNTRODUCTION TO nE9@

An idealized load-deflection toop ie euggested in Section

8,"for a typical PSC rnember. This loop is intended to completely

define the deflection and damping properties of the member' These

propertiesarenotve|'ocityorfrequencydependent,aadareaseumed
independint of load history. Part IV of this theais describee the

analysis of a singLe degree of freedom syetem, having toad-deflec-

tion properties simitar to those of the idealized psc loop, to find

its displacement response to a transient forcing function.

I

IZ.OZ Response of Yielding Structures

Many investigations of the response of bitiaear elasto-

plastic systems have been rnade. Penzienl2 strdied the resPonse

of a single degree of freedorn structure, with an idealized elaeto-

plastic resistance to deformation, to the East-Weet compoaent of

the ground rnotion recorded during the May 1940 Et centro earth-

quake, He conctuded that plastic deforrnations made a very

irnportant contribution to the ability of real structures to withstand

rnajor earthquakes. This investigation by Penzien ie in many ways

similar to that performed by the author and described here,

other studie "46' 
47 ' 48'have been made which confirm

the importance of structurat yieLd ae a major factor in reducing the

earthquake resPonse of simple structures' The respil:"r;: 
?ll ,,

structures to earthguakes has also been investigated '-' .

These studies have ernphasized the role of the addittonal damping

energlr contributed by elasto-plaetic or yieLding behaviourr. in

controtling response.
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IZ. 03 Response of PSC Structure

An idealized PSC structure doee not exhibit yield' when

tensioncracksopeninthePScmembers,thestiffneseofthe
structure falls, but as explained in Parts II and IlI, this is not due

to yield. The unloading.path is quite cloee to the loading path, aod

largedampingeuergies'comParabletothoeeoftheelasto.plastic
.agtructure,donotoccur.ThustheresponeeoftheidealizedPSG

structure cannot be predicted from the results of investigatiOne

made t 
T;i:ffiJ- ':;;:".il'j";r"' structure in practice

which has propertiee like those of the idealized structure ia open
.t

to question, However, it should be noted that Nakano-, in his teste

on a four storey rnodel PSC structure, found that after the structure

had been loaded well into the cracking range, and then untoaded,

it had little residual deflection' Thus atthough the behaviour

differed sornewhat frorn that of the idealized etructure etudied here'

there was no evidence that yietd had occurted. The author believee

that a sirnple PSC structure, such as a water tower, or a parking

buitding with prestressed columns and no in-fill walls, could

exhibit load-deflection properties eimilar to those of the idealized

PSG structure.
The response study deecribed here can be regarded as

applying to a trpuretr PSC structure. For structuree incorporatiag

solne Psc and some RG elernents, behaviOur will lie somewhere

between that predicted here, and that predicted by the etudies of

yielding structuree.
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(r3. l)
related to the end

member byl

( 13. Z)

Idealized Structure

The idealized structure is ehown in figure l3' I'

one degree of freedom structure, consieting of' a rigid

rn, mounted on two identical flexible PSC cotumns, of

L. The columns are fixed to the rnaas at one end, and to

base at the other. A horizontat force, f, applied to the

displaces it a distance x relative to the baee.

Horizonial rnovement of the mass producee SM loading

of each PSC rnernber. Figure 13.Z shows an idealized mornent-

rotation loop, as produced at each end of each member for SM

loading. From this loop are found primary stiffneea Sr etiffnese

ratio sz/sl, cracking moment Ml, loop width Lwt, and loop width

factor LWFrfor each rnernber.

13.02 Force Deflection LooP

A force-deflection loop for the structure, figure L3.3,

can be retated to the Me - O. loop for a aingle merrber. The

displacement, x, of the rnass is related to the corresponding end

rotation, Os1 at each end of each mernber by:

It is a
rnas s,

a

length

a ri$id

ma6s,

x = ge.L

the force, f, to produce this displacement,,ia

rnoments, Me, occurring at each end of each

f = 4Mu
L

Note that equs I3.1. and I3.2 hold for displacements which produce

end mornente greater thanM' becauee the Me - €r loopa, although

non-tinear, are for the correct loading case'
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Thestiffneas,krofthestructurecanbedefinedaethe
gradient of the force deftection loop at any point. It will therefore

have different units from S, the etiffness of a member' From equg

13.1andL3,Z,\forthef-xtoopcanberelatedtoSlforthe
Me - 9" looP bY:

rr- = 4 , sl (13'3)
^1 -fl

k" for the f - x loop can be related to SZ for M" - Og loopSirnilarly
by:

-tkr=A
'h yZ

From egus 13.3 and 13.4 it ie
k^=S"

Lu

s2

eeen that

(r3.4)

(r3.5)
k, s,

II

i.e. the stiffness ratios are the Eame for both loops'

If t gg!!9g.,1@, f ,, is defined as the force

produces end rnornents M, at each end of each member'

fr = 4IvIt

L

A corresponding cracking deflection, xl, can be defined by:

*t = I (13,?)
k1

The toop width, LW', of the Ms - 9. loop' ia expreeeed

in terms of moment. A corresponding L$r for the f - x toop'

expressed in terms of force, catr be found' From equ 13'2:

which

then:

(r3.6)

(13.8)

(l 3. 9)

LW = 4LWl
-L

LWF| = LWI
- a,rvr I

Now3

and frorn equs 13.6 and 13'8

LW = LWIq iat (13. r0)
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Thereforetheloopwidthfactor,LwF,forthef-xloopequats
that for the Ms - Os looP, LWFI.

Thus three pararnetera, ky f1, and LW, which describe

the f - x loopr can be fouud directly from the M" - os loop. Two

further parameters, k2y'k, and LWF, which are dimenaiontese'

are the Eame for both tryu f -x and the Ms - Oe looPs'

The force deflection loop is ehown in figure I3' 3. It can

be cbmpletely described by the equatiou

> f = kx+ q (13.11)

The value of k is ihe appropriate value of the stiffnese i.e'3

k = kz whenx ( - *l

k = kl when -x1 r( x.( x1

k = kz whenx ) *I

The value of q is given bY

q = 9t+92

where 91 = fb whenx (-*I

qI = Q when-xlSxr(xt

ql = f^ when* ) *I

where f" and f6 are defined in figure 13'3, and

qz = ! uwtz

the plus sign being taken when x ie increaeing, and the rninu8

sign when x is decreasing. For the initialrloading, before the

first revers4l,
j2=o

This gives initial loading up the centrat backbone curve.

13.03 Sy"t.* et"fyd
The system analyeed ie ehown in figure L3.4. It is the

one degree of freedom ideatized PSC structure of figure I3'1, with
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a viscous damper added, with damping coefficient c'

Provisioniemadeforsomeviscougdampingbecaueei'f

there is no velocity dependent damping of any kind' resPonee to a

steady state forcing function is infinite. This means that if k2lk'I

is taken as I, and a very small steady state forcing function is

applied at the resonant frequencY, the structure wouLd collapse if

there was no velocity damping. This is unlikely to occur in prac-

tice., For the case of a transient forcing function considered here'

cwastakenaszeroinmostcages,sincenovelocitydependent
damping was found experimentally'

Amotionwaeappliedtothebaeetoexcitethestructure.
From figure L3.4, it is aeen that:

where

u = x+ y

u = absolute diePlacement of

y = absolute disPlacernent of

The equation of motion for the masa can

written:
mii+ci+f(x) = O

Frorn equs (I3,I1) and (I3.LZ') this can be written:

mi+=ci+toc = -mi-q
where |'is tfru base acceleration.

(I 3. lZ)

the maes

the baee

therefore be

(r3. I3)

(r3, r4)

13.04 Ground Motion

Values of f were obtained from dhe accelerograph of

the North - south corfrponent of El centro, 1940, earthquake' This

recordhasbeenexpresgedindigitalformasageriesofground
acceleration values at succeeeive times. The time interval between

succeseive valuee ia 0.01 seconds. Acceteration ie expreeeed ae

a fraction of g'
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The variation of acceleration during any interval .ia

aesumed to be tinear. with the emall time intervat takeu, this

assumption gives an acceteration record very eimilar to the

actual record'
During any interval, the variation of y can be expreseed!

" 
'i (t) = at * b (I3' 15)

where a and b are Parametere which are calculated for each

inte rval.
- The. equation of motion can thue be rewritten:

m'ri+ci+tx= -rrr(at+b)'q (13'16)

Uthevatuesofgroundacceleration'expreE6edas'afractionofg'
obtained from the earthguake record at the beginning and end of an

interval are No and N1, then the correepouding valuee of iio and yt

are:

i'o = NoB

;l = NtB

From equs 13.I5 and 13.I72

a = (NI - No) g
(13. rs)

At
= Nog

where A t is the duration of any interval' and equals 0'01 secs'

I

13.05 Normatized Force-deflecti'on Curve

The force-deflection properties, as defined by the loop

in figure 13.3, can be expressed in normalized form. The normal-

ized curve ie shown in figure 13'5, where:

F .' tlft

X = x/xl

(I3. I?)

(r3, r9)
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gradient, K., of the nolmalized curve is givea by:

K = k'/kf when x

K = I when-xl

K = b/kf ,whenx) *l

rel.ation between F and X ie given by

F = KX+Q
defined above, aad!

-x1

x €x1

x1
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(r3,20)

(13,2r)

aad LW

.(r3.zz,

(1 3. 23)

ia section l3.OZ,

:

where K is ag

I

r'rom figure 13.5:

Q, = Q. whea'-I D

Ol = O when

QI = Qa wbea

Note that frorrr figure 13.5:

Qa = 1-k2/kf

and QU = -(l-t<t/r1)
IfLWaietheloopwidthoftheuormalizedcurve'

the loopwidth of the f - x curv€, then3

LW,, = LW
ft

Thus from egu (rl. to)

LW, = L$rF = LIIIF| 
I

Comparieon with ig of, section L3.02 ehows that:

ez = | two/z
ot Qz = o

and from equ 13.22:

x(

*r(
x.}

Qz = lwttlz
or QZ = O

The appropriato value ia chosen as

I

I i : r.:,,':I

O = QI+Qe
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now expreesed

k and c, The

(13.24)

(13.25)

(r 3.26)

in terms

f oltowing

(r)

The properties of the syatem analyaed are

having a more general aignificance than rn'

terms are usedS

T=z116'{

i. g. T ie the undamped natural period of the Ettuchlre vibrating in

the uncracked range.

T is a stiffness Parameter.
' , C = f.rlrrtg. .

Rewriting egu L3.25 aaz

ft = Cmg

(2)

it is seen that G is a coefficient deecribiag the laterat acceleration'

expressed as a fraction of g, which will produce deflections in the

structure just sufficient to cause crackiag' c is a laterat strength

pararneter.

(3) A = clcc
(L3.27)where ct 

= :ffiacous darnping coefficient

\ i" " viscous damPing Parameter

(4) The following pararneters have already been defined:

krlkl, the stiffness ratio, is a parameter deecribing the

toss of stiffness with cracking.

LWF, the loop width factor, ie al parameter deecribing

the darnping of the PSC mernbers.

anatysed. 
"n""u 

five pararnetere completely deacribe each system

I3.07 Rewriting the Equation of Motion

The equation of rnotion, equ. 13. 16, can be rewritten in

terme of the normalized force-deflection looP, gection l3'05' and
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. the pararllerefo of section 13.06. Dividing equ'13.f6 Py rB'*1

gives:
'* + c !i +lL L = -3! -.L -S-
x1 ;'*l m 4 -I Fl rrr'rr (13'28)

T.lre terms iia equ. !3.2b iate now evaluated' '

(I) Frorn equs 13.19: 
.. hI = ii [13.29)

-t
(Z) From equs L3.24 ancl l3'2?:

I S = 4rrX
mT

Frorn equ. 13.30 and 13.19:
a

c.i< = 4nAX1
x1 T

(3) I"rorn section 13.05:

k = K.kl

(r3.30)

(13.33)

(r3.3I)

(13.32) ';'

, whete the value of K depeada on the value of x, aa exptained ia

section 13.05. t

From equ. 13'24:
a

kI = [tl-
rn TL

. 
tr.rom equs 13.32 and l3-33i

k.x = K.4tZ>(
I

la ',' -r-l T
I

(4) From equ. 13,18:

a = (lgr-No)s
t

Substihrtiag f'r'om equs 13.18 and 13.215 ana putting'

x1 =fl
k1

(1r.34)
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gives:

at=
xl

(5) From equ.

Ilencel
a

(Nr - No) ,
6

13. l8:
b =r No, g

I
xI

4fi2 t
ffi (13,35)

(13.36)

(6) From- the.normalized force

appropriate vatue of O:
(I3.3?)

and the relatioa:

: kl *l

= ktxl Q

rnxl

substituting frorn equ' 13.24 gles
q = 4rZ,Q
il?r F

Thus equ. 13.26 can be rewritten: t n o \
+ , 4n\x *-+nzxx = - 4fl z (Nt - No).'-(!'*.-* 4n'o) .-- ^^,Ar-a- 

-# 
r- T/ (13.38)r 16 --T , \-crz

I3.08 Solving the Equation of Motion

Inequationl3.zS,No+Ntdefinethegroundacceterationat
the beginning and end of a time intervat' Assume theee are known'

for an intervat. Let Xo and xo be the displacemeat and velocity

of the rnass at the beginning of the interval. Assume K and Q are

constant throughout the interval. Then a vatue of x at the end of

interval can be found for any given ayetem'

deflection cutve, for anY

O= q
f1

From equ. I3.37 ,

fl

is obtained:

mxI

= No .4II2



The eolution of equ, 13.38, the

be found. Thie is found in two parts, the

X", and the particutar integrat, Xn, euch

x=Xc*X,
X is the sotution of the'equationc-., ao '*++nr.x+ry=o

rfTa

A sofution ie found by subetitutingl

X=Rr€xp("t)
a

Then:

i = r, R, €xp(tt)
* = rz.R.exp("t)

Substihrting these values into equ. l3'40

(rz + 4nr.r* 4fi2 -r\n.\ TT/
This implies, if X = O
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equation of motion, muet

complementarY function,

that:
(r 3,39)

(l 3,40)

(r3.41)

(L3.4?l

)=o
(r 3.43)

(rr. +s)

givea:

exp(rt

tz+W+!t-t3=o
T T (13.44'l

There are two rootsr 11 and r* to this quadratic equation:;

11 -t 7 -ZnA t'ru -F

Only the case of!

K>\ z

is solved. Fot this case:

X"=Rl "-n {(-
zIt\

T
zIx* *, ""0[( -

'4fiz K

-

Tz

where j = J-i

T'iI,.-Tt)'] (13.46)
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Rewriting equ. L3.46 gives3

x" =.-p (-4\{o""" (+tF.T.,) *n"'"(zsIIF
1rr.*z)

where A and B are consiants which will be evatuated later'

\'|.obtainedbyfindinganyeolutionofequ'13'38,the
,t Lp lD VvLeruvs -t --"----lt ---,

equation of motion.

A trial vatue is taken:

' X =DttE.P
This gives:

a

X* =DE

I-=o
l,

Substituting from equs I3.48 and

. ? --r^-. F\ t-Z
47AD + 4fl6 K(Dt + E) = 'L

T aZ CTZ

DK+NI'-No = o

))

'q+)r -#(+-")
(13,50)

Rewriting egu. I3.50 giveeS

onn( I\r- I\T ) r '-ln* \l

ti". K + #l *fn"-# + H'[?- 9J= o {r3'5I)

If this is true for alt vatues of t between t = o and t = At, then:

(r3.48)

(13,49)

13.4g into equ. I3.38 givee:

(13.52)

(13.53)

(r3,54)

(a t)c
and4ro*sqrr..+(+-4=o
Solving between equs L3.52 and I3.53 f'or D and E gives:

p=-txr-N{
C . K.(at)
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(r3. 55)

(r3. s6)

E = -/*o
\c.K

If a value H is defined:

H =z rrE-T
T"

Then:

' . X = Xp* X"

' = .*n (- +) Gn "o" 
Ht + B einHt) + pi + B (I3' 5?)

This is the general solution reguired'

It is now necessary to evaluate equ' I3'5? for the

particular interval being considered'

From equs I 3.54and 13'55' D and E can be found for

the interval, sinc" No and N1 are known'

H can be found from trand T for the system and K for

the interval, frorn equ. 13.55.

A and B must be found.

Differentiating equ. I3'57 w'r't' time givee:

' -zt\ 1-e'rr+\ Ltrr-i-rr+\+Fr--(-ZrAt\x - T exp\' "+lt)(A coe Ht + B sinnt) + Hexplr- ?/'

.( -AsinHt+ BcosHt) +O (13'58)

Substituting t = O
X=xo

into equ. 13.57 gives I

t=*."-" ' (13.59)

Substituting X = Xo

l= O

into egu. 13.58 gives

/ o rrr\ ^ \e=(x^*,'nj^ -D) lH\ - .r. (13.60)
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Hence A and B are found.

Thus for any systern, T, A , and G are known'

For any intervat, No, N1, Xo, i<o' K' Q and A t are known'

This enables A, B, D, E, and H to be found'

substitution into equs 13..5? and I3.58, and puttingl

t = At

"rrior"s 
values x, and *1 at the end of the interval to be found'

13.09 Obtaining -Response Spectra 
the fiveEach syitem analysed wae defined by four of I

systern parameteras LwF, Sz/sl ( = k2/kl)' \ and C' sz/sI

reptacedk"lkltogiveuniformitywiththeexperimentalregutts
ofPartll.ForeachsystemthevalueofTwagvariedbetween

.Zsecsand2secs'andaseparateanalysiewasperformedfor
eachvalueofT.AsexplainedinSection13.04,vatuegofthe
groundaccelerationrexPressedbythecogfficientN'werelcnown
atthe beginning and end of successive iutervalg of 0'01 eece from

the start to the finish of the earthquake'

Analysis of a particular system' with a fixed value of

T, 6tart6 with the system at reet at the inetant the earthquake

begins.Thedisplacementandvelocityoftheeyatematthistime
are given bY

xo=o
axoto

values are used to define K and Q, the parameters deecrib-

normatized force-defl.ection curve, as explained in section

The vatue of H can then be found from equ' 13' 56'

Valuesofthegroundacceterationcoefficiente,Noand
the etart and finieh of the first interval of 0'0I secs' are

(r3.6I)

These

ing the

I 3. 05.

N1r at
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obtained frorn the earthquake record' tr'or thie firet interval:

No=o
values of D and E are found from equa 13.54 and I3.55i

and vatues of A and B from equs L3'59 and l3'60'

substitution of the known vatues into equs I3.57 and

13".58 allows X, and ir, ,n. displacement aud veLocity at the end

of the first interval, to be found.

' The analysis is then performed for the second interval'

X, and *1 u""o*" Xo "oa 
*o for the start of the second interval'

N., becomes the new Noi and a new N1 for the end of the interval

is taken from the earthquake record. The new X.o ttd Xo are used

to redefine K and Q, if necessary. X1 and X, for the end of the

second intervar are found as before, Analysis proceeds in thie

fashion until values of x and i at the end of every interval have

been found. The rnaxirnum value of fxl, X-r*' ie then taken as

the maximum displacement responee of the eyatem for ttre value

of T chosen. The analysis is repeated for each vatue of T for

which the response of the system is required, From the definitioa

of X, a value of **"* is given bY:

*m"* = x"t"*
xl

Itshouldbenotedthatifs,/slisgiventhevalueone,
and L'wF the value zeto, the response of an LVDS to the ground

rnotion defined in section I3.04 can be found by the exact solution

of the equation of motion. The only source of error ie that X may

reach a maximurn vatue during an interval, rather than at the

beginning or end of it. Since the motion is approximately einueoidal

for such a systern, thie error is gmatl for the gmaLl time interval

taken here, 
.
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Thedifferencebetweentherecordedvariationof

ground acceteration during the earthquake' and the variation

impliedbyassumingalinearchangeofacceterationduringeach
interval, is srnall. In any case, the approximation used is a

good one for a typical earthquake, and gives a record with very

sharp peaks
'$/hen SZ/S1 does not have the value I' an ertor rs

introducedeachtimeXpassesthevatue*191.I.Thisarisee
becauseKandQaredefinedbythevatueofXatthestartofan
intervat, and are hetd constant for each interval. For the interval

whenXpasses*Ior.I,singl'evatuesofKandQarenotinfact
appropriate. These errors tend to cancel out ot'er a cornplete

cycle, and are smatl for the small tirne interval taken.

A similar error is introduced when the eign of )t changea,

ifLwFisnotequaltozero'Thevatue.ofQishel.dconstantover
the interval when * chr,,gue sign, whereas it ehould change. The

effectofthiserroristoslightlyreducethemaximumresPonse.
Forthesrnalttimeintervalused,bothaourceaoferror

mentionedabovearesmall,TheydoincreageasX*a*increases'
Values of X 

"rra 
i obtained at the end of each interval for a eyetem

subjected to the complete earthguake record wef,e examined, and

the error from defining K and Q as explained was eetimated' This

confirmed that fot X-"* less than I0, the errors produced were

small enough to be neglected. Values of X*"* greater than I0 are

not of direct engineering significance'

The analysie of t1? different eysteme was performed

on the Elliot computer at the univergity of wellington, New ZeaLalld'

A vatue of X*"* for a system could be found in 12 eecs for each

value of T.
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14.00

14,01

REsuLrs or. RESPONqE AMilEIg

Svstems AnalYsed

Systems having diJfereat values of G' l ' SI/SZ' and

LWFwereanalysed'Thefotlowingvalueswereincluded:
c
I

' szlsr

- Z.O, 1.0, 0' 5, O. Z, O'l

- 0, 0.0I, 0.02

- l, 0.5, 0.2

Lwtr., - o, o. I, o.?,0.3, 0.4, 0.5

Instead bf varying T directly for each system' l/T was
I

varied frorn 0'5 to 5'0, in inctements of 0'1 secs-^' This gave

vatues of T betweenZ.0 and 0.2 eecs, but gave a more even epread

of the peaks of the resPonse curve (along the I/T axis) than is

obtained if T is varied by equal increments'

Response curves are given in figures 14' I to L4'LZ'

The rnaximurn resPonse, xrnax/x1 ie plotted against LIT' The time

duringtheearthquakeatwhichthernaxirnurnresPonseoccurred
was atso obtained, but is not plotted here. valuee of displacement

and velocity at the end of every intervat were availabte during

analysis.
Thecodenumbersgiveninfigureel4.ItoL4.|zrefer

to the systems analYsed.

I

14. OZ Earthquake Classification

TheN-Scornponentofthelg40ElCentroearthquake
52

has been classified by Jenschke, clough and Penzien -- in terrns

ofitspeakspectralfrequency(Psr)anditspeakgroundaccelera-
tion (PGA). The PSF is the frequency at which the absolute

acceleration of a one degree of freedom system with zofe damping

ratio has its rnaximum value, when the ayetem ie aubjected to the

earthquakemotion.ThePGAiesimplythemaximumground
acceleration recorded.
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following Ya1ueeJenschke, Clough and

for sarnple earthquakes.

Earthquake

Taft 52 NZIE

PSF

rad/sec
ll

PCA

.I8 gt9

L4 .32El Centro 40 NS

Olympia

S. F.
Ferndale

40 Ew

34 NS

49 N80E

-57 S80E

41 S45E

The duration of

13 n .Z3g

LZ n .?69

. lg n .3Zg

34 rr .13 g

26 n .LZg

the earthquake recof,d ueed was 29'46

6ecs.

I4.03 Interpretation of the Results

The rna -<irnurn reaPonse of the idealized one degree of

freedorn structure, xmax/xlr is referred to as RESP'

A well designed PSC atructure, similar to the ideal'ized

structure,wouldbeundarnagedbyanearthquakeprovidedRESP

clid not exceed a value of about 8. This is only true for the basic

structure- oon-structural parts rnight be damaged by excessive

interstorey deflections, Few PSC structures would suffer

structural darnage if RESP was less than 4. This range of' 4 to

8, for ttre value of RESP at which darnage occurs, ie juetified by

reference to the experirnental and analytical M. - os loopss 
L.3L.32

obtained by the author. The tests made by Nakano-' - provide

add itional jus tification.
U suitable binding of the concrete was Provided in the

areas where curvature cbncentration would occur, RESP could

probably reach l0 before faiture. At euch a high value of RESP'

the performance would cease to be tike that of the idealized
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structure.ThequestionofpreciselyhowdamagedPSCetructures
behaveunderearthquakeloadingcannotbeansweredfromdirect

evidence. It is the authorrs opinion that PSC members coutd be

designedwhichwouldnotfailsuddenl'yasdisplacementincreased,

but would exhibit a certa,in amount of plaatic behaviour after

darnage began. The work of Base and Read5t oo the effectivenesg
a

of binding in the comPression zone of PSC beame confirmg thie

view:
-For,the resPonse analyeis reported here' if RESP ie 8

orless,figures14'lto14'lZgivearea8onableindicationofthe
response of a PSC structure' Valueg of RESP between g and l0

indicate that the structure ie damaged' and is no ioogtt like the

idealized structure. where REsp is greater than I0, the gtructure

would have failed, and the RESP vatueg are of intereet from a

cornparative Point of view onlY'

PSCcolumnsarenotoftenueedingtructures,butthe

response values given here would apply to any structure which had

toad-deftectionpropertiessimitartotheidealizedstructure.
SuchastructuremighthavePSCelementsotherthancolumns,aaL.3r,32
with the four storey modet Etructure teeted by Nakano '

ThisstructurehadRCcotumngandPScbeame,andload-deflec-
tion properties with some similarity to those idealized here'

I

14.04 Effect of Varying C

The tateral strength parameter' C' represente the

tateralbaseaccelerationofthestructure(expressedasafraction
of g) which would produce the deflection' :1' "t 

which cracke

begin to open. A etructure having C = '? ia twice ae etrong as

a structure having C = '1, on the baeie of the Laterat load

requiredtoatartcracking.FigurelL4.landl4.2ghowhow
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response varies with C, for two syetems having different SZ/SI

values, For both systerns, increasing C from ' 1 to 'Z reduces

the response bY about 65%'

Jennirrgs54 states that for a yielding structure, doubling

thestrengthoftheearthquakewillproducethesamerespoasein
termsofREsPasiftheyieldlevethadbeenhalved.Thteisalso
likely to be approximately true for the PSC atructure anal'yeed

here'. Thus the response of a structure with C = '1' to an earth-

quake half as,strong as that used here' would be about the same

as the response of a structure having C = 'Z' subjected to the

fullearthquake.Jenningssuggeststhatnon-tineat'resPonsestudies

usingindividualearthquakescanbeinterpretedfairlygeneralty
when the results are given in terms of RESP'

Itshouldbenotedthatwhileincreasingthestrengthof
the structure reduces the resPonse in approximately inverse

proportionforC =.I, .Zarrd.5when Szl\= '5(fig' L4'Zlwhen

SZ/SI = .2, this proportionat reduction only holds for C = ' I and

.? lfig, 14. l). For this system, increasing C from '2 t'o '5

reduces response by 9O%. Thus Jenningst prediction would not

apply to the latter case.

Values of C from . I to 'Z ate of greateet engineering

interest. For these vatues it appears likely that halving the'

strength of the earthquake would have approximately the eame

effect as doubling the etrength of the structure'

When SZ/SI = I, and LWF = O' C simpty definee a

point,whichhasnophysicatsignificance'outheforce-deftection
diagrarn. For thio case, vatueg of RESP are exactly invereely

. proportional to C'
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14.05 Variations in tr
Figure 14' 3 shows the resPonse of a aystem with

S^/S, = 1, LWF = O,'and l- O, 0.01, and 0.01 i'e' the resPoaEe
4'r-

of an LVDS. Also presented for cornparison is the resPonse or a

system with Sr/sI = o' '\ = O' and LWF = 0' I' It will be eeen

that the frictiou damping, represented by a non zeto LWF, becomes

I.rrol" effective retative to the viscous damping ae T increases'

This'isasexpected,sinceanincreasingTi'mplieetowerveloci'ties
as the system.vibrates.

Figure 14.4 shows how adding viscoue damping to a

systern reduces its response. The effectof X= 0'02 i8 to reduce

the rnaximum vatue of RESP by 4010. Thus the question of whether

ornotthereisanyviscousdampingisofgreatirnportance.Since
no velocity dependent darnping was found experirnentally (see

section g) A was usuatly taken as zero. Flowever the raage of

frequencies at which testing was carried out only covered the range

T = 2.0 to T = 0.5 secs. There may be velocity dependent damp-

ing at shorter periods, although the author considers it unlikely.

Reported tesPonse analysee carried out on E1asto-

Plastic systerne have included viscoue damping - sometirnea as

rnuch as ?;}ofo. It is possible that for a fair cornparison-to be made

between the results of those analyses and the results presented

.here, viscous damFing should be'included in the PSC ayetem'
l

Variations in LWF

Figures 14.5 to 14. ? show how varying LWF affects

RESP, The vatues of LlitIF used range frorn 0. I to 0'5. values

found experirnentally varied from 0. 05 for bearn I to 0.4 fot

beams 4 and !, for SM loadi'ng. (See Section 8') Iu general' for

mernbers in good condition, LWtr'wae between 0.1 and 0.2,
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Theauthorbelieveethatwiththeadditionofeuitable

srnooth rnild steeL reinforcing, in short lengths, at the places

where concentrated curvature is likely to occur' values of LWF =

0.5 could easily be obtained for rnembers' This opinion is baeed

on sorne tests made on plain RC beame and not reported here'

Thus the effect of values of LWF in this range is of intereet.
a

In addition, in a reat structure' the PreBence of non-

structuralcornponentsmightsignificantlyincreaeethevalueof
LWF, so that,vatues of LWF = 0'3 to 0'5 can be regarded ae likely

for a structure. fhe tests of Nakanol' 
3I' 32 confirm this'

L4.Ob Variations in SZ/S,

Figures 14.8 to 14.II show the effect on RESP of varying

SZ/S'.Inatlcasee,forvatuesofTgreaterthan'65sec'the
effectofreducing52/Slissrnall.Forshor'terperiodsthan0.65
secs, resPonse tends to increase aa S2/Sl ie reduced' The

resPonse when Sr/S1 = '5 is no greater than that for S,/S' '= 1'0'

for periods greater than 0'5 secs' In general tbe improvemeat in

controtofRESPismarkedass,/S,isincreaeedfrom0.2to0.5,
but less marked as it iSrcreases from 0,5 to 1.0. For long period

structures at least, the reduced stiffnese due to cracking of PSG

mernbers does not greatly affect RESP'

Experirnental values of 52/51 varied from 'L5 t'o '45'

. The value of .5 used probably rePresents about the maximum

valueof52/Sllikelytobeachievedforarealgtructute.

14. O? Response of Etasto-Plastic and PSG Svstems 
LZ

Figure L4.LZ shows leeulte obtained by Penzien

replottedforcomparisonwithaPSceyetern.Penzienobtained
his results for an idealized elasto-ptaetic Etruchrte, with viscous
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darnping added, subjected to the E-W component of the 1940 Et

centro earthquake. This has pGA of .23g, cornpared with '32g

fortheN-Scornponentusedbytheauthor.ThusPenzien|aresutte
could probabty be increased by 3}lo to make them comparabte with

the PSC results. ThiS is not done in figure L4.LZ'

Values of RESP for the PSC system and the Elasto-
a

Plasticsystemareremarkablyclosewhentheaboveistakeninto
accoirnt. It should be remembered that valuee of RESP greater

than I rePresent darnage for the elaato-plaetic structure' The

structure wilt probably not fail completel.y, even if heavily damaged,

until RESP exceeds at teast 4' Values of RESP from 4 to I can be

sustained by the psc struchrre without structurai d.*tgu.

C onclusions

The analysis preEented here is for an idealized PSC

structure. It accurately predicts the response of such a structure

totheknowngroundmotion.Therearehowever'tikelytobe
considerabte differenceE between the responee of a real structure

and the f,esPonoe of the idealized one'

No account is taken of ground-structure interaction'in

theanalysis,andthefoundations.area8sumedcompletetyrigid'
This is unlikely !o occur in practice' The ground motion used

rnightbequitedifferentfrornthatencounteredbyareal'structure
in sorne future earthquake. The idealized iorce-deflection loop

isundoubtedtydifferentfromtheloopforarealstructure.The
likelihood of there being any vetocity dependent damping (generally

assumedabsentinthisanalysis)cannotbeconeideredtohavebeen
finaLly answered.

Theanalysispreaentediecongideredtobeeignificant,

in spite of the above lirnitationE. The reeulta euggest that a simple
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PSG etructure, desigaed using C = 0'2' and having SZ|SI = 0'5

and LwF = 0.3, could withetand an earthqueke etmitar to Et centro

lg40.Therewoulclbenost.ructuraldar.nageif.Twaegreaterthan.
0.5 secs' (See figure 14.7, curve 3')

The experimeatal results of eectioa 8 suggest that FRlr

(or"s1) for the structure wilt fa1l by 50fr during the firet earthquake

loadtng, whi.le the cracking streagtb rerraains tbe aafii€' Thus a

singlb value of G will be appropriate' but T will double' This muet

incteasethechancet.hatareatPscstruchrrewittwithstandan
earthquake simitar to thd uaed in the analyeia'

ItappearsthataPSCstruchrrewlthadequateeafthquakE

resistance could be deaigned.
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APPENDIX I

-

Description of Concrete

Mix No. 1

Goncrete Mix
a

by a precasting factorY.

the factorY:

'Aggregatei .6oaree: !rr - lrr crushed basalt

Fine: i" basalt gualry ecreenings

Sand: Wind sorted beach sand

w/c ratio: 0. 38 to 0.4

Theconcfetewaamadewithwilsoniterapidhardening

cernentrandsteamcured.Thepretengionedbeamswerereteaaed
three days after casting.

Streneth:

TwelveSl|x4||cylinderewereteetedtofindthecrugh-
ing strength at 28 daye. An average vatue of 8'?00 psi' with a

standard deviation of * 150 psi, was obtained'

Mix No. 2

concrete Mix No' Z wae

ing, bY the author. The sarne rnix

obtained the test resutts quoted'

The basalt aggregate used was 3/8tt crusher run' It was

stored outside, and was drained for two daye prior to use, giving

a surface dry condition. The water content of the aggtegate wag

found by oven drying a sample and aasuming that the total weight of

water lost was avaitabl.e to the mix' Jonee 35 di""o"aes tbe ellofs

No. l, used in beame I to 8, wae made

The following detailg were aupplied by

I

I

I

I

made at,the School of Engineer-
35

waa uaed bY R.A. Jonee , wbo
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in figure A I, I.

Proportions of Mix
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aggregate is given

Aggregate

Cernent
'Water

C3Cl2

- w/c ratio
The cerrient was Witsonite rapid hardeningr and CaCL2

wae added to i.ncrease the early etrength. Transfer wae after
seven days for beamg 9 and 10.

Strength:
?R

Jotres -- tested two control rnixee, to obtain the curveg

shown in figure Al.Z. The curves are drawn through pointa which

are each the average of the cruehing etrengths obtaiaed from
three 8rr x 4tr cylinders.

thg

100 tb

25 rl

.12,5 .l

0.5 |l

0. 50
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APPENDIX U

Steel Properties, Beams I to 10

Typical,l'oad-extension curveg for the three types of steel

used are shown in figure A2.I.
The following propertieg were eupptied by the rnakers:

37i,, di". ? witg-Ellatd (Bearne I to ?)

Miniinurn breaking strength

Stressing-load

Minimum toad at i.Oolo exteneion

Minirnurn elongation io fracture ia 24rl

Sectional Area

.Z'l6tt dia, Indented Wire (Beam 8)

Minirnum breaking strength

Stressing I'oad

Minirnum elongation to fracture

Sectional Area

Depth of indents

.200't dia. Indented 'liVire (Beams 9

Minimum breaking strength

Stressing load

Minimum elongation to fracture

Section Area

Depth of indents

Minimum

Maximum

aad l0)

I

Minirnum

Maximum

21,000 lb

14,700 lb

l7 , 850 lb

4To

.0799 LnZ

LZ,73Z Lb

9,000 lb

4%

.0598 inz

.004 in

,008 in

7, 037 lb

4,926 Lb

4%

.03ra inz

.003 in

,006 ia
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APPENDD( III

Beam Aaalvsis Frograrn

Thie prograrn ie written in IBM FORTRAN PDQ. It ig
suitable for an IBM f 620 with 40K storage. ,

A list of the variabtes appearing i,n the program follows.
a

The corresponding variabte defined in Sectton l0 la glvea where

apprbpriate.

-Parj III ehould be read in conjuactioa with thts Appendix.

r-l
I

.l

.':ll.l
_, 1

I

,'l
"l rl

:-l

i

rl
I

:i
I

i
,:l

'i

j

"l
I

'l

rl

:=:: -. -i
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VariabLes

Als
AS As

B b8

,{BBb
BMLTH L
EOND . 

" to
c cg

t

cccc-.i
cc Ls Tru

ccus rub
cKk
cL tn

lcMMe
CMAX lvlaximum Me allowed before uaload[ng

cMc M".
CMDF.P Differenc. - l*ur'. - Mu" 

| 
- to.rna previotrely

cMDrr' l*u* - Nrec 
I

, CMIN Mlni.mum M" alLowed before reloading

: ctidM M"*
cMT Mtu + Mtl
CMTC Mgt

-. CfuIl Previous vatue of CM 
r

coglCoefficientecalculatedandusedagaia
GW Crack width

, Dl to D4 : Factor to modify DELT, the iucrernent by wbich Tl* t"
incteaeed, 'according to condltioa of beam

DCdc"
DCG Height of c.g, of lower tenaile atress block at MS above lowel

aurface
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DCL Length over which crack depth calculationa ate performed

DELM Difference between M" and previous value

DELT Amount by which T1* ia incremented

DELTH Difference between €. and previoua value'

DELIz A AB .

DEL56. . AS
DBLTI Modified vatue of DELT i.e. DELT * Dl

DIA Diameter of steel (aia)

DIF Di{fer.ence between Cg and initial preetreae force

DIFC € T'

DIFCP Previous DI5'C

. DIFM Maximum altowable difference in external momente at MS and CS

DiFT A F

DL d1

DU dr, ,

DNA drr.

DNAM drr"*
DPC Stored value of DC

DPM rr rr tt DI{AM

DRFCT Factor - + l' loadingr - l' unloading

DTA Height of tensile part at MF

DTB do (See figure 10.8)

E Ae = "m-"y r

EZ to E5 Coefficients in d" calculations

E9 Steel strain found in Procedure 900

EDIFC : Deterrnines when eimplUied C. calcutationa are made

EDIFIvI Deterrnines when sirnplified M"" calculations are made

EI ei

EJ Substitute ei vatue

EL el
ELEI Fle:nrral rigiditY of bearn
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ELM

ELMI
ELMID

ELZ
EM

EPDLI
EPDLz

EPDL3

EPGRD

EPI
EPJ

EPL

EPLM

EPLS

EPLSM

EPLS I

EPLSz

EPLSN

EPLSP

EPM

EPMID

EPMZ

EPT

EPU

EPUA

EPUC
'EPUM

EPUN

EPUP

EPUS

EPUSM

elm

Stored value of ELM

e;r,'(see figure lo.24l
Stored value of EL
rt-rrr
Stored vatue of etrain difference

Itrfllll,ll

| il tt tt ff ll.

Rate of change of € along tower steel at

ei
E j:substitute ti value

€t

€t*
€1"

t1" at MS

Stored value of EPLSM

Stored value of EP-T S

New val.ue of EPLS

Previoue vatue of EPLS

E Irr
pl
cvn,...

Stored value of EPM

, 8t
.t

€u

€ o value used in inventing beam

trr"

fu*
New value of EPU

Previous value of EPU

t,'"
€o" at MS

revergaf
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.l

I

;EPUSI

EPUSZ

EPU I,2
EPl
EREV

EREVC

EREVM

E TLC

ETLM

ETNU

E TUC

E TU[d

EU

EUz

EUM

EUMI

EXTC

EXTS

EY'
FGTI

Fl to F3

H

I
IDC

IDM

IM

IPNCH

NUM

NI

Stored value of EPUSM

Stored value o{ EPUS

Stored vatues of EPIJ

Value of € I
,e vatue at reversat '
.fi u ll ' ll atGS

il rt lt lr atMS

rl n rr reloading
tf Jt tt il

rr fr rt'- ir

tr tr ll tt

nilllll

eu
Stored value of EU

a-unl
Stored vaLue of "o*
Extenei.on of coocrete at lourer eteel level

Extension of lower steet

A-v:
a,/e

Modtfie,e eign of € when €la =o

Coetficients.in quadratic eolved for d"

h

Indicateswhen Cr (€o

" (€r - to)(pplrctl

il rr il EDIFM

Stores value of I ueed at MS

Turns puach on or off

Numbere loading increfneats

Nl =1 Uncrackedbeam

Z Grack open LB < LclZ

3 r fr ls, LclZ
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N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N?

NZ = I Firet catculation of EU not made

Z ll' lf lt ll madg

N3 ='L Wor'king at MS

Z ,ri ,, GS

N4 = I First tria{ to find T1.

? Subsequent triale
N5 = I Firet trlal of EPUS at GS

' Z Subeequent calculations

N = -l ,Firat triat C" balauce

Z 'subiequent trials
N? = I Firet trial EPLS at MS (mf = 31

Z Sub,sequent trials
N8 = I Loading

2 Unloading

.,..'', I 3 Reversedloading
,;'',',r'N9 

= I d"( h

z d >h?-

Controls uuload/reload with SSZ

Starts new catculatioaa when La = Lcl?

V"
V*
4E
6- rn
ft

1s

8m

a
v

Prestress force

To * To6

'T1 + T1g

, :r-
.l ..1

,l

N8

N9

NIO

Nll
PSIC

PSIM

s

SICM

SIGT

SL

sld

SY

T

TI
TZ
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TC

TC.A

TCB

TDELZ

TCRD

THETA

THETM

THL

TIILTH
THLTHI

TL

TLC

TLCZ

TLM

TLMI
TLN

TLP

TRANL

TRANS

TREV

TR.E\TC

TREVM

TU

TUM

TY

T9

wc
YMDC

YMDS

YMDT

Gr

Gt=TcA-TcB
ll

!

il'

Frevious increace in T1"

Rate of change of TLIG along bearn at reversal

91

er
Length ueed to calcul,ate 6"
I for length L
Previous TIILTH
T1

Tl"
Previous value of TLG :

Tr,t,

Previoue value of TLM

New TL
Previous TL

Pr.cL
A Tb*"*
Appropriate value of TREYC, TR.EUM

TL on reversal at'GS '

TL II

Tlt
T.,'*

rr ittMs

As, sy - yield tension

Tension ueed tn PROCEDURE 900
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E8

Ect
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I
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.:

I

, ui,,, i;-,,_{ i, ri,.',;,
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C
('

c

PS
SSl
SS2
ss3
SSlr

B EAI,I
ON
0lt
ON

0il

AI,IALYS IS PROGRAI{
TO SUPPRESS PIT I NT
FOR UNLOAD i NG

FOR PR I I.ITOUT DUIl I I'IG CALCULAT ION

FOR TRACE

3

4

5

62

B5

7l

'rbtirni (i;ii:6i
READ 2,YI1DC,S
FoRil/rT(5e3.0)

tGl4,BOND,Yl4DT,S IGT

Flt, cl4AX, cl4lN

READ 3, YI.1DS, EY,SM,EM
FORI4AT"(4EB.O)
RE/rD 4,1'rl,l,DlA,El
FoRl4AT ( F2. 0, F4. 0, EB. 0)
READ 5, D I FT,D I FI4,DELT
FOP.I4AT(3rB.O)
READ 62 ,ED I FC , ED I

FORI4AT(AEB.O)
READ IJ5 , D 1 ,02 ,03 ,04
FoililAT(415.0)
PR I i,lT 71
roninr (z t rrrvr E | 12, PUttct{ oH/0FF)
AccEPT 70, tPNCll
rrrnr'iRt(rt)

SY=Yl'lDS*EY
S= S14-S Y

E=E14-E Y
n=Sr.S/ (.2 .'k ( yt4DS,tE-S ) )
$=2. u'rff'{[$:kA
C=A*A/B
I,rC=!rli*D tAt 3. | \15921
A$=PS*P I A/ \.
TRAI'lL=hC*RoND
TRA i.l S=T R4 11 1-:'rf, [_ / 2 .
Ept,1=2. ?kS I Gf4/yMDC
EPl42=9P14*EP14
EPT=S IGT/Yl4DT
C0 I =B Bj.Y|4DC*E Pl42 I 2 .
C02=-C01 )kEPl4?k2 . '
C03=. 5*BB*Y14DT
C 09=l\SIkYMDS
TY=AS*SY
TLll=E I'kC09
I=2.?kTLM
DtjA=.9EU9
DT B=0.
SL=0.
CVr=0.
TC=0.
CM=O.
CF{l =0.
E TUI'4=0.
ETLI4=0.
ETUC=0.



7.04
E TL C=0.
ERE /11=0.
Tf{E Vl"l=0.
FhFrrF /\
E.t(L VL=U.
TRE t/C=0.
Tl'{LTi=1 .
DRFCT=i.
FCT l=-l .
l=l
lll - l
Il2=l
NB=l
fl!= 1 '
Nl0=1
f'll l=l
NUI'l=0
PR I NT 7, I l, BB; DU.DL , CL

7 F0Rl4AT(2tit1=,F'/ .3.,2118=,F I . J,3llDtJ-,Fl .313llDL=, F i3 ,3HCL- ,F7 .3)
PRINT 67,ril[-TH

67 Foitf i/*T ( 5t iBi tL Tli= , FZ.3 )
PR I NT B, Yl,iDC, S I Gl4, EP14, BoND

B Fotil,tAT(5ttyllnc=,E10.h,iilS1Gt1=rEl0.4,4HEP14=rEl0.4r5ltB0l'lD=rEl0.4)
PR I IIT 238, YI4DT, S IGT, EPT

239 FoRr1/\T(5ttvt,tDt=, gt o .h,5t-ts I GT=, EI 0.4,ITHEPT'', EI 0.4)
PR t itT g, YllDS, El,SY,Et4,SMg Fop.i'fiT(SltyynS=,E10',\,2l1EY,El0.4,2HS'/,ElO.4,2HEl'l,El0.l{,2HSM,El0.4)
PRt NT 10,WN,DlA,El,AS,T
FoRllAT(3gtrt'l=,F4:0,4HDiA=,F5.3,3llEl=,E10.4,2HASrEl0.q,1HT,El0.4)
PR | ;lT I i,Dl FT,D IFM,DELT
FoR:14T(5ilO I FT=, El 0:4,5H0 | Ft4=, El 0.4,5HDELT=,El 0.4)
PR I NT 69 ,ED I FC, ED I F1,1, CMAX, CM li.t
F ORI4A T ( S tl r n I FC ; E 1 0 . 4 , S I i E O i FM , E I O. l{ , 4 HCI4AX , E I 0. I{ , 4 H Ct l I N , E I 0. 4 )
PRINT gO,Dl ,D2,D3,D4
FoRf4/trT ( 4itO 1 -4 , 4 F7 .2 )
PR I I,iT 12 ,A, B, C, TRAi,lS
F0P.tlAT (ZnA=, E I 0. 4, 2 llB=, E I 0 . \,Ziic=, E I 0. 4, 6HTRAI'lS=, E 1 O. 4, / )
co To(Bl ,82), tPNcH
PUI'JCf{ 7 , l.l, BB, DiJ, DL., CL
PUiiciJ 67, umLTrt
PUilc: I B, \,l1DC , S I Gl..,l, EPl4, BoND
PUI{Cll 238, Yl4DT, S lGT, EPT
PUNCT.| g,YHDS,EY,SY,El.,1,Sl4 |

PUiiCll I 0,VrN,DlA,E l,AS,T

10

11

69

g0

12

{il

82
13

EPU=-Tl ( ( gg*it-e .''(AS )*ytqnC
C C= ( B B'k t l-2 . *A S ) rt y14p g :tE P U I (l . +E P U*E P U I EP l42 )
D I F=CC+T
I F(ABS(D I F)-D I FT)33,33,1 t4

l4 EPU-EPU*T/(-CC)
c0 T0 13

33 EPI=EPU
EP I =EPU
EPUI =EPU
EPUZ=EPU



I

I

I

zo5
EL=E I

EU=E I

EL|.1=EL
EP US=EP U

EPLS=EFtl
EPLSI =EPU
TLC2=TL14
TtJ=Tt.l'l

3U EPL14=EP I
EPUI{=EFU
EPUSI4=EPUS
EPL S|'1=EP L S

EUi'1=EU'
Ttjl4=TU
DNAI'{=DtlA
lM= I

GO
GO

IF
74
58

o
o tT

T

,N
f,ll13

,ll
113

3,
,l
ll

,
3
) @

68
5t

l5t+
ll

1 47 THETA=o.
Go T0 53

1l{8 Tl{L=CL/2.

167

I F( | 1"1- 1 ) | 67,1 65,1 67
G0 T0( I lr9 ,166) , I

EPIJ|{A=EPUM
EPUf4=EPLt4
EPLI4=EPUI4A ;

EP UA=EP U

EPU=EP I
EP 1 =EPUADNAM=-DNAI4 i

DNA=-PP4
FCTI=1.
Go To 149
PS I I4=.( EP LM-EPU}4) /H
PSIC=(EPI-EPU)/H
THETA= (pS $,t+pS tC )*CL/4.
PRINT I68

1 68 FoRr4AT ( t 3HHo TI{ETA CALC )

N3=2
Go To 35
TLC=TLl"l
PS ll.{=-EPUl4/DNAl4
PS I C=-EPU/DNA
GO To(52,t77,148),NB
co To( 1 48, I 78,1 7B) , Nl
I F( Dc-DL ) I I{8, 148, I 79
Nl =l
co To I l{8
THETI4= ( epUpt-EpLM) /H* rcL12.-SL )
Tl'lL=SL
co ro( 1 47 ,1\g, l 49 ) , Nl

}.'

177
118
179

52

|:

155
1.66



r

| -t -

Go To 1.59
DPl4=Dt'lAM
DPC=Dl'lA
c04= ( rpu-EptJr4) /TilL
c05=(DPC-DPI{)/T}tL
co5= ( r'puM*c o5-c04*DpM ) / ( c05*gs5 1

c0/=1-66 ( ( Opr+c os*TltL ) / DPM )
C0B=C04*THL/C05
TIIETA=C06itC07+COB
THETA= ( ttlfrPt+THETA )*FC T |'

1\g

Go To( I 69,1 70), I

170 EPUI4A=FPUM
EPUiI=EP L14

EPLf'l=EPUFA
EPUA=EPU
EFU=EP I
EPI=EPUA ' ,
DNAII=-DIJAM 

'Dl,lA=-Dl,lA' FCT l=-l .
169 l=l

THLTH=. 5*THETA*B}4L TIU rcL I 2, )
EPDL 1 =AB S ( EPUI'I-EPUI )
EPDt-2=AsS(EPU-EPU2)
sppIJ=ABS ( epLSM-EPLSI )
TDEL2=AB S (TLC-TLC2 )
DEL14=Cl'l-C14l
DELTH=TllLTH-THLTI
ELE t=ABS ( (0Er_M*eHLTlt)/ (Z.,rDEl-TH) )

130 EUt'll =9914' ELl,tl=ELl4
' EU2=PY' EL2=91- 

EPUI=SPi;14
EPIJS I =EPUSt4:. .- EPLSl =EPLSM
EPU2=gPY
EPUS2=EPUS

' TLC2=flf,
TLI'il =11-14r. CMI =CM
THLTI =TllLTH
l{Uf4=NUl4+1
PR I l,iT 84, NUl4

84 ronHAr( l4)
Go To(l6l,l58,l6l),Nl

. l58 co To(l5t,l59,l59),ri8
l6l EPHID=0.

206

53

.l

I

I

trl l,{ | n:n

61 pRiNT qA FpuM Fpr M Filr4--Fr M t9/65 PR INT 54, EPUM, EPLM, EUI4, ELM
54 FORMAT(13III,I EPU',L EU,L;,4EI0.4)

PR INT 55, EPU, EPI , EtJ, EL



207
55

r50

FotitlAT(l3ljc =,lfEl0.4)
PR I NT 160, EPLSM, EPM I D, ElrLS, ELM I D
Foi{i\tAT ( I :ilEpLS, D, C, ELD=, 4E1 0. 4 )
PR I NT 56 ,D NAt4, SL , C[v, Dl'lA

56 FoRMAT ( t 3tiONn, SU, CVr, DC=,4E 10.4 )
PR I NT 63 ,P S lM, PS lC, DTB

63 FoRt4AT ( l3HpS lM, C, DTB
66 PR I t,lT 6l{ , Cl-i, T}{LTl1, ELE I('\ FoRl4AT ( 1 3lll'1, TH-E ND , E I

G0 T0(Zf, ,77),1PNC|l
7 6 PtJl,tctJ Br{ , NtJM

=,3E10.1{ )
,Nl rl'l8
o, Fl Q.2 12El0.4r3H Nl,12,3H NB, l2)

PUt'tclt 
"54, 

EPtJM, EPLM, EUl4, ELM
PUilClt 55,EPtJ,EPl,EU,EL
puilcH I 50, EPLSM, EPl4 | D, EPLS , EL14 | D

PUiiCH 56, DNAM, SL,CVT, DNA
Ptjl'.!Cf-l 63,PS lM, PS I C,DTB

I F ( SEI.ISE SlI I TCH 2 t,33,'/7

132
133
| 3tt

co To(75,135),i'll0
Go To(13\,75),Nl 0
EPGRD=EPLSIl/ (CL/2.)
TGRD=(rlNr -TLCz ) / (CLIT. )
EREVl"l=EL14
ERE VC=EL
TRE VM=TLl'1
TREVC=TLC
GO TO(lgO,1gl ,lgl ),Nl

190 l,ll =l
Go ro 192

191 I'11=2
192 NB=2

N9=l
ill '=2
DRFCT=-l .
GCJ TO 228

135 ETUC=EL-TL/C09
ETLC=EU-IU/ COg
ETU14=ELf t-Tl-14/ C09
E T L l1= EUi'1-T tJl4/ C 09
E P IJ SA=EP U SM
EPUSf4=EPLSM
E PL Sl"l=EP USA
EP Uf4A=EP UM
E P Uf 1=EP Lll
EPLfI=EPiJf4A
EtJl4A.=fiUl4
E tJf4= E t- l'l
ELf'1=F-Uf4A
EPUSA=EPUS
E P tJS=EPL S

EP L S=EPIJSA
EPUA=EPU
EPtJ=EP 1

E PL=EP UA



EF I =EPUA
EUA=EU
EU=EL
EL=EUA
TLI'l=TUlbl
TLC=TU'
CM=-CM
TttLTH=-TtlLTll
DNI\14=-DNAM

IDNA=-Dl.lA
Nl 0=l
Nl=l e
N8-3
DRFCT=1.
Go To l3o

7 5 I F(CM-CHAX')225,225,226
225 | F(CM-CM I N)2?5,278,228
2,26 pR I tiT 22 7
227 F0RI4AT(2oHRESET SS2 PUSH START)

PAUSE I

GoT077 ,

228 GO T0(229 ,23O,2t | ) , N!
2'29 DELTl =DELT*Dl

GCI Ta?3\ i

230 D'iLTl dDELT*D2
G0 Io ?31{

231 G0 TA(?32 ,2r3,,2321 ,N:g
232 DELTI=9911*P3

Go TA 23\
233 DELTI =DELT*DII
2 3,4 TLM=TL|4+D El-Tl *DRFCT

T9=TL14
ETNL=ETLl,l
EREV=EREVl4
TREV=TREVI'1
EXEC]UTE PROCEDURE 9OO
EL=E9
ELM=EL
N3=1
N4=t : '

r,ig=i i

N6*l

1

:
1l

,t-

. 11"
I 

, '' .'fl

+ll-
,, lr 'l'
-''"i1l

't"1,t
, ti

f,i' / ,'lfl.i
=r:
1,'l

:|:r
1" iil

16

t7

Go ro(16,1 6,1 8),ill
EPL S=EP L S I +ELl4-ELt41
Go To(17,19),N2Go To(l 7,19),N2
EFU=Ep t+( ep t-EpLs )t (t"J/z. )/ (DL-H 12.')

' .j .,;t .-. '
i;.1..'' .;'r;i. .i.r;
; iL.'.- - ri']i'- '

,ti-"ii:jr ;-iil,,,.'
| .:i ; .rti

.t rl,.l. t, ,,

r:ffi;:i,

' N2=2
G0 T0 72, I8 EPLS=EPLSI +DRFCT*EPDI.3

' I9 E,PtJ=EPUl-DRFC'T*EPDLI
G0 TA 72

1 50 ETNU=ETUC

_ G'o To(23,131),Ng



,-'i a

i

l.
1,.,;

'l ',,u

131

72

EP J=EPUS2
E,l=EU2
GO To 20
TL=TLl'{
ETNU=ETUl,1
E J=E9141

2A9

0 EPUS-EPLS+( EP
EU=EJ+EPUS-EPJ
EpL=[pLs-( Epus-EpLs )* (H-DL ) / (DL-DU)a IF(EPU-EPL)I56,l56,155

|55 l=2 .
EP UA=EP U

EP U=EP L
E PL=EP UA

1s(, cK=il/ ( rpl-rpu)
DNA=-EF{J*CK - ,
EP 1 =5P 1-

I F ( EPL )21 ,21 ,22
21 TC=0.

GO TO 2\
' 22 DTA=I{-9614

TCA=C 03*EP 1 *D TA

230 DTB=0,.
TCB=0.

237 TC=TCA-TCB
EPL=0.

,.. G0 TO 2\

EU=EU2+ ( EpUS-EpUS2 )11-' 
CK=-DCIEPU
Di.lA=DC
TC=0.
EPL=O. '

EPI=0.,
2\ TU=(EU-ETNlJ)*co9

g6 115=-4 S*Y|,1D C* E P US / ( I . +EP tJS*EP US/ EPM2 )
CCLS=-AS*y1{DC*EpLS/(l .+EpLS*EPLS/EPMZ)'
lD'C=1

I F ( EP I -EPT )236 ,236,235
235 DTB=DTA*( epl -epr) / ept

TCB=CO3* ( EP T .EPT)*DTB,
Go To 237

',t:1

:'

: ' tF(EP1-EPU-EDtFC)l94,lgr{,195'. 19ll E=.5*(gPl+f PU)
i:. 'i' CC=BB*H*yprDC?tEl ( 1 .+E*E*Epl.l2 )
i'. r' IDC=/

I g5 cc=-cK,tc 01 *L 0G ( ( Epme+Epu'rEp u ) / ( epua+EpL*EpL ) )';"' " 196 DIFC=CC+TC+TL+TU+CCUS+CCLS
tF(SENSE Str tTCH 3)2A7,208
Go To(2O9,210), I

PR INT 1A2,D I FC, EPU, | , IDC
GO TO 2OB

zo7
. 209



210 PRli*T 102,D I FC,EP', i,'Oa
1o? FORl"iAl'(qniit rc,E10.4;4tirru,El0 .\,2l|1 l,12,3H lC, l2)
2OJ CONT I IIUE

r r' (Aiis (D I FC )-u r rr )30,3o,25

zt0

2,
171

Gn Trt(162,171 ),1
EP IJ.A=EP U
EPiJ=iP I
EP L= EP UA
l=l

162 co To(26 ,27) ,tt6
Zb 1,.15=2

EP tJP=E BU
DIFCP=DIFC

GO TO 2E'
27 EPtJl,l=EPUP-D

EP tJP=EPU
EPtJ=EP Utl
DIFCP=DIFC

IF 1J'=Ep iJp-Eptip,'r (D I FC / 2 . ) / cC

I FCP* ( EpU-EpUP) | (D I FC-D I FCP )

28 Go ro(2s,29),N3
29 EXECUTE PROCEDURE 7OO

0 'to(21 .?.

30 l{6=1
lDi'l=l

T I =TtJ+CCUS
T2=11-a1"gat
lF(TC)32,32,31

31 CIITC=-TCA*DTA*2 . / j.+TCB*(oTA-DTB/ 3. )
Go To 127

32 CI'ITC=0.
127 E=EPtJ-EPL

198
199
163

I F ( -E-ED I FM ) I 97 , tg 7 , t g B
197 DCG= ( EpL*H+E:tf1*. 666667)/ (rpU+ePL )+(0ru1-u)

EPUA=EP.U :

EP tJ=EP I
EP I =gP 94
Dl,lA=-Dl.lA
c0 T0 154

1?9 C|4T=T1 :t ( DNA-DIJ ) -te*.( Ot--Otin)

CM[=66'tPg6
I DM=2
Go To 199
CMC=-C 02*C K*C K* ( e / f pt.t-RTAN ( E)IEPM/ ( EPM2+EPU*EPL ) ) )
Go To( 1 29,1 53 ), 1

cMT=T2* ( oNR-( u-or- ) )-rr * ( (H-DU ) -0run)
C14=Cl'1C+C14T+C14TC

16\ co To(34 Lt0 )

215
103
216

I F(SEr,rSE S!,v I TCH .3)21 5,216
PRI NT I 03,Cl4,Cl4D I F, I DM
FoRr{AT (4t1CH
CONT I NUE
IF(A I I



zll
4t

1l'r
17i
17Il

t-t
Go Tn (172 ,l 72 ,45 ) , Nl
Go to(!2,173),Nlt
r r(cprp tF*DRFCT) I 74 ,17\,175
I'll I =l

@

Nl=3
GO TO \5

175 Nl l=l
o

35 EliE V=EREVC
TREV=TREVC
ET NL=iETLC
Go T0(l8l{,183), t}4

183 Ni=1
Go To 79

I 84 Go ro (78 ,36,39 ) , N I

78 Go To(93 ,79',79),NB
93 TLC=TLI'4+.O5*TRANS'

ll l=2
G0 To 37

36 TL C=TL C2+TDELzitDRFCT
G0 To 37

38 Nl l=2
EPUC=EPU
lt,l4= I I

39 TLC=TLll+TRANS*DRFCT

37
60

ll5
50

EPLS=EPL S2+EL-EL2' I F ( SEl,tSE Sl,r I TCH 3)20'l ,2O3
201 PR I NT 2O2,EFLS
?o2 FoRt4AT(4rtrpls, Et o. 4 )
2O3 CONT I NUE

Clrt=0.
Go To (117 ,117,140), ruB

t4o tF(EPLS)117, l4l, l4i
l4l co To(185,117 ), tM
I 85 Nl=2

sL=cLlz . i

EPU=EPUC
Go To 50
TL C=TLC2+TDEL2*DRFCT
T9=TLC
EXECUTE PROCEDURE 9OO
EL=E9

EPGP'O= ( f PUS| -EPLS2 ) I rcL12.)
TGRO= ( rlmr -TLcz ) | (cLlz.l
TL C=TLC+0. 05*c1Pg12
t F ( ( TLC-TLM)*DRFCT-TRANS ) 60, 50,38
Go TO(1t5,116,il6),NB
sL=cL* ( TLC-TLM) / ( rnnNS*2 . )
T9=TL C

EXECUTE PROCEDI.'RE 9OO
EL=E9
EXTS=( (E;m+fl-2.*E t )'rSL)/2.
Ctn=2.'IEXTS- ( epLSl4-e . ?tEp l )*SL

79
BO

{!



zlZ

llil

I l6

EPL S=ClnlSL
lF(ctv)l l4 ,117,117
Ch=0.
GoTolT
S L= ( TL C-TLI4+T GRDt'CC I. / 2 . ) / ( TRANL*DRFCT+TGRD )
T9=TLC
EXECUTE PROCEDURE 9OO
EL=E9
.T9= T L C -S L :kTRAl'lL*D R FCT
ERE r/=ER E VC- ( ERE Vc-EREVt/r) *SL/ (CL / Z . )
TR.EV=TR EVC- ( TR EVC-TREVI.l )*SL/ (CU / 2 . )
g 1p1-=[TLC- ( ETLC-ETLr\ )*S,]/ (CL / 2 . )
EXiCU'fE PRoCEDURE 900
ELll lD=E9
EXTS= ( El+ett.i 1 9 )*cgt- /2 . + ( ELt4 | D+ELM) * (CL / Z. -SL ) / Z .-CL /2 . *E I

Ept,t I D=EpLSf4-EpcRD,y (CL/2. -SL )
EXTC=Epi.ll D*SL/e. +( EpLSM+EPM tD )* (CL/Z. -SL ) lZ .-Ep t*CLl2.
CYqT.*(EXTS-EXTC)
EPLS=CW/SL
Go To (58,59 ) , tt5
E PU=EP tJ2 -DR FCT*EP DL2

117
5B

N5=2
J9 EXECUTE PROCEDURE 7OO

TL=TL C

..,i I BB
189

44

Go ro,J50==. 
,tt7 Go To(1j3,44),1{tr r'^

\3 ct"torp=ct,to lF V)
TLP=Tl.- C

- Go ro( | 87, I BB, I BB), Nl
t87 TLC=TLp-TLprkEpLS*C|4D tFl (Ct4t4* (rl-erNU) )

Go To l8g
TL C=TL P-TLP*CMD I F/Cl4l'1
liA=2
G0 T0 6l
TL I'l=T L P -Cl4D FP* ( TL C -TLP ) I ( Cl,tD I F-CMDFP )
TL P=TLC
CMDFP=CMD I F
TL C=TL N6t lF(sENsE s!/ trcH 3)221 ,zzz

221 PRTNT 'l 0I,TLC,TLP
!q1 F0RI.1AT(4nilc,rro.4,4HTLp,Eto.4)
222 c0ilT I NI.JE I

EREV=EREVC 
I

TREV=TltEVC
ETI'lL=ETLC

t49 c0 T0 ( I 42 ,1t+\, 1 44 ) j Ng
142 | F(TLC-TLM) 1 43 ,143,37
1 lt3 TLC=.9*TLt4+. I *TLP

G0 T0 115
144 co ro(Bo, 145, 145), t,ll
1 !5 I F( (TLC-(rUl-rcRD*CLl2. ) )*'DRFCT)146,1\6,37
1 146 TLC=. g* ( TLI"I-TGRDTTCL/2. )+.1 *TLp

G0 T0 I l6



45 co To(116,47), N7
\6 CMDFP=CMD I F

EPLSP=EPLSl4
EPL S=EP L SP+EPL SP*Cl4D I F/ Cl4M

lt /=Z
GO TO 48

\7 EPLSN=EPLSP-CMDFP*( CPUSII-TPLSP )/ (CMD I F-CMDFP)
EPL SP=EP LSM
EPLS=EPt-Sl,l
CI'IDFP=CMD I F

lrB f{3=l
EPTJC;EPtJ
EP tJ=EP IJI'I

I F (SEI.JSE Sh ITCH
?-23 PR I tJI I gif , EPLS,
| 04 FoRilAT(lrtlEPLS, E

22\ CONT I NUE }

3)223,22\
EPLSP
l o.4 ,4H

DEGIN PROCEDURE 7OO
r F ( EPU-EPLS ) 701 ,701 ,7Q6

701 Go TO(7O3,702 ,702 ) , NB
7OZ G0 T0(706,7Ot+,704),Nl
7 06 pQ=tp!*cpl/ ( EPU-EPLS )

I F ( EPU-EPLS ) 7 1 O,7 1 O,707
703

TOIl
705

I F (DC )1O0,706 ,714
71U I F(DC-DL )log,7Og,7oB
iOB EPLS=(DC-DL)*EPU/DC

Go To 710
709 EPLS=0.
71O lF(DC-H)712,711,711
711 i'l!=2

Go To 713
712 li9= I

Go To 713
7O7 DC=!i-DC

tJ9=2
713 CONT I NUE

ENI] PROCEDURE 7OO
BEG II,I PROCEDURE 9OO
co ro(903,904,903),NB

903 | F(TY-Tg)gO2,g0l,g0l
901 E9=T9lC09+ETNL

DCL=SL
G0 To 7O5
DCL=CL/2,
DELI 2=( (rpUM+rpU) /2.-Ep I )*DCL
D EL 5 6=EX TS
E2=5P l+DEL12/'Ct
E3= ( DEL56-DELl2) / (DL*DCL )
El{=Ef? Ut4/ (4. )kDNAt4 )
E5=(EPUI4+EPtt)/\.
F I =93*E4
F2 =E5 +D 1,1411'vg3+E2
F3=-D I,iAl"t't ( r4*oNRt4+E5-E2)
DC=(-F2+SQRT (fZxfZ-{.rtpl *F3 ) ) / (2.*Fl



2I4
RETIJR N 9 OO

; 9oz S9=r9lAS
E9=( ( sg-SY)*( ( 59-SY)+2.:'cA)/e )+e y+ETNL
REI'tJRf,l 900

90\ Eg=EREV-(TREV-T9 ) /Cog
Ef.lD PROCEDUR,E 900
EI.ID TRACE
E I'JD
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APPENDIX IV

Response Analysis Prograrn

This program ie written in baeic IBM l620 FORTRAN. It
' requires 40K atorage if etl the earthquake pulaee are to be toad€d

into" storage before catculatione begtn.

A list of the variabtes used in the Program followg. The

corresponding vafiable defiaed in Section 13 ila given where

'appropriate..
Part IV ehould be read ia conjunction with thig Appeadix..

I
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t'
Variabtes

CN

cv
cw
El to

CA

GR

GRED

I

Q*, Qu.
+cw
LwF /2

815 Goefficients used in calc'ulations
' N, .ground acceteration coefficieat

I,

I

['
l,'

I.
lr

I

I

J

JSTOP

M

NCD

NUMN

NUMO

NUMP

T

TT

K

s2/si
f = l'-l()i.<t
!=2 X>I
I=3 X<-1.
No. of earthquake coefficient, N

Last earthquake coefficient used

Indicator for first reversal
No,of system card read

No. of pulse when XA{N occurs (See betour)
ililfrilxvALilfl

rrrrililxMPtrll

T

at,
c
a

xl i;| .-
x2

Arbitrary value with same sign as firet V1

x
T=ZlW
LWr'

xl
xz
Greateet negative value of X

tt Positive rr lr X
Greatest yalue * l"f

t.;

!
i

l'.
la

I

',t

THE TA

vl
,,v2-

VINTT

VISCD

w

WIDTH

xl
xz
XMN

. XMP
'' xvAL

( ,:

I
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i

I

r.

;1

LOAD

NTA

EANTHQ UAK€ DA7\
sr&,Ao1 - GA(1) ro a^(eln)

oo LooP
DO tr.2, tffOP

R.EAD PROPE'R7/ES OF SI67FM:
THETA, yrSC, 6€FD/ WtD7tl - tr{IOP Caueuuare xe, Ya

PRrf/T SYSTFM ROPERT€S
I

CHEK FOR, NRST
SYPrsS Va cHE*, (N77L

FIRST REVERSAL OCGURS

CALCULATE VA(UES WHICH OO

NO-r DEPEND ON 7e Sff -r.O.a
aHECK SrcN OF V?-.

CALCULATE UALUES WHICH OO

DEPEND O^/ 7'
CH&.K UALUE QF X?.
P,€SET F NE<E'S/*Y.

SFT STA&7NG VALUES
crtxx I poR HAY oP NtN xz
Y*LaE. S70&F 

'F 
Nf{,.ESSArril

' XI -YZ
Vl .VZ

' PRINr .T)rV4.L)NUMO, NCD DO loop coMnETE ?

R€6FT T tF T <2.O Sfc.S utEcK xnNrwt? F& xvAL

T' ?.o

Flor Ghart for Response Program



2r8
Et.tc INEEi( |

D rl4Efis l0N
D liiEi'is Ici'l
D IIlENS I ON

PR I I'!T
1 F0Ri'iAT (49ile llc I NEER I tiG SCt-i001, ARDI40RE.

Pir I iJT 2
2 FOR|4AT(25I1LOAD EARTITQIJAKE DATA CARDS,/)

l+3 )
PR I t'tT 5
FQRI4AT(22HEARTHQUAKE DATA I-OADE.O, / )
PR ll{T 7
F0RI4AT (/ | /,?Or{LpAD 0NE SySTEr.l CaRO,/)
REI\D 8, NcD, THETA, v I scD , GllED,h I DTI{, .J sr0P
FoRiiAT ( t 3 ,zX, F4 .6 ,2x, F4 .o,2x, F4.0,2x, F4.0 ,2x,l4)
PR I iiT 9, NCD

9 FoRf4AT(12!lSYSTEl4 CARD=, l/)
PRINT IO,THETA,VISCD

10 F0RtlAT(5liTi{ETA,6X,t;1=,F7.3,3X, lBl.tCRlT VtSC 0Al.4Pll'lG=,F'l .3)
PRi liT 1 l,GRED,Vr lDTil

1 I FORI4AT(t2ttnroucrn GRD=,F7.3,3X,18t-ttoop filDTl't (o/pY)=,F7 .3,1)
PR I itT 12

12 FOR|4AT (3X, t HT,gX, I f{X,gX, I fJp, BX ,lHt4, / )
T=0. 2
irr=l0.
TT=0.01
GIt(1)=1.
cR (2 )=1 . /GRED
cR (3 )=GR(2 )
Ci'J ( I )=0.
CN(Z )=1.-GRED
CN(3)=GRED-I.
CVI=VI IDTH,/2.'13 E1--2.'k3. I h15927'lV l SCD/T
E2=Vyp ( -E I *TT )
E3=-E 1*Ez

NG SCIiOOL, ARDil0RE. EART|.{QUAKE ANALYS lS.
GA(2937 )'
cR(3),Cli(3)
E4(3) ; E5(3),16(i),E7 (3),E8(3),19(3),E1 0(3)

)

T

A

7

Gl\(i)=0. '
FoRl{l\T( f t tr. B, Ei 4. B, E I A. B, El 4. 3)
D0 a 172 ,293\,\
|?EAD 3"GA( I ),CR(.r+t ),GA( t-F2),GA(

I

I

I

I

I

D0 14 l=1 ,3
EA ( | ) =T / (2.j,3.1\1 Sg27:t(SQRT(l ./GR( I )-vl SCD*Vl
E5(l)=E2lE\(t)

scD) ) )

LI
)=coS(TTlE4(l))
)=Sll'l(TTlEj{(l))
)=-1 .*cR( l)/iltrrn
)=EB( t )/rr

EB(
E9(

1 4 E1 0( | )=v | $f,fl*frcQft ( I ) / 1.1 kl 5927
l'1= I
l=l

6 r7=0.
Xl=0,
Vl =0.
Xi'll,J=0.
XllP=0,



zt9

I

I

l'i

V I f.t I T=:GA (2 )
D0 30 .l=l .,lSTOP
El 1=g9 ( t );t(cR(.1+t )-CA(J ) )-i z=E6( r )"ca(i )-(cN( I )+cV)'tGR(
E1 3=Xi -El 2

Elir=(Vt+fl'tE13-El I )*El{( I )
El 5=(rt 3*95( t )+rl 4*E7( | ) )
X2=92"EI 5+EI 1*TT+El2

r )-e t o( t)*El 1

| )+Er A*E6 ( r ) )+El t

-.{,..

15
16
t/
'ro
I(J

1g
20

,21

22
23

/.4
,25

26

27.
2B

2g
30

v2=73scE1 5+E5 ( I ),* (-r t 3*971
Go To(15,17),1'{ '
I F(Vz"'W I N I T) i 6,,2O,2O
t4=2 . \,
lF(\,'2)lB,20,l9

C.li =-Clv
G0 T0 20
CV=C\'r ' .
1F(X2-1 . )2t,23a?l
l=2

..,;'

GO TO ?5
tF(x2+l .)2\,23;23
| -ll-l

Go TO 25
l=3
I F ( X2-Xt4N )25,29 ,27
Xr\li.!=X2
l,lUi/riJ=J
G0 Ta 29
I F ( X2-XMP )29 ,29 ,28
Xl'iP=X2
llUi'iP= J

X i =;i2
V1 =VZ
I F(Xi tP+Xt4N)3 1,32,32

3l XVAL=XMN
ltlUl'i0=;'191111
GoTo33.

32 XVAL=Xl4P
NU140=l{Ul'lP

36

PUiicti 35, xvAL', NUf4o, NCD
Foiit4AT (r7 .\,2x,El o. 4, 2X,
Nt=\'t-.2
I F (r-1 . )6 ,36 ,36
T=2 . /tvt
Go To 13 ,

END :',,,:,,, ,

't.r' '

33
35 l5 rzxr.J5)

,',:.

'.,1-]

.

.,t'

,l
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